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STATE OF MICHIGAN 

                 1st DISTRICT COURT 

----------------------- 

PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES,  

 LLC  

 PlainYff 

v     Michigan 1st District Court Case No 20V1162GC 

  LESLY POMPY    

  Defendant 

---------------------------------------- 

MOTION FOR OPPOSITION TO PORTFOLIO RECOVERY REQUEST AND WRIT FOR 
GARNISHMENT  

Lesly Pompy, moves pro se, requesYng that the Court denies the plainYff’s request 
and writ for Garnishment.  Pursuant to under Michigan Court Rule MCR 2.003(C),  
a final judgment, entered by Judge Jack Vitale of the Michigan First District Court, 
was improper for failure for recusal under  apparent conflict of interest. Pursuant 
to the Michigan Code of Judicial Conduct, Canon 3 ( B) (C ),  and MCR 2.003(C)” 
applied.  Judge Jack Vitale refused to recused himself, but issued an improper 
order in the face of a violaYon of  the SeparaYon of Powers Act. Thje failure of the 
recusal is inconsistent with due process.  

 AddiYonally, Lesly’s Pompy’s are subject to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 
32.4. An order from the STATE OF MICHIGAN, 1ST District Court ,  granYng  the 
moYon of PorFolio Recovery would violate federal law.  As the Defendant is 
subject to Federal Forfeiture held by an AnYcipatory Forfeiture resulYng from 
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voluntary transfer of a state case, under then Prosecutor William Paul Nichols,  to  
a federal agency, the  DEA. (Drug Enforcement Agency).  

The moYon for a Request  and Writ for Garnishment , received by the Defendant 
on December 10,2022  should be denied.  

Date: _12/21/22______________    __________________  
         Signature   

Lesly Pompy  

533 N. Monroe St 

Monroe , Michigan 48162 

734-819-0634 

pompypain@gmail.com 
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STATE OF MICHIGAN 

          IN THE COURT  OF APPEALS 

----------------------- 

PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES,  

 LLC  

 PlainYff 

v     Michigan 1st District Court Case No 20V1162GC 

  LESLY POMPY    

  Defendant 

BRIEFS IN SUPPORT  OF MOTION FOR OPPOSITION TO PORTFOLIO RECOVERY 
REQUEST AND WRIT FOR GARNISHMENT  

STATEMENT OF FACTS 
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Lesly Pompy is an African American Male, of HaiYan naYonal origin.  Lesly Pompy 
was a board cerYfied physician working in the field of anesthesiology, pain 
management, and addicYon medicine.   

Qlarant SoluYon Inc. and Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Mutual Insurance 
Company  (BCBSMMIC)  introduced in the stream of commerce  an  opioid 
monitoring  somware, from at least 2009. Blue Cross addressed the public at large 
via Gill Gembarsky, to represent that their opioid somware   had the ability to 
detect “Pre-crime.” Such representaYon by Blue Cross consYtutes an express 
warranty of goods under UCC §2-313. Qlarant SoluYon Inc. adverYses to  federal 
and state aKorney generals that Qlarant can “ strengthen convicYon. “  Blue Cross 
has not shown that the somware actually predicts criminality. Blue Cross failed to 
give warning of the risk of personal injury to the doctors, the paYents, and law 
enforcement.   In reliance to the somware, law enforcement unreasonably   
induced criminal proceedings against physicians, such as Dr. Pompy. A prior 
authorizaYon mechanism existed so to ensure appropriate prescribing. Qlarant 
and BCBSMMIC gave no noYce to doctors as to which behavior would be 
considered prohibited. BCBSMMIC is a mutual insurance company incorporated in 
the state of Michigan.  

Qlarant is a non-profit corporaYon. Qlarant and BCBSMMIC manipulate data in 
their data analyYc somware by customizing their general staYsYcal, non-straYfied 
and non-MME normalized data to target a parYcular physician. The reliability of 
the somware, parYcularly in regard to raYonal polypharmacy, was not established. 
Medicare Pill mills analysis, Appriss Heath, Qlarant, and BCBSMMIC data are 
inconsistent.   

Qlarant SoluYon Inc.  and   BCBSMMIC intended, and obtained  reliance by the 
consumers of the somware.  The consumers of the products, including MANTIS, 
DEA, and other law enforcement, relied on representaYon of the somware to 
predict the commission of crime by paYents and doctors.  Qlarant and BCBSMMIC 
represented in their adverYsement, which they knew with substanYal certainty 
that the somware would substanYally interfere with the use of Opiods 
medicaYons.  Such behavior consYtutes a public nuisance.  

Opiods MedicaYons are used by chronic pain paYent pursuant to their liberty 
interest in living life in a pain-neutral environment. Qlarant and BCBSMMIC 
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product affected doctors, involved in the treatment of pain, in a manner different 
that suffered by the general public.  

The plainYff ‘s State of Michigan medical license would be  subject to an 
Immediate suspension Order  on 8/4/2017, and  final of suspension for 6 months 
and one day,  in June 2, 2020.  Many other physicians suffered a similar loss of 
medical licensure.  Facing the lack of medical care, the affected class of paYents 
have omen died, (e.g., Richard Johnson, Janet Loruss, Renay Blakesley), 2) sought 
refuge in illegal drugs, 3) suffered worsening pain and suffering, depression, 
anxiety, disability.  A somware intended to coordinate criminal convicYons of 
doctors , using a medical malpracYce  evidenYary standard of evidence,  is not 
reasonable.  

 In 2015, Pursuant to OperaYon Stonegarden and OperaYon Gateway, the 
militarized police team MANTIS ( Monroe Area NarcoYc InvesYgaYon Team ) , 
Monroe City Police and the Monroe County Sheriff’s department  received a grant  
from  the Drug Enforcement Agency.  

Under the terms of the grant, the parYes receiving the grant money  entered into 
an agreement to search for drugs. 

In November 2015, Monroe Prosecutor William Paul Nichols, Marc Moore of 
ManYs, Michaels Zsenyuck or Brian Zasadny of Blue Cross Blue Shield Mutual 
Insurance Company ( BCBSMMIC) , MANTIS ( formerly the disbanded  OMN I ) 
agreed to invesYgate the prescribing pracYces of Dr. Lesly Pompy.  

The above named group formed a joint enterprise with the common purpose of 
exploiYng the grant,  pecuniary gain from Civil Forfeiture, (Monroe County 
Prosecutor William P. Nichols (State of Michigan ex rel. William P. Nichols, Monroe 
County Prosecutor, v. $27,814.00, et al., Defendants, and Lesly Pompy, M.D., 
Claimant, and IntervenYonal Pain Management Associates, P.C., et al., Intervening 
Third-Party Claimants, Hon. Daniel S. White, Case No. 16-139517-CF) ,  
coordinaYng their efforts for cash  convicYon.  

Dr. Pompy provided  medical care for : 1)  the  treatment of  chronic pain  in 
paYent of the status of  disabling  chronic pain  under the ADA, and 2) the 
treatment of  paYents  of the social status of drug addicYon.  
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Despite being under treatment for substance use, the personal idenYficaYon data 
of paYents undergoing drug treatment was used to find, and interrogate those 
paYents.  The members of the joint enterprise inserted James Stewart, aka James 
Howell, into the medical pracYce of Dr. Pompy without  a court order, as required 
under Title 42 C.F.R. §§2.61-2.67.   

James Stewart, aka James Howell, : 1)  was  a  BCBSMMIC employee,  2) was  given 
a false state of Michigan  driver’s  by the Michigan State Police and MANTIS, 3) 
was  a false  medical referral by  BCBSMMIC employee J. Alan Robertson M.D., 4) 
was  improperly depuYzed under the name James Stewart, 5)  was given a false 
social security card by the DEA., 6) obtained controlled substances  from a Monroe 
Walgreen, 7) ingested controlled substances while he was acYng  as an 
invesYgator for the joint enterprise,  8)  ingested   controlled substances, 9) 
distributed controlled substances to Marc Moore, 10) obtained a false MAPS   
( Michigan Automated PrescripYon Service ) report  from  the  Bureau of 
Professional Licensing, 11)  invaded the  paYents and the doctor’s privacy, by 
videotaping  paYents undergoing pain and substance abuse  treatment without 
consent, privilege, or  noYce .   

BCBSMMIC gained tax deducYon by the paying for James Howell to fill and ingest 
prescripYons under the name of James Howell.  James Stewart, aka James Howell, 
commiKed mail and wire fraud for the joint enterprise when he signed under the 
name James Stewart, urine specimen desYned to be sent by U.S. mail to a lab 
outside the state of Michigan. 

The Bureau of Professional Licensing of the State of Michigan operates as a 
division of LARA, under Orlene Hawks, the wife of Michael Hawks. Michael Hawks 
lobbies the state of Michigan on behalf of BCBSMMIC.  

On 5/07/2016, MANTIS police officer Sean Street reported that   Ricky Bryant was 
aKempYng to sell his morphine medicaYon that he had received from Dr. Pompy.   

Dr. Pompy had not prescribed morphine to Ricky Bryant prior to 5/7/2016.   

Dr. Pompy had a fiduciary relaYonship with MBT Financial Inc. (Now, known as 
First Merchant Bank, Inc.)  
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Carl Christensen M.D was as an employee of BCBSMMIC, the DEA, MANTIS, and 
the Michigan State Police. 

On 8/24/2016, Rochelle Basinger, prosecutor William Paul Nichols step daughter, 
injected the drug Fentanyl, hung herself, and subsequently killed herself in a 
suicide. 0n 9/26/2016, Dr. Pompy is raided, his money taken, and effecYvely shut 
down. In July of 2017, Brandon Nichols, the son of William Paul Nichols, died of an 
overdose of illegal drugs.  In 2019, MANTIS informant Joshua Cangliosi overdosed 
from heroin  and died. In 2022,  Anthony Drudi,  the nephew of  Marc Moore of 
MANTIS, died  from the distribuYon  of illicit  fentanyl.  

On 9/21/2016, Robert Blair of the Monroe County Sheriff’s department,  obtained 
Dr. Pompy’s financial informaYon from MBT Financial Inc., dba/ Monroe Bank and 
Trust without consent, privilege, or noYce.  

MBT Financial Inc. gave Dr. Pompy no noYce of   the search and seizure conducted 
by Robert Blair 

On 9/23/2016, Magistrate Jessica Chaffin, under the authority of Jack Vitale, relied 
on false statement in the affidavit by James Stewart, aka James Howell,  Sean 
Street,  Marc Moore, and  Robert Blair, to issue  : 1) an impermissible 
extraterritorial  search warrant for the medical records of Dr. Pompy, housed by 
IPaYentCare Inc. ., domiciled in the state of  New-Jersey. The 9/23/2016 search 
warrant did not list IPaYentCare Inc., in parYcularity as a place to be searched and 
seized. New-Jersey Court Rules 3.5 does not allow for extraterritorial warrants.  

Other improper extraterritorial warrants would be issued  to be executed in the 
States  of Florida and New-Jersey on 9/27/2016, and again on 8/14/ 2017.  

On September 26, 2016 early morning, Brian Bishop and Marc Moore, performed 
a search and seizure of Dr. Pompy’s office, took the name and addresses of 
paYents that the Defendant doctor was keeping off heroin.  Later that day, On 
September 26, 2016, Brian Bishop, Mark Moore, Robert Blair, Sean Street , and  
about 15 others officer raided the  doctor’s office at  located at Promedica 
Monroe Regional Hospital. Cell phones of doctor Pompy , and employees Erica 
Shawn, Jordan Rippee, Diana knight, among others, were searched and seized; the 
codes  to their cell phone were obtained under threat of incarceraYon. Stephen 
Ellison was tracked and followed in violaYon of CFR 42  2.61-2.67.  
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IPaYentCare Inc., is domiciled, headquartered, and with its principle place of 
business located in the state of New-Jersey.  The Michigan 1st District Court issued 
a search warrant to obtain medical records located in the State of New-Jersey. On 
9/27/2016 Judge Jack Vitale, of the Michigan First District Court, issued against Dr. 
Pompy a search to be executed in the State of New-Jersey ( E-Trade)  and the State 
of Florida ( Merrill Lynch).    

The name of the issuing court on the 9/21/2016, 9/23/2016, 9/27/2016, 
9/28/2016, 8/14/2017 search warrants was purposefully erased on the warrants.  
The Yme and date stamps on the warrants were also purposefully erased on most 
of the search warrants.  The impression seal of the issuing court is absent. With 
the erasing of the name of the issuing court and the Yme and date stamp on the 
search warrants, plus the absent seal of the court, the insignia of valid, reliable 
court documents, are lacking.  

On the few search warrants where the search warrants are Yme and date 
stamped, other mysteries create substanYal doubt on the validity of the 
documents.  For, the Yme and date stamp  on the search warrants  are  either : 1)   
inconsistent with the  Yme  and date the search warrant was signed by the judge 
or magistrate, or 2) inconsistent with the date and Yme  the search warrant was  
actually  executed.  Magistrates Chaffin and Tina Todd, Judge Jack Vitale acted 
outside of their jurisdicYon, outside the scope of their employment. Magistrate 
Tina Todd and Jessica Chaffin, and Judge Jack Vitale had no statutory jurisdicYon 
over the state of New-Jersey CiYzen, IPaYentCare Inc. The authority of the 
Monroe District Court was exceeded.  

The evidence searched and seized  on  9/26/2016 , from the execuYon of the 
9/23/2016 search warrant,  was not : 1)  properly tabulated and returned to the 
Michigan 1st District Court, 2)  properly entered into a  chain of custody into the 
evidence room by an evidence technician, 3)  returned  to the owners of medical 
records. Marc Moore, Brian Bishop, Robert Blair, Carl Christensen M.D., Leon 
Pedell M.D., BCBSMMIC, conYnues.  

Where I had an expectaYon of privacy under State HIPAA, the above parYes used 
the defecYve 9/23/2016 search warrants search and seize my medical records. 
The name of the issuing court, the date and Yme stamp on the search warrant, 
were erased.  Such search was unreasonable. The Michigan ConsYtuYon, ArYcle 
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§11, prohibits unreasonable search and seizures. The parYes above violated the 
Michigan ConsYtuYon, ArYcle §11.    

DEA Diversion invesYgator, Brian Bishop, did not give Dr. Pompy the permissible 
reasonable Yme to cure  record keeping violaYons. Instead, On  9/30/2016,  DEA 
agent  Brian Bishop filed a complaint against Dr. Pompy’s State of Michigan 
medical license  at the Bureau of Professional Licensing.  

In December 2016 and via a Civil Forfeiture acYon, jurisdicYon of the Pompy case 
was moved from the Michigan 1st District Court to the Michigan First Circuit 
Court. Nevertheless, Judge Vitale’s magistrates issued, to Robert Blair,  a second 
search warrant for D. Pompy’s medical records, to be executed  at  IPaYentCare 
Inc., located in the State of New-Jersey.  

On 8/04/2017, Dina Young swore in an Affidavit to have served an ISO ( Immediate 
Suspension Order ).  Actually, Dr. Pompy was served with the ISO by Brian Bishop 
at Promedica Monroe Regional Hospital on 8/04/17.  On August 4, 2017, Brian 
Bishop went to Promedica Monroe Regional Hospital to serve Dr. Pompy with an 
order of Immediate Suspension regarding his State of Michigan Medical license. At 
the Yme of service, Dr. Pompy was performing nerve blocks to ease the pain and 
suffering of   his paYents, without prescripYons for controlled substances.   
Nevertheless, Dina Young swore to have served the subpoena to Dr. Pompy. The 
Bureau of Professional Licensing used this false service of profess to acquire, 
disclose, redisclosed, maintain, and dispose medical records, without consent, 
privilege, or noYce.  

A faxed package with a cover page dated 8/15/2017, 2:15 pm, from Robert Blair of 
the Michigan State Police and MANTIS, was faxed to IPaYentcare Inc of New-
Jersey. The faxed package contains a search warrant with the name of the issuing 
court erased. The search warrant signed by Jessica Chaffin, is dated as issued on 
8/14/2017.  The court’s Yme and date stamp on the search warrant indicate “Aug. 
15. 2: 17 PM” on Page 3, and “Aug 15, 2017 2:18 PM” on page 4. This same Yme 
and date stamp appears in the same document in packages   that was not faxed to 
IPaYentCare, Inc.   The erased first sheet that would have indicated the name of 
the issuing court, the   sequence of date and Yme on the search warrant, the date 
Magistrate Jessica Chaffin signed the search warrant, and the date on the faxed 
package, are inconsistent. 
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In early 2018, Judge Daniel White from the Michigan First Circuit Court ordered 
the returned of evidence. Marc Moore, Brian Bishop, Robert Blair, Carl 
Christensen M.D., Leon Pedell M.D., BCBSMMIC, MANTIS ( Monroe Area NarcoYc 
Team InvesYgaYon Service)  has not returned : 1) the enYre amount of the money 
forfeited, 2) the medical records, 3) the seized IPAD and IPOD. 

On 8/14/2017, realizing the facially –defecYve, extra-territorial, warrants Robert 
Blair obtained a second warrant for my medical records in 2017. The warrant 
exceeded the limited jurisdicYon of the Monroe First District Court.   

  Dr. Pompy was not a staYsYcal anomaly in term of prescripYon habits as alleged 
by Medicare and BCBSMMIC,  there was no basis for a finding of probable cause  
to issue the search warrants for Dr. Pompy’s record.  Dr. Pompy was targeted due 
to his race and naYon of origin.  The validity of the  9/23/2016, the 9/27/2016, 
and  8/14/2017  search warrant  are issues in the acYve case  United States v. 
Pompy, No. 18-20454 (ED Mich.).  

Under the lead case Tracy Clare Micks Harm et al  vs. William Paul Nichols et al, 
Consolidated cases 2.18-cv-12634, E.D Michigan,  the former paYents of Dr. 
Pompy, ciYng the defecYve the  9/23/2016, the 9/27/2016, and  8/14/2017  
search warrants, for  the unlawful  acquisiYon, disclosure, redisclosure, 
maintenance, and disposiYon of their medical records without consent, privilege, 
or noYce.  

The case was dismissed in the Federal court.  The paYents appealed the case at 
the Federal Court of Appeal for the 6th Circuit, and sought cerYorari at the 
Supreme Court of the United States.  

Judge Jack Vitale and his magistrate partners/employees (Tina Todd, Jessica 
Chaffin) were a party to a proceeding involving Dr. Pompy, and /or his paYents 
within the past 2 years.   Last entry on case was Pompy v. Todd, Case No.: 
19-10334 (E.D. Mich. Oct. 30, 2020) by Judge Anthony Pax.  

Michael Hendricks of HHS /OIG   used the 9/23/2016 warrants to obtain Dr. 
Pompy’s medical records on 4/26/2018 from Brian Bishop in 2018. Those same 
medical records, that Brian Bishop got from New-Jersey using the Michigan 
9/23/16 forged, third-party, extraterritorial warrant.  A New-Jersey judge never 
approved the Michigan warrant to be used in the state of Michigan. The Michigan 
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warrant was void in the State of New-Jersey.  Despite those material 
inconsistencies on government documents, the federal prosecutors, Brandy 
McMillion and Wayne PraK, disregarded the perjured affidavits, obtained my 
medical records from Brian Bishop, and indicted Dr. Pompy in June 2018.  

 In PorFolio Recovery Associates LLC  v   Lesly Pompy ,  Case No 20G 1162 GC 
Mich. 1st Distr. Court (2020), Lesly Pompy  raised the issues that  the plainYff has 
failed to show: 1) a debt existed in the amount stated, or in any amount , at the 
Yme alleged  by PorFolio Recovery Associates Inc.,  2) a proper assignment  of 
Lesly Pompy’s  specific account actually occurred, 3) or that Dr. Pompy had a 
contract with PorFolio recovery, and the issue of  judge   Jack Vitale’s 
disqualificaYon under MCR 2.003(B).  Although  there existed  reasons for 
disqualificaYon exist due to potenYal conflict of interest , bias moYve, a party to 
proceedings,  Judge Jack Vitale refused to  sign an order of disqualificaYon. (SCAO 
Form MC 264, Order of DisqualificaYon/Reassignment).  

ARGUMENT SECTON- Juridical DisqualificaYon 

I.  Where there is a potenYal of conflict of conflict of interest between the 
judge and a party, does the refusal of the judge to recuse himself from the case 
consYtute a reversible error from an abuse of DiscreYon? 

A.  Grounds for DisqualificaYon 

 1. DisqualificaYon Warranted 

MCR 2.003(B) provides:  

 “A party may raise the issue of a judge’s disqualificaYon by moYon or the 
judge may raise it.” 

 Lesly Pompy raised the issue of disqualificaYon of Judge Jack Vitale in 
PorFolio Recovery LLC v Lesly Pompy 

 Michigan Code of Judicial Conduct  
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  Canon 3 ( B) (C ) of the Michigan Court Rules provides :  

 “C. DisqualificaYon: A judge should raise the issue of disqualificaYon 
whenever the judge has cause to believe that grounds for disqualificaYon may 
exist under MCR 2.003(C)” 

A quesYon of disqualificaYon has arisen.  Pursuant to the Michigan Code of 
Judicial Conduct, MCR 2.003(C)” applies.  

B. Rule 2.003 DisqualificaYon of Judge. 

Michigan Court Rule MCR 2.003(C) provides:  

“Applicability.  This rule applies to all judges, including jusYces of the 
Michigan Supreme Court, unless a specific provision is stated to apply only 
to judges of a certain court. The word “judge” includes a jusYce of the 
Michigan Supreme Court. 

(B) Who May Raise. A party may raise the issue of a judge’s disqualificaYon 
by moYon or the judge may raise it. 

(C) Grounds. 

(1) DisqualificaYon of a judge is warranted for reasons that include, but are 
not limited to, the following:  

(a) The judge is biased or prejudiced for or against a party or aKorney. 

(b) The judge, based on objecYve and reasonable percepYons, has either (i) 
a serious risk of actual bias impacYng the due process rights of a party as 
enunciated in Caperton v Massey, [556 US 868]; 129 S Ct 2252; 173 L Ed 2d 
1208 (2009), or (ii) has failed to adhere to the appearance of impropriety 
standard set forth in Canon 2 of the Michigan Code of Judicial Conduct. 

(e) The judge was a partner of a party, aKorney for a party, or a member of 
a law firm represenYng a party within the preceding two years. 
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(g) The judge or the judge’s spouse, or a person within the third degree of 
relaYonship to either of them, or the spouse of such a person: 

(i) is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a party; 

(ii) is acYng as a lawyer in the proceeding; 

(iii) is known by the judge to have a more than de minimis interest that 
could be substanYally affected by the proceeding; 

(iv) is to the judge's knowledge likely to be a material witness in the 
proceeding.” 

The Honorable Judge Jack Vitale had personal knowledge surrounding the 
circumstances of this case arising from previous acYviYes in the issuance of 
mulYple Search Warrants, Civil Forfeiture AcYon, anYcipatory criminal forfeiture, a 
present Federal Indictment where the validity of the search warrant authored by 
Judge Vitale is at issue.  

The previous involvement of the Judge against the defendants raises the issue of 
the possibility of bias and /or prejudice involving the basis for probable cause for 
search warrants.  Judge Jack Vitale and his magistrate partners/employees were a 
party to a proceeding within the past 2 years.   Last entry on case was Pompy v. 
Todd, Case No.: 19-10334 (E.D. Mich. Oct. 30, 2020) by Judge Anthony Pax 

The Michigan Court Rules provides for the disqualificaYon.  The Honorable Judge 
Jack Vitale is likely to become a material witness in the proceeding regarding the 
validity of perjured affidavits supporYng a search warrant.( United States v. 
Pompy, No. 18-20454 (ED Mich.) . The   failure to disqualify and enter the order 
consYtutes a reversible error.  

The Honorable Judge Jack Vitale has personal knowledge surrounding the 
circumstances of this case arising from previous acYviYes in the issuance of Search 
Warrants, and a Civil Forfeiture AcYon.  

The previous involvement of the Judge against the defendants raises the issue of 
the possibility of bias and /or prejudice involving the basis for probable cause for 
search warrants.  Judge Jack Vitale and his magistrate partners/employees were a 
party to a proceeding within the past 2 years.   Last entry on case was Pompy v. 
Todd, Case No.: 19-10334 (E.D. Mich. Oct. 30, 2020) by Judge Anthony Pax.  
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The Michigan Court Rules provides for the disqualificaYon.  The Honorable Judge 
Jack Vitale is likely to become a material witness in the proceeding regarding the 
validity of perjured affidavits supporYng a search warrant. (United States v. 
Pompy, No. 18-20454 (ED Mich. ). The   failure to disqualify and enter the order 
consYtutes a reversible error. 

Judge Jack Vitale should have recused himself from the instant case.  

 2. Facially DefecYve Extraterritorial Warrants As Evidence of Actual Bias or 
Prejudice. 

The name of the issuing court on the 9/21/2016, 9/23/2016, 9/27/2016, 
9/28/2016, 8/14/2017 search warrants was purposefully erased on the warrants.  
The Yme and date stamps on the warrants were also purposefully erased on most 
of the search warrants.  The impression seal of the issuing court is absent. The 
lack of the impression seal on the search warrant represents   a violaYon of MCL 
780.651.   With the erasing of the name of the issuing court and the Yme and date 
stamp on the search warrants, plus the absent seal of the court, the insignia of 
valid, reliable court documents, are lacking .  

The Search Warrant Suffered From a Material AlteraYon Which Rendered The 
Warrants of 9/23/2016, 9/27/2016 and 8/14/17, Facially DefecYve 

The Name of the issuing court was whitened . The concealment of the capYon of 
the issuing court for the search warrants with the intent to hide the lack of subject 
maKer jurisdicYon, personal jurisdicYon, venue, and exceeded the statutory 
amount in controversy of the Monroe District Court (Exhibit 16).  The warrant 
lacked the seal of the Monroe District court, without an accompanying Judge’s 
order. The material alteraYon of the instrument search warrant impaired Dr. 
Pompy’s due process right in opposing the Civil Forfeiture.  Due to the alteraYon, 
Dr. Pompy was unable to locate the proper issuing court. The altered court 
documents are inconsistent with   documents actually issued by the First District 
Court. The 9/23/16 Search Warrants for the plainYff’s medical records was : 1)  
signed by the   Monroe Prosecutor Allison Arnold, Robert Blair, Jessica Chaffin,   2) 
issued by the Monroe  District Court, 3) used to conduct an illegal  search and 
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seizure on  9/26/16. Robert Blair, Brian Bishop, Brent Cathey, Mark Moore knew 
the search warrants were defecYve.   

The state of Michigan Statute M.C.L §600.761, or common law does not allow 
extraterritorial warrants. BCBSMMIC used the search warrant of the Monroe 
District Court to obtain extraterritorial evidence. BCBSMMIC violated M.C.L 
§600.761. Rule 3:5-1 of the “RULES GOVERNING THE COURTS OF THE STATE OF 
NEW JERSEY.  RULE 3:5-1 provides: “A search warrant may be issued by a judge of 
a court having in the municipality where the property sought is located.” The 
Statute M.C.L §600.761, and the State of New-Jersey RULE 3:5-1, do not provide 
for the execuYon of  search warrant issued in the  State of Michigan , to be validly 
executed in the State of New-Jersey.  Judge Jack Vitale  prejudged the case 
because of prior parYcipaYon as an accuser, invesYgator, facFinder or iniYal 
decision maker.” Crampton v Dep’t of State, 395 Mich 347, 351 (1975). 

 On the few search warrants where the search warrants are Yme and date 
stamped, other mysteries create substanYal doubt on the validity of the 
documents.  For, the Yme and date stamp  on the search warrants  are  either : 1)   
inconsistent with the  Yme  and date the search warrant was signed by the judge 
or magistrate, or 2) inconsistent with the date and Yme  the search warrant was  
actually  executed.  Magistrates Chaffin and Tina Todd, Judge Jack Vitale acted 
outside of their jurisdicYon, outside the scope of their employment. MCL 780.657 
prohibits a court from exceeding its authority. Magistrate Tina Todd and Jessica 
Chaffin, and Judge Jack Vitale had no statutory jurisdicYon over the state of New-
Jersey CiYzen, IPaYentcare Inc. The authority of the Monroe District Court was 
exceeded. Magistrates Tina Todd and Jessica Chaffin, and Judge Jack Vitale 
violated MCL 780.657. The violaYon overcome the presumpYon of judicial 
imparYality, as required under [MCR 2.003(C)(1)(a)7 ]. 

3. Lack of Probable Cause in the Issuance of  Search Warrant 

 Conflict of laws of laws exists among compeYng state and federal interests. 
The conflicts arise from :  Controlled substance Act §802 (56) (d),   (Center for 
Disease Control)  CDC Guidelines, CDC Quality Improvement and Care 
CoordinaYon: “ImplemenYng the CDC Guidelines for Prescribing Opiods for 
Chronic Pain,” Medicare “Best Pain PracYces “ FDA, DEA, SAMSHA, Health 
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Insurance Companies, Appriss Health, Controlled  Substance Act, FederaYon of  
Medical Boards, and Medicare and State of Michigan health care contractors  
( Qlarant SoluYons Inc., BCBSMMIC) . Qlarant soluYons adverYsed statements,  
Medicare / HHS “Best Pain PracYces” publicaYons, and the  BCBSMMIC 
Prescriber’s Block Analysis   are inconsistent.  Judge Vitale, magistrates Jessica 
Chaffin and Tina Todd  lacked  jusYfiable reliance on representaYon made by 
Robert Blair in the issuing of the search warrants. Judge Vitale, magistrates Jessica 
Chaffin and Tina Todd lacked probable cause in their issuing of the 9/21/2016, 
9/23/2016, 9/27/2016, 9/28/2016, and 8/14/2017.  

BCBSMMIC never called me to find out my medical problems. How then without a 
hearing, can the somware determine whether or not, I needed treatments? Such 
intenYonal misrepresentaYon, without noYce, represents a violaYon of due 
process. The Michigan ConsYtuYon, ArYcle §17, prohibits violaYon of Due Process. 
The parYes above violated the Michigan ConsYtuYon, ArYcle §17.    

B. Appearance of Impropriety  

1. JurisdicYonal Defect of Search Warrants  

The Monroe Michigan First District Court District is a court of limited jurisdicYon 
by statutes. The court lacks jurisdicYon over interstate commerce. The Monroe 
District Court lacks personal jurisdicYon over the New-Jersey CiYzen, IPaYentcare 
Inc., domiciled in the State of New-Jersey. The Monroe District Court lacks subject 
maKer jurisdicYon over the New-Jersey CiYzen, IPaYentcare Inc., domiciled in the 
State of New-Jersey. The Monroe District Court’s 9/23/2016 issued search 
warrant, and executed on    9/26/2016, is void for lack of jurisdicYon.  The Lack of 
jurisdicYon over the New-Jersey and Florida ciYzens is admiKed by pleadings from 
Monroe County. (Case 2:19-cv-10334-DML-MJH ECF No. 69 filed 02/11/20 
PageID.950 Page 3 of 16. SecYon IV). 

2. Enmeshed in MaKers Involving the PeYYoner Appellant 

Judge Jack Vitale was involved in the issuance of search warrant against Lesly 
Pompy in 2016, 2017, and 2018.  The judge remains as a possible party to 
liYgaYon involving the plainYff.   Judge Jack Vitale might have prejudged the case 
because of prior parYcipaYon as an accuser, invesYgator, fact finder or iniYal 
decision maker.” Crampton v Dep’t of State, 395 Mich 347, 351 (1975).  Due to the 
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appearance of impropriety, Judge Jack Vitale should have reclused himself from 
the case:  PorFolio Recovery Associates LLC  v   Lesly Pompy ,  Case No 20G 1162 
GC Mich. 1st Distr. Court (2020).  PorFolio Recovery LLC, aKempted to collect on 
the debt and violated 15 U.S.C 1692f by designing and furnishing “ False 
Affidavits.”  A federal quesYon exists under the Fair Debt CollecYon PracYce Act, 
the Monroe District Court is not an appropriate venue for the instant acYon.   

The search warrants are liYgated in various venues. The warrants include : 1) 
alleged to be issued and  signed by Tina Todd  on  9/21/2016 under the direcYon 
of Honorable Judge Jack Vitale, at the request of Robert Blair  2) signed by Jessica 
Chaffin on  9/23/2016, 9/27/2016 and 8/14/2017  under the direcYon of 
Honorable Judge Jack Vitale, at the request of Robert Blair  3)  issued  and signed 
by  Honorable Judge Jack Vitale on 9/27/2016 to be executed in the state of 
Florida and New-Jersey.   

       

C. PERJURED AFFIDAVIT 

1. Sean Street  on 5/7/2016 

The  “ Pill Mill  Risk Analysis ” was not perform by Magistrate Tina Todd and Jessica 
Chaffin,  and judge Jack Vitale of the Michigan First District Court,  in establishing 
probable cause  for search warrants issued on 9/23/2016, 9/27/2018, 9/28/2016, 
and  8/14/2017. The 9/23/2016 search warrant was supported by inconsistent 
sworn statement in the affidavits by Sean Street on 5/7/2016, and executed on an 
out-of state third party, not listed in parYcularity in the search warrant. “On 
5/7/2016, Sean Street swore on an affidavit to the 9/23/2016 search warrant, that   
Ricky Bryant, his daughter and son in law Vanessa and   Joshua Cangliosi 
aKempted to sell the medicaYon morphine that was prescribed by the plainYff. 
Joshua declared that he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and was aKempYng to sell 
some of the narcoYcs to support the household and for his daughter. Bryant 
declared that he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and that he was selling some of 
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them to support the household and for his daughter. Sean Street did not prove 
that Dr. Pompy had any control over Ricky Bryant’s aKempted crimes. 

 On or before 5/7/2016, the plainYff had not prescribed morphine to Ricky Bryant, 
or to Joshua. The false statement was necessary to a finding of probable cause 
affidavit for probable cause for the 9/23/2016, 8/14/2017, and 5/23/2018 search 
warrants.  A Frank’s Hearing was necessary to show the false statement in the 
affidavit.  Joshua declared that he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and was 
aKempYng to sell some of the narcoYcs to support the household and for his 
daughter. Vanessa declared that she was going to sell some of the narcoYcs to 
assist with bills associated with school supplies for her daughter. Sean Street, 
BCBSM, BCBSMMIC provided no noYce to Doctor Pompy  about Ricky Bryant. Had 
the Dr. Pompy received necessary and sufficient noYce about Ricky Bryant, the 
plainYff could have acted to prevent or reduce the possibility of drug diversion.  

2. Failure to MiYgate Damages.    

On 5/7/2016 Sean Street swore in an affidavit that Ricky Bryant and Joshua 
Cangliosi were selling pain medicaYon allegedgly prescribed by Dr. Pompy.  Once 
the defendants felt that Dr. Pompy’s paYent may be selling their miYgaYon, the 
defendants should have stopped all payments to Dr. Pompy and not let addiYonal 
damages pile up. AcYng in a proprietary manner, the defendants took no curaYve 
steps, and allowed any future potenYal sales by Ricky Bryant and Joshua Cangliosi 
to conYnue amer 5/7/2016.  The defendants failed to miYgate damages as 
required under Rockingham. (Rockingham County v. Luten Bridge Co.  22 Ill.35 
F.2d 301 (4th Cir. 1929) 

3. 8/3/2017  Dina Young 

Dina Young-Perjury. Dina Young swore to a cerYficate of service for Dr. Pompy’s by 
mail on 8/4/2016. Actually on 8/4/2016, Brian Bishop actually served the ISO 
(Immediate Suspension Order) at Promedica Monroe Regional Hospital. Brian 
Bishop presented at the Promedica Monroe Regional Hospital emergency room, 
held himself out as a DEA Agent, and demanded to see Dr. Pompy.  The hospital’s 
emergency room staff directed Mr. Bishop to the hospital’s Vice President of 
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Medical Affairs. Dr. Pompy was performing nerve block at the Hospital’s OperaYng 
Room. Dr. Mormon, the Vice –President of the Hospital’s Medical Affairs, 
summoned Dr. Pompy to meet Brian Bishop. Dr. Pompy alerted his aKorney Mr. 
Donnini of the arrival of the DEA at the hospital. On 9/30/2016, Mr. Bishop had 
lodged a formal complaint at the Bureau of Professional Licensing against Dr. 
Pompy’s medical license.  Mr. Bishop is the sole complainant. Consistent with his 
ConYnuing his work, Brian Bishop appeared at the hospital to serve Dr. Pompy . At 
the Yme, Dr. Pompy was performing non-pharmacologic intervenYonal pain 
procedures in the operaYng room, for paYents suffering in pain. Dr. Mormon 
ordered Dr. Pompy to finish the instant paYent being treated, stop taking care of 
addiYonal paYents, and to meet Mr. Bishop at the arranged meeYng room.  The 
chronic pain paYents awaiYng non-pharmacologic pain intervenYons had to go 
home in persistent, in intense pain and suffering.  

In reliance to a complaint filed by Brian Bishop on 9/30/2016, BPL started legal 
proceeding for the State of Michigan medical license of Dr. Pompy. BPL had no 
independent probable cause to start the invesYgaYon prior to 9/30/2016. On 
8/4/2017, in a paKern of reckless disregard to F. R. Civ. Proc Rule 4, federal 
employee Brian Bishop served Dr. Pompy at Promedica Monroe Regional Hospital 
the ISO (Immediate Suspension Order) of BPL. As a party to the BPL v Pompy 
liYgaYon, Brian Bishop lacked authority to serve Dr. Pompy at Promedica Monroe 
Regional Hospital, with knowledge of the then Vice President of Medical Affairs, 
Dr. Moorman. Nevertheless, BPL employee Dina Young swore to having served Dr. 
Pompy the service of Process for the 8/3/2017 ISO to 730 N. Macomb Street Suite 
222, at the Promedica Professional building by USPS. The office of Dr. Pompy at 
730 N. Macomb Street which had been ran sacked and subsequently closed by the 
9/26/16 raid by: DEA/MSP/MPD/MCSD.  

4. James Stewart aka James Howell  

BCBSMMIC inserted James Howell as an undercover agent into a “Drug Treatment 
Program” ( Exhibit 5) without the required court order by Title 42 C.F.R. 
§§2.61-2.67.  BCBSMMIC’S James Stewart commiKed health care fraud under 18 
U.S.C. 1347 when the laKer (1) used a Blue Cross card to seek services at Dr. 
Pompy’s office; (2)  used false medical  referrals from Dr. J. Alan Robertson 
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( Exhibit 9), false driver license ( Exhibit 4), false Michigan Automated PrescripYon 
Services (MAPS) ; and (3) used false social security card. A false social security card 
can bypass IRS code, and further a money laundering scheme. James Stewart’s 
willful concealment of his idenYty as James Howell via the false State of Michigan 
MAPS report, false State of Michigan driver’s license, false social security card, 
false medical records and medical referral, consYtute an intenYonal 
misrepresentaYon. James Stewart, aka James Howell presented a claim of pain 
with material misrepresentaYon. James Stewart, aka James Howell, used   Blue 
Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Mutual Insurance Company and/ or affiliated 
companies, to obtain, ingest controlled substances. James Stewart, aka James 
Howell willfully misrepresented his medical status to Dr. Pompy, at a medical 
office visit.  James Stewart, aka James Howell, claim of pain with material 
misrepresentaYon consYtutes insurance fraud. A false State of Michigan driver’s 
license can be used to board airplanes, and have “911 hijackers in police 
uniforms.” The Homeland Security Act forbids the use of false State and Federal 
documents, in furtherance of a crime, parYcularly the crime of terrorism. The 
following act by BCBSMMIC and its affiliates, under the direcYon and control of 
Blue Cross Blue Shield AssociaYon, consYtutes a violaYon of the Homeland 
Security Act. The allegaYons of health insurance fraud assume a Yme- based 
billing protocol. Complexity based billing and Yme-based billing are 2 commonly 
used billing protocols.  Dr. Pompy typically used the complexity based billing.  
Without the intenYonal misrepresentaYon, Blue Cross Defendants, State 
Defendants, Monroe County Defendants, Federal Defendants, MBT Financial 
Defendants, and Ray Kisonas would not have facilitated the seizing of Dr. Pompy’s 
medical records, under the authority of the summary suspension of Dr. Pompy’s 
DEA cerYficates of registraYon on 3/2/2017; and the Immediate Suspension Order 
of Dr. Pompy’s medical license on 8/3/ 2017. 

James Howell’s filled out the 5/17/16 paper prescripYon under the name of James 
Stewart for Lyrica was filled out in the presence of Moore at Walgreens, 1285 N 
Monroe St, Monroe, Michigan 48162. It was immediately diverted to Marc Moore, 
approved and paid by BCBSMMIC for payment.  James Stewart aka James Howell’s 
NORCO was filled out in the presence of Marc Moore at Walgreens, 1285 N 
Monroe St, Monroe, Michigan 48162. It was immediately diverted to Moore and 
approved by Blue Cross for payment. James Howell’s filled out the 5/17/16 paper 
prescripYon under the name of James Stewart for NORCO and diverted the 
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medicines to Moore. The presentaYon of false idenYficaYon to a pharmacist is a 
crime that should be reported to law enforcement. (Michigan v Gaul-Walters, 
2014 Mich. App. Lexis  1960 (October 21, 2014)).  MSP/MANTIS policy or contract 
with Blue Cross under which ZANAFLEX, an uncontrolled substance legiYmately 
prescribed by Dr. Pompy to Inv. Stewart on April 26, 2016, is not menYoned in Lt 
Moore original incident report, and is sYll concealed and unaccounted for. MSP/
MANTIS contract with Blue Cross under which the prescripYon for,  ZANAFLEX is 
not menYoned in Stewart invesYgaYon report or in the evidence logs, and is sYll 
concealed and unaccounted for. James Howell’s filled out the 5/17/16 paper 
prescripYon under the name of James Stewart for ZANAFLEX was diverted to Marc 
Moore. The presentaYon of false idenYficaYon to a pharmacist is a crime that 
should be reported to law enforcement (Michigan v Gaul-Walters, 2014 Mich. 
App. Lexis 1960 (October 21, 2014)).   

M.C.L § 333.7403 9 ( a) provides that :  (1) A person shall not fraudulently obtain 
or aKempt to obtain a controlled substance or a prescripYon for a controlled 
substance from a health care provider. James Stewart, aka James Howell obtained 
controlled substances via a medical referral for pain management services 
prescribed by BCBSMMIC’s physician J. Alan Robertson. The medical referral 
intenYonally misrepresented the medical condiYon of James Stewart, Aka James 
Howell. James Stewart consumed controlled substances which appear on his urine 
drug screen. BCBSMMIC, J.  Alan Robertson M.D, James Stewart, Aka James 
Howell violated M.C.L § 333.7403 9 (a). 

5. Michael Hendricks 

 On 4/23/2016 Michael Hendrix received medical records from Brian Bishop.  
Despite already be in possession of the medical records, Michael Hendrix swore 
on an affidavit on 5/26/2018 at the District Court Eastern District Of Michigan, his 
desire for the acquisiYon of medical records and electronic devices from Brian 
Bishop.  Those medical records and electronic records were obtained subject to a 
9/23/2016 search warrant.   

5. Brian Bishop 

On 9/26/2016, Brian Bishop, Marc Moore, William Chamulak, Sean Street ( the 
group)  appeared at Dr. Pompy’s office at 08:30 under  alleging a DEA 
administraYve  audit of drug addicted paYents undergoing a  Suboxone Audit.  Dr. 
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Pompy requested the presence of his aKorney; however Brian Bishop denied Dr. 
Pompy’s right to an aKorney.  The group obtained the name of paYents 
undergoing Suboxone treatments for drug detoxificaYon. The addicted paYents 
were idenYfied and visited by MANTIS. The group intenYonally misrepresented a 
MANTIS criminal invesYgaYon 

In violaYon of federal and State of Michigan HIPAA laws,   Marc Moore, Robert 
Blair, Carl Christensen M.D., Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan, Brian Bishop, Jon 
LasoKa used the third-party, facially defecYve, extraterritorial search supported by 
false statements in the affidavits, for a search and seizure of my medical records 
evidence in September of 2016. The use of the Michigan warrant in the state of 
New-Jersey violated Interstate Commerce.  

 Despite being under treatment for substance use, the personal idenYficaYon data 
of paYents undergoing drug treatment was used to find, and interrogate those 
paYents. Such conducts violate Title 42 CFR §§ 2.61-2.67. 

D. Illegal Search and Seizure. 

The Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978 (Title XI of FIRA) generally provides 
individual noYce of government agency requests for their bank or financial 
insYtuYon records. MBT Financial  Inc, dba Monroe Bank and Trust, Susan 
Mehregan, Thomas ScoK   released financial informaYon Officer Robert Blair on 
September 21, 2016, using  a TabulaYon Sheet in lieu and place of a valid search 
warrant.  Robert Blair made the  false statements that he had a valid search 
warrant on 9/21/2016, to an FDIC insured insYtuYon, in violaYon of 18  U.S.C. § 
1014. Mehregan and ScoK did not give Dr. Pompy the protecYon of MCL 487.691, 
regarding adverse claim to bank deposit Act.   

On September 26, 2016 early morning, Brian Bishop and Marc Moore, showed up 
at Dr. Pompy’s office, took the name and addresses of paYents that my doctor was 
keeping off heroin.  Later that day, On September 26, 2016, Brian Bishop, Mark 
Moore, Robert Blair, and about 15 others officer raided my doctor’s office at 
Promedica Monroe Regional Hospital. Cell phones of my doctor, Erica Shawn, 
Jordan Rippee, Diana knight, among others, were searched and seized; the pass 
codes were obtained by coercion. Such conduct does not represent fair 
treatments during an invesYgaYon.  The Michigan ConsYtuYon, ArYcle §17, 
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provide for fair treatment during invesYgaYons. The parYes above violated The 
Michigan ConsYtuYon, ArYcle §17.   

Where I had an expectaYon of privacy under State HIPAA, the above parYes used 
the defecYve 9/23/2016 search warrants to search and seize my medical records. 
The name of the issuing court, the date and Yme stamp on the search warrant, 
were erased.  Such search was unreasonable. The Michigan ConsYtuYon, ArYcle 
§11, prohibits unreasonable search and seizures. The parYes above violated the 
Michigan ConsYtuYon, ArYcle §11.    

 On 8/24/2016, Rochelle Basinger, prosecutor Nichols step daughter, shot heroin, 
hang herself, and kills herself in a suicide. 0n 9/26/2016, Dr. Pompy is raided, his 
money taken, and effecYvely shut down. In July of 2017, Brandon Nichols, the son 
of William Paul Nichols, died of an overdose of illegal drugs.  Instead of seeking 
the destrucYon of Dr. Pompy, both of prosecutors Nichols would have been alive, 
had he sought help from Dr. Pompy for his children, rather than trying to destroy 
Dr. Pompy?  In 2019, MANTIS informant Joshua Cangliosi overdosed from 
overdosed and died.  

As these felonies are being conYnuously commiKed, the black doctor can’t 
breathe professionally and financially.  The removal of the provision of   medical 
care in an already medically underserved   area is a foreseeable cause of loss of 
life. The damage is piling up for the enYre community.  PaYents in Monroe are 
dying from COVID -19 and illegal alternaYves to FDA-approved pain treatments.  
Amer paYents find a knowledgeable doctor, with whom that they are comfortable 
with, the forced switching to a different doctor omen come at a deadly price.  

The above named parYes have violated Dr. Pompy’s Civil Rights under the 
Michigan ConsYtuYon ArYcle-1, declaraYon of Rights, §2, the Equal ProtecYon and 
DiscriminaYon Clause.  

The Michigan ConsYtuYon, ArYcle §17, prohibits violaYon of Due Process. The 
parYes above violated the Michigan ConsYtuYon, ArYcle §17.    

The U.S. ConsYtuYon and ArYcle 1 and SecYon 11 of the Michigan ConsYtuYon 
dictate that warrantless searches and seizures are unreasonable as a maKer of 
law. Susan Mehregan was the vice -president of legal affair at Monroe Bank and 
Trust. Doug Chaffin was the president of Monroe Bank and Trust.  Jessica Chaffin 
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and Tina Todd were magistrate of the Michigan First District Court, working under 
the supervision Judge Jack Vitale.  Jessica Chaffin was related to Doug Chaffin. 
Jessica Chaffin was not a neutral magistrate. Thomas ScoK was a vice -president at 
Monroe Bank and Trust. On 9/21/2016, Susan Mehregan and Thomas ScoK 
released financial informaYon regarding Lesly Pompy, IntervenYonal Pain 
Management Associates P.C, and United AdministraYve Service of Monroe LLC to 
Robert Blair, without supporYng   affidavit, search warrant, consent or privilege. 
Dr. Pompy did not authorize such disclosures by signing wriKen and dated waivers 
to this effect the disclosure. 18 U.S.C. § 1014 prohibits the making and use of false 
statements to an FDIC insured insYtuYon. MBT Financial is an FDIC insured 
insYtuYon and had a duty to uphold 18 U.S.C. § 1014.   

Robert Blair reused the financial informaYon on a sworn affidavit to a search 
warrant on 8/14/2017 from the Monroe Michigan 1st District Court. Pursuant to  
Robert Blair acYng as an agent of the DEA obtained, used, and reused in an 
affidavit supporYng a  9/23/2016, FDIC-insured bank account of Lesly Pompy and 
other accounts, in violaYon of the Gramm-Leach-Bailey Act secYon 521 (a) Act by 
MBT Financials, Thomas ScoK, and Susan Mehregan. 

E. ACTIVE LITIGATION 

Here follows a number of cases, at various stages of liYgaYon from the U.S. District 
Court Eastern District of Michigan, U.S. Court of Appeals of the 6th Circuit, and 
possibly U.S. Supreme Court.   In this case, Judge Jack Vitale, Jessica Chaffin, Tina 
Todd are situated in an adversarial posiYon to Dr. Pompy.  The acYons include: 

On 12/22/2016 an in rem civil forfeiture acYon was commenced in Monroe 
County Circuit Court by the filing of a summons and complaint by Monroe County 
Prosecutor William P. Nichols (State of Michigan ex rel. William P. Nichols, Monroe 
County Prosecutor, v. $27,814.00, et al., Defendants, and Lesly Pompy, M.D., 
Claimant, and IntervenYonal Pain Management Associates, P.C., et al., Intervening 
Third-Party Claimants, Hon. Daniel S. White, Case No. 16-139517-CF).The Circuit  
Court acYon  effecYvely terminated  the jurisdicYon of the Monroe 1st District 
Court. An amount of $27,814.00 in United States Currency was seized.  Judge 
Daniel White SeKlement Agreement ordered that $27,814.00 be made to Dr. 
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Pompy.   A payment of $ 24,439was made. To date,   a balance of $3,375 remains 
unpaid and is overdue .  

United States v Pompy, E.D. Mich. Case No. 2:18-cr-20454. 

MATTER of LESLY POMPY, M.D., License No. 43-01-058720, and File No. 
43-16-143670). 

Tracy Claire Micks -Harm, et al v. William Paul Nichols, et al.  (Consolidated: 
18-12634, Case 2:18-cv-13206-DPH-RSW . U.S. District Court, Eastern District of 
Michigan, Southern Division). Mr. Hall served as a server of process in the Tracy 
Clare Micks Harm et al  vs. William Paul Nichols et al.  Consolidated cases 2.18-
cv-12634. Mr. Hall served William Paul Nichols, Brandy McMillion, and Wayne 
PraK. Mr. Hall suffered a consYtuYonal injury, physical injury by incarceraYon in 
retaliaYon due to his   service of process. Mr. Hall has standing in the laKer case.  
PlainYff, Stacey Hall, was added to the Tracy Clare Micks-Harm v. William Paul 
Nichols (Case No. 2:18-cv-12634) by the Honorable Judge Denise Page Hood.  On 
9/30/19 Judge Denise Page Hood ordered the dismissal of mulYple plainYffs under 
Micks- Harm v. Nichols.  PlainYff, Stacey Hall, was not dismissed under the 
9/30/19 order. PlainYff, Stacey Hall, moves to conYnue the liYgaYon under Stacey 
Simeon Hall v. William Paul Nichols. Other cases that involve both the appellant 
and the Judge Vitale include:  

18-12634, Micks -Harms v. Nichols (LEAD CASE); 

• 18-13206, Nichols v. Nichols; 

• 18-13639, Helm v. Arnold; 

• 18-13647, Helm v. Nichols; 

• 19-10125, Cook v. William; 

• 19-10126, Cook v. Nichols; 

• 19-10132, Cook v. Nichols; 

• 19-10135, Cook v. Nichols; 

• 19-10295, Blakesley v. Blue Cross; 
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• 19-10299, Blakesley v. Nichols; 

• 19-10639, Clark v. Nichols; 

• 19-10648, Berry v. Nichols; 

• 19-10649, Mills v. Nichols; 

• 19-10661, Knierim v. Nichols; 

• 19-10663, Johnson v. Nichols; 

• 19-10785, Drummonds v. Nichols; 

• 19-10841, Smallwood v. Nichols; 

• 19-10984, Zureki v. Nichols; 

• 19-10990, Jennifer v. Nichols; 

• 19-10995, Smith v. Nichols; 

• 19-11980, Nichols v. Blue Cross; 

• 19-11984, Micks-Harm v. Blue Cross; 

• 19-12251, Billings v. Nichols; 

• 19-12266, Jennings v. Nichols; 

• 19-12369, Mills v. Blue Cross; 

• 19-12385, Zureki v. Nichols. 

IN THE MATTER OF LESLY POMPY, M.D.,   PeYYoner v Michigan Department of 
Health and Human Services. MOAHR Docket No. 19-00470.  Case No.: 1800281. 
ALJ: ERICK WILLIAMS 

Lesly Pompy v. MBT Financial Corp., Case 2:19-cv-10334-DML-SDD. U.S. District 
Court, Eastern District of Michigan, Southern Division.  While the Monroe County 
AKorney filed a moYon to dismiss on Behalf of Judge Jack Vitale, Jessica Chaffin, 
and Tina Todd. An answer by Dr. Pompy was filed with the court on 11/21/2020. 
On 11/23/20, Judge Lawson prematurely entered an order dismissing Judge Jack 
Vitale, Jessica Chaffin, and Tina Todd without considering Dr. Pompy’s answer.  
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Such result represents a reversible error. An interlocutory appeal was denied. The 
case will be appealed amer Judge’s Lawson final order.  

Lesly Pompy v. Monroe, Monroe Bank and Trust, et al. Case 20-2259. U.S. Court of 
Appeals, FOR THE SIXTH CIRCUIT.  

Lesly Pompy, M.D., v.  Drug Enforcement AdministraYon. Case 19-4090. U.S. Court  
of Appeals, FOR THE SIXTH CIRCUIT.  

Bureau of Professional Licensing v Dr. Lesly Pompy, Michigan Office of 
AdministraYve Hearings and Rules Case No. 43-16-143670. 

Neil Anand, Lesly Pompy as Intervenor v. Independence Blue cross.  (CASE NO. 
20-6246-CFK. U.S District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania) UNITED 
STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA  

Tracy Claire Micks -Harm, et al v. William Paul Nichols, et al.  (Consolidated:    
19-2173, 19-2182, 19-2207, 19-2209, 19-2226, 19-2227, 19-2228, 19-2237). U.S. 
Court of Appeals,  FOR THE SIXTH CIRCUIT.  

6. ADA(American Disability Act) 

Dr. Pompy’s paYents’ bodily funcYons are sufficiently limited to classify the 
paYents as disabled, pursuant to the ADA. As a maKer of law, the paYents were 
enYtled to receive proper pain care per Rights to treatment under 42 U.S.C. 
Chapter 126.  Law enforcement, Dr. Carl Christensen, Dr. J. Alan Robertson had a 
duty to ensure that the paYents receive proper pain care per Rights to treatment 
under 42 U.S.C. Chapter 126. Dr. Pompy’s paYents belong to the class of paYents 
whom the Act intended to protect. The plainYff’s access to medical care was 
adversely affected by the acts of the defendants. The lack of medical services has 
led to some deaths, notably, Janet Lortuss, Richard Johnson, Renay Blakesley, 
Bijaro, Marie brown, Joshua Cangliosi (informant living at America’s Best Hotel, 
overdosed of heroin), Richard Johnson, John Hernandez, Jeffery Luke Brooks. 
Under the ADA, paYents who suffered limitaYon of funcYon are considered 
disabled under the ADA. PaYent disabled by pain required reasonable 
accommodaYon. Dr. Pompy was involved in the provision of personal medical 
services.  Upon the raid, the paYents lost the opportunity to be cared for by a   
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board cerYfied physician in pain and addicYon medicine. Any assignment to  other 
doctors who were not equally qualified as Dr. Pompy,  consYtuted  extreme and 
outrageous behavior  arising out of  an improper assignment under the contract.  
The paYent medical care was not reasonable.   The parYes, who failed to prepare 
for a reasonable accommodaYon, violated the American Disability Act ( 42  U.S.C 
§1202 ( ADA of 1990 )). The denial of medical care consYtutes extreme and 
outrageous behavior. The behavior was raYfied by Judge Jack Vitale. 

7.  Due Process ViolaYon 

An agreement by two or more people consYtutes a conspiracy. In November 2015, 
Monroe Prosecutor William Paul Nichols,  Marc Moore of ManYs, Michaels 
Zsenyuck or Brian Zasadny of  Blue Cross Blue Shield Mutual Insurance Company 
( BCBSMMIC) , MANTIS ( formerly the disbanded  OMN I ) agreed to invesYgate 
the prescribing pracYces of Dr. Lesly Pompy. DEA data shows that Dr. Pompy’s 
prescribing habits were not different than that of a similarly placed pain doctor. 
Where Dr. Pompy is an African American Male, he was targeted for invesYgaYon 
due to his race and naYon of origin.  Dr. Pompy was denied of the fundamental 
right to pracYce medicine in a race-neutral manner. Under the State of Michigan 
ConsYtuYon ArYcle-1, declaraYon of Rights, §2, the Equal ProtecYon and 
DiscriminaYon Clause, Dr. Pompy is enYtled the right to pracYce medicine in a 
race neutral manner.   Judge Jack Vitale: 1) raYfied the deliberate paKern of 
reckless disregard to violaYon of consYtuYonal rights, 2) violated MCR 2.03 by his 
failure to recuse.  

  42 U. S. C. §1985 forbids conspiracies to violate equal protecYon and civil rights. 
The above named parYes have violated my Civil Rights under the Michigan 
ConsYtuYon ArYcle-1, declaraYon of Rights, §2, the Equal ProtecYon and 
DiscriminaYon Clause, by foreclosing my ability to pracYce medicine in a race-
neutral manner.  

8.  VIOLATION OF THE SEPARATION OF POWERS ACT  
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William Paul Nichols  was promoted to District Court Judge 

Subsequently, William Paul Nichols was promoted by Michigan  Governor 
Gretchen Whitmer to the Monroe Circuit Court amer the raid of 9/26/2016. 

The series of promoYon of William Paul Nichols consYtutes a substanYal 
interference of the ExecuYve Branch of Government in the Judiciary Branch.  

Transfer of money between the execuYve and the judiciary branch of Monroe 
County raise the potenYal for a conflict of interest.  Judge Jack Vitale, of the 
Michigan 1st District Court,   is a member of the judiciary branch of government 
for the state of Michigan 

The Michigan State Police is a member of the ExecuYve branch of the government 
of the State of Michigan. Judge Jack Vitale  received money from the Michigan 
State Police for the payment of overYme income to members of the judiciary. A 
payment was documented by a leKer dated December 20, 2021 of $19,625. Judge 
Jack Vitale  and the members of the judiciary of the 1st District court rely on 
moneys from the Michigan State Police. Judge Jack Vitale  and the members of the 
judiciary of the 1st District court are not “ neutral and detached Magistrates 
according to the 4th Amendment of the ConsYtuYon of the United States, and its 
counterpart provision [ 424 Mich. 483] in ArYcle 3, Sec. 2 in the Michigan 
ConsYtuYon.  

BCBSMMIC, BCBSM, and BCBSA lobby the Michigan Legislature 

BCBSMMIC ( Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Mutual Insurance Company)  and 
BCBSA ( Blue Cross Blue Shield AssociaYon)  are intertwined the execuYve branch 
of government  via the Michigan Health Endowment fund. BCBSMMIC, BCBSM 
( Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan),  and BCBSA  is intertwined with the judiciary 
via  Dale Malone, Troy Goodenough, and Robert Blair  of the  sheriff’s department. 
The acYon of BCBSMMIC were approved by high managerial officer, president Dan 
Loepp.  

The Sheriff’s department  execute the orders of the Judiciary  Branch of 
Government. Dale Malone had final authority to the extent of  resources allocated 
to in the execuYon of  Judicial Orders.  
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Troy Goodenough succeeded Dale Malone, as the Sheriff’s of Monroe County.  

A June 28, 2022 Monroe Evening News newspaper arYcle documents: aggressive” 
enforcement by Monroe County Sheriff’s. The” aggressive”  behavior is supported, 
aided, and abeKed  by Troy Goodenough.  

The close interacYon allowed Robert Blair to obtain  search warrants on property 
that was beyond the jurisdicYon of the Monroe  1th District Court  of Michigan. 
BCBSMMIC, BCBSM, and BCBSA  either directly or indirectly finance , in cash or in 
kind, members of the law enforcement  Marc Moore ,  MANTIS ,  and  William 
Paul Nichols. The improper financing  aids, abets, encourages, or fuels the 
commission of acts, inconsistent with the consYtuYon of the United States. 
BCBSMMIC, BCBSM, BCBSA indirectly  finance , in cash or in kind,  Monroe County 
legislature, and  William Paul Nichols and  the judiciary branch by facilitaYng  DEA 
adopYon of State of Michigan court cases. DEA adopYon of state case can  bring 
significant amont of  funds to  Monroe county. The facilitaYon of  DEA adopYon of 
cases consYtute proprietary acYvity. The facilitaYon of  DEA adopYon of cases 
consYtute non-discreYonary  acYvity to bring addiYonal funds to Monroe County. 
Monroe County legislature, and  William Paul Nichols and  the judiciary branch will 
receive a porYon of any moneys recovered by the DEA.  The 11th Amendment of 
the United States consYtuYon does not provide for the facilitaYon of  court cases 
from the states to the federal government.  

The State of Michigan consYtuYon does not provide for the facilitaYon of  the 
transfer of  court cases from the State of Michigan  to the federal government.  

Blue cross acts outside separaYon of power, aids abets encourage unconsYtuYonal 
acts, ViolaYon of separaYon of powers. By acYng as an agent of the government 
acYng under the color of law, BCBSMMIC  became an agent of the government, 
and thus bound  to follow the ConsYtuYon of the United States. The interacYon of 
William Paul Nichols, Judge Jack Vitale, Dan Loepp, Marc Moore consYtute a 
violaYon of the SeparaYon of Powers  Act. Judge Jack Vitale abandoned his  
judicial funcYon. Judge Jack Vitale  failed to perform in a neutral and detached 
manner. The misconduct arose from the use of facially defecYve, extraterritorial  
search warrants, lacking authority .  OIG Special Agent Michael Hendricks  sworn 
affidavit  in support  of a federal search warrant of Dr. Pompy’s medical records  
was issued.  Michael Hendrix affidavit    menYons  of having received  Dr. Pompy’s 
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medical records from  Brian Bishop on , or about 4/26/18. On or about 5/23/2016, 
Michael Hendricks obtained a search warrant for those records.  Michael 
Hendricks received the medical records of  Dr. Pompy’s paYent  prior to the 
execuYon of the search warrant.  

The medical records  of Dr. Pompy’s  paYents  were released to Carl Christensen 
M.D. of   BCBSMMIC, IBC, and other Blue Cross Franchisees by defecYve search 
warrants, either or both in their formaYon or enforcement.  Michael Hendricks 
became a Defendant party  to the liYgaYon of Dr. Pompy’s paYent involving  the 
premature  transfer of medical records .  (Harm et al v William Paul Nichols et al).  
As Defendants in  a case surrounding Dr. Pompy’s  medical records, a  potenYal 
conflict of interest exists between Wayne PraK and Michael Hendricks.  

BCBSMMIC  fuels conflicts of interest between members of the Judiciary and 
ExecuYve Branch  of the government.  

9. Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32.2 

Under Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32.2, the court is required to promptly 
enter a preliminary forfeiture order once the “requisite nexus between the 
property and the offense” has been established, regardless of the property 
interests of those other than the defendant. Once that nexus has been 
established, the order may be entered regardless of any such exisYng third-party 
interests. Amer such order has been entered, however, Rule 32.2(b)(3) authorizes 
the AKorney General “to commence proceedings that comply with any statutes 
governing third-party rights.” Thus, the statutes allow for protecYon of third-party 
interests, but only amer the criminal forfeiture proceeding has been concluded.   
First Merchant Bank, as Merger in successor to MBT Financial Inc., failed to obtain 
a court order under Rule 32.2 prior to the taking of money from a bank account 
locked under a federal forfeiture. 

10. THIRD PARTY RIGHTS UNDER FEDERAL RULE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE   
32.2 
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 Lesly Pompy’s  is under a  federal indictment criminal forfeiture order. A party 
seeking assets possibly related to the forfeiture must contact the Federal 
Prosecutor.    Under Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32.2, the federal court is 
required to promptly enter a preliminary forfeiture order once the “requisite 
nexus between the property and the offense” has been established, regardless of 
the property interests of those other than the defendant. Once that nexus has 
been established, the order may be entered regardless of any such exisYng third-
party interests. Amer such order has been entered, however, Rule 32.2(b)(3) 
authorizes the AKorney General “to commence proceedings that comply with any 
statutes governing third-party rights.” Thus, the statutes allow for protecYon of 
third-party interests, but only amer the criminal forfeiture proceeding has been 
concluded.  PorFolio Recovery must  obtain a federal  court order under Rule 
32.2., so to execute the writ of garnishment.  

RELIEF REQUESTED 

The  REQUEST AND WRIT FOR GANISHMENT  should be denied . AddiYonally,   as  
the Defendant’s assets are  subject to federal assets forfeiture , the federal 
government has priority jurisdicYon  over all creditors. Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
Michigan Mutual Insurance Company is  second in  priority.  The Michigan’s 1st 
District Court lacks jurisdicYon over assets subject to a federal forfeiture.  
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 December 11, 2022 

RespecFully submiKed 

Lesly Pompy 

533 N. Monroe St 

Monroe Mi. 48162 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE  

I, LESLY POMPY, cerYfy to have filed the foregoing document via the US mail on 
December 11, 2022, with the Clerk of Court. 

A copy will be sent to the PlainYff’s aKorney 

Lesly Pompy 
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STATE OF MICHIGAN 

          IN THE COURT  OF APPEALS 

----------------------- 

LESLY POMPY  

 PlainYff 

v      Michigan 1st District Court Case No.  20N1162GC 

PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES,  

           LLC 

  Defendant 

---------------------------------------- 

  Brief in Support of Complaint 
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Date: __7/12/21_____________    __________________    
       Signature   

Lesly Pompy  

533 N. Monroe St 

Monroe , Michigan 48162 

734-819-0634 

pompypain@gmail.com 
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DEFECTIVE SEARCH 

WARRANTS 

 A seller may expressly represent that her goods have certain qualiYes. If the goods turn out not 

to have these qualiYes, the purchaser may sue for this breach of warranty. ( Baxter v. Ford 

Motor Co., 12 P.2d 409 (Wash. 1932)).   BCBSMMIC,  BCBSA, IBC, AmeriHealth Caritas, among 

other  Blue Cross franchisors and franchisees, introduced in the stream of commerce a  good,  

namely an opioid monitoring somware.    BCBSMMIC,  BCBSA, IBC, AmeriHealth Caritas, 

( collecYvely, Blue Cross)  among other  Blue Cross franchisors and franchisees,  are health care 

insurer and dealer. Blue Cross addressed the public at large via Gill Gembarsky, to represent that 

their opioid somware   had the ability to detect “Pre-crime.” Such representaYon by Blue Cross 

consYtutes an express warranty of goods under UCC §2-313.  Blue Cross has not shown that the 

somware actually  predicts criminality. Blue Cross failed to give warning of the risk of personal 

injury to the doctors, the paYents, and law enforcement.   In reliance to the somware, law 

enforcement unreasonably   induced criminal proceedings against physicians, such as Dr. 

Pompy. A prior authorizaYon mechanism existed so to ensure appropriate prescribing ( Exhibit 

21).   The alleged physicians can sue BCBSMMIC, BCBSA, IBC, AmeriHealth Caritas, among other 

Blue Cross franchisors and franchisees, for breach of the express warranty that the  opioid 

monitoring somware  can actually predict criminality.  The somware was defecYve (Exhibit 7). 

BCBSMMIC knew that their data about Dr. Pompy was wrong ( See BoKom of Exhibit 7). Persons 
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not in privity with the defendant-seller may nonetheless recover under a strict liability theory 

based on product liability, breach of express warranty. 

The 9/23/2016 search warrant was supported by : 1) inconsistent sworn statement in the  

affidavits by Sean Street on 5/7/2016, 2)  and executed on an out-of state third party 

( IPaYentcare Inc.,)   not listed in parYcularity in  the search warrant, 3) James Stewart, aka 

James Howell, videotaped paYents in one room while he was present in another room.  James 

Howell lacked a court order for the videotaping. Such consYtutes a violaYon of Federal Laws, 

Title 3. James Stewart, aka James Howell, is a former police officer, turned, BCBSMMIC 

informant, who ingested controlled substances while working for MANTIS and the DEA. James 

Stewart, aka James Howell was an unreliable informant, and thus  unable to provide probable 

cause.  On 5/7/2016, Sean Street swore on an affidavit to the 9/23/2016 search warrant, that   

Ricky Bryant, his daughter and son in law Vanessa and   Joshua Cangliosi  had aKempted to sell 

the medicaYon morphine that was prescribed by the plainYff. Joshua declared that he used 

narcoYcs on a daily basis and was aKempYng to sell some of the narcoYcs to support the 

household and for his daughter. Bryant declared that he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and that 

he was selling some of them to support the household and for his daughter. On or before 

5/7/2016, the plainYff had not prescribed morphine to Ricky Bryant, or to Joshua. The false 

statement negates a finding of probable cause affidavit for probable cause for the 9/23/2016, 

8/14/2017, and 5/23/2018 search warrants.  A Frank’s Hearing was necessary to show the false 

statement in the affidavit.  Joshua declared that he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and was 

aKempYng to sell some of the narcoYcs to support the household and for his daughter. Vanessa 

declared that she was going to sell some of the narcoYcs to assist with bills associated with 
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school supplies for her daughter. Sean Street, BCBSM, BCBSMMIC provided no noYce to Dr. 

Pompy about Ricky Bryant. Had Dr. Pompy received sufficient noYce about Ricky Bryant, the 

plainYff could have acted to prevent or reduce the possibility of drug diversion. MBT Financial 

Inc. raYfied the behavior of Sean Street.  

The Monroe Michigan First District Court District is a court of limited jurisdiction by 

statutes. The court lacks jurisdiction over interstate commerce. The Monroe District Court 

lacks personal jurisdiction over the New-Jersey Citizen, IPatientcare Inc., domiciled in the 

State of New-Jersey. The Monroe District Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the 

New-Jersey Citizen, IPatientcare Inc., domiciled in the State of New-Jersey. The Monroe 

District Court’s 9/23/2016 issued search warrant, and executed on    9/26/2016, is void for 

lack of jurisdiction.  The Lack of jurisdicYon over the New-Jersey and Florida ciYzens is 

admiKed by pleadings from Monroe County. (Case 2:19-cv-10334-DML-MJH ECF No. 69 filed 

02/11/20 PageID.950 Page 3 of 16. SecYon IV). 

Extraterritorial Warrant  

	The	Monroe	City	Defendants	performing	discretionary	functions	generally	are	shielded	

from	liability	for	civil	damages,	insofar	as	their	conduct	does	not	violate	clearly	established	

statutory	or	constitutional	rights,	of	which	a	reasonable	person	would	have	known.	The	

Monroe	City	Defendants	violated	clearly	established	laws	that	a	reasonable	person,	either	

knew	or	would	have	known.			

Acting	under	the	color	of	law,	the	Monroe	City	Defendants	participated	in	a	search	and	

seizure	of	the	plaintiff ’s	property	interest	in	the	plaintiff ’s	medical	records.	Relying	on	2	

different	versions	of	a	search	warrant		on	9/26/16,		the	Monroe	City	Defendants		searched		
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and	seized			illegally		at	730	N.	Macomb	ST,	533	N.	Monroe	St,		307	Stewart	Road,	and		a		

third	party		in	New-Jersey.		The	Monroe	City	Defendants	relied	on	a	search	warrant	issued	

by	the	Monroe	District	Court.			

The state of Michigan Statute M.C.L §600.761, or common law does not allow extraterritorial 

warrants. BCBSMMIC used the search warrant of the Monroe District Court to obtain 

extraterritorial evidence. BCBSMMIC violated M.C.L §600.761. Rule 3:5-1 of the “RULES 

GOVERNING THE COURTS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY.  RULE 3:5-1 provides: “A search 

warrant may be issued by a judge of a court having in the municipality where the property 

sought is located.” The Statute M.C.L §600.761, and the State of New-Jersey RULE 3:5-1, do not 

provide for the execuYon of  search warrant issued in the  State of Michigan , to be validly 

executed in the State of New-Jersey.  

Jon LasoKa, Robert Blair, Brian Bishop, acquired medical records pursuant to a jurisdicYonally 

defecYve  Michigan third party warrant to a New-Jersey ciYzen. Jon LasoKa, Robert Blair, Brian 

Bishop, disclosed the medical records to BCBSMMIC, Carl Christensen, Dr. Pedell,  Vaughn 

Hafner;  Jon LasoKa disclosed the medical records to Bishop, Allison Arnold, William Paul 

Nichols, Jeffrey Yorkey, Michael Roehrig without privilege, consent or noYce.  Brian Bishop 

redisclosed the medical records to Jennifer Fitzgerald, Timothy Erickson, and Catherine 

Waskiewicz without privilege, consent or noYce. Brian Bishop haD  illegally possessed the 

medical records since 9/26/16. The 9/23/16 Search Warrants for the plainYff’s medical records 

were: 1)  signed by the   Monroe Prosecutor Allison Arnold, Robert Blair, Jessica Chaffin,   2) 

issued by the Monroe  District Court., 3) used to conduct an illegal  search and seizure on  

9/26/16. 
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The	Search	Warrant	Suffered	From	a	Material	Alteration	Which	Rendered	The	Warrants	of	

9/23/2016,	9/27/2016	and	8/14/17,	Facially	Defective	

The	Name	of	the	issuing	court	was	whitened	(	Exhibit	2).	The	concealment	of	the	caption	of	

the	issuing	court	for	the	search	warrants	with	the	intent	to	hide	the	lack	of	subject	matter	

jurisdiction,	personal	jurisdiction,	venue,	and	exceeded	the	statutory	amount	in	

controversy	of	the	Monroe	District	Court	(Exhibit	16).		The	warrant	lacked	the	seal	of	the	

Monroe	District	court,	without	an	accompanying	Judge’s	order.	The	material	alteration	of	

the	instrument	search	warrant	impaired	Dr.	Pompy’s	due	process	right	in	opposing	the	Civil	

Forfeiture.		Due	to	the	alteration,	Dr.	Pompy	was	unable	to	locate	the	proper	issuing	court.	

The	altered	court	documents	are	inconsistent	with			documents	actually	issued	by	the	First	

District	Court.	The	9/23/16	Search	Warrants	for	the	plaintiff ’s	medical	records	was	:	1)		

signed	by	the			Monroe	Prosecutor	Allison	Arnold,	Robert	Blair,	Jessica	Chaf`in,			2)	issued	by	

the	Monroe		District	Court,	3)	used	to	conduct	an	illegal		search	and	seizure	on		9/26/16.	

Robert	Blair,	Brian	Bishop,	Brent	Cathey,	Mark	Moore	knew	the	search	warrants	were	

defective.		Robert	Blair,	Brian	Bishop	had	actual	and	constructive	possession	of	the	medical	

records	from	9/26/16.	Robert	Blair	sought	to	cover	up	the	defective	9/23/16	warrant.	

Robert	Blair,	Allison	Arnold,	Jessica	Chaf`in	issued	a	second	defective	search	warrant	on	

8/14/17,	for	the	medical	records.		Robert	Blair	did	not	intend	to			execute,	the	8/14/17	

warrant	in	good	faith.	Robert	Blair	sought	to	obtain	no	additional	medical	records.		The	

court	logs,	and	court	transcripts	documenting	and	actual	judiciary	hearing	is	absent.		Robert 

Blair, Allison Arnold, Jessica Chaffin issued a second defecYve search warrant on 8/14/17, for 

the medical records.  Robert Blair did not intend to   execute, the 8/14/17 warrant in good faith. 

Robert Blair sought to obtain no addiYonal medical records.  The search warrant of 8/14/17 was 
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known to BCBSMMIC, BCBSM, Monroe County Prosecutor William Paul Nichols, Assistant 

Prosecutor Michael G. Roehrig, their assistants, and any and all magistrates or judges of Monroe 

County Court, in terms of forms and substances. (Exhibit 8)  In contemplaYon of malice, the 

truth or falsiYes of the 9/23/2016 search warrant was consciously disregarded. 	

The defendants named above entered into an agreement of using proprietary non-discreYonary 

funcYons, seeking of $16,856,683 million via a federal indictment. In furtherance of the 

conspiracy, the Bureau of Professional licensing obtained a false MAPS report (Michigan 

automated prescripYon system) without the authorizaYon of  Forrest Pasanski, Manager of the 

Drug Monitoring SecYon, 2) the federal government obtained a false Social Security Card 3), and 

the Secretary of State obtained a false State of Michigan Driver’s license. James Howell’s filled 

out the 5/17/16 paper prescripYon under the name of James Stewart for Lyrica was filled out in 

the presence of Moore at Walgreens, 1285 N Monroe St, Monroe, Michigan 48162. It was 

immediately diverted to Marc Moore, approved and paid by BCBSMMIC for payment. The false 

State of Michigan Driver’s license was used by James Stewart aka James Howell, to illegally: 1) 

obtain from a Walgreens pharmacy, 2) ingest controlled substances that appeared in his urine, 

and  3) distributed control substances to Marc Moore who was lacking a DEA Reverse 

DistribuYon License without logging the controlled substances into evidence. James Stewart aka 

James Howell’s NORCO was filled out in the presence of Marc Moore at Walgreens, 1285 N 

Monroe St, Monroe, Michigan 48162. It was immediately diverted to Moore and approved by 

Blue Cross for payment.  

James Howell’s filled out the 5/17/16 paper prescripYon under the name of James Stewart for 

NORCO and diverted the medicines to Moore. The presentaYon of false idenYficaYon to a 

pharmacist is a crime that should be reported to law enforcement. (Michigan v Gaul-Walters, 
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2014 Mich. App. Lexis 1960  (October 21, 2014)).  MSP/MANTIS policy or contract with Blue 

Cross under which ZANAFLEX, an uncontrolled substance legiYmately prescribed by Dr. Pompy 

to Inv. Stewart on April 26, 2016, is not menYoned in Lt Moore original incident report, and is 

sYll concealed and unaccounted for. MSP/MANTIS contract with Blue Cross under which the 

prescripYon for ZANAFLEX  is not menYoned in Stewart invesYgaYon report, and is sYll 

concealed and unaccounted for. James Howell’s filled out the 5/17/16 paper prescripYon under 

the name of James Stewart for ZANAFLEX was diverted to Marc Moore. The presentaYon of 

false idenYficaYon to a pharmacist is a crime that should be reported to law enforcement.

( Michigan v Gaul-Walters, 2014 Mich. App. Lexis 1960 (October 21, 2014)).   

M.C.L § 333.7403 9 ( a) provides that :  (1) A person shall not fraudulently obtain or aKempt to 

obtain a controlled substance or a prescripYon for a controlled substance from a health care 

provider. James Stewart, aka James Howell obtained controlled substances via a medical referral 

for pain management services prescribed by BCBSMMIC’s physician J. Alan Robertson. The 

medical referral intenYonally misrepresented the medical condiYon of James Stewart, Aka 

James Howell. James Stewart consumed controlled substances which appear on his urine drug 

screen. BCBSMMIC, J.  Alan Robertson M.D, James Stewart, Aka James Howell violated M.C.L § 

333.7403 9 (a). 

On 9/26/2016, a peril was created by the 9/26/2016 raid, supported by a defecYve search 

warrants supported by false statements with false statements in the supporYng affidavits, 

issued by the Michigan First District Court. False Statements in the Affidavits violate the 

law and Public Policy. DEA  Diversion invesYgator Brian Bishop,  Dundee police officer Shawn 

Kotch,  Monroe County Sheriff’s  detecYve Robert Blair , Monroe City  police officer Brent 

Cathey, MANTIS  police officer  ScoK Beard   were  involved in the invesYgaYve phase of the 
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Pompy invesYgaYon. Brian Bishop and the other invesYgators knew, or should have known, of 

the false statements, unreliable informant,   used in the affidavit to support the issue of the 

9/23/16 search warrants for the plainYff’s medical records by the Monroe District Court.  The 

Monroe County, the state of Michigan, and the federal DEA conducted a joint, and not an 

independent invesYgaYon.  

   When the doctor’s office was shut down, chronic pain paYent, who were guaranteed under 

the ADA to have access to medical care, were lem without access to medical care.   The raid 

induced fear, humiliaYon, anxiety, and emoYonal distress in the remaining treaYng physicians. 

The remaining physicians have shunned from providing medical care to the chronic pain paYent. 

The reducYon in medical has reduced the cost of the defendants for medical services.  The lack 

of medical services has led to some deaths, notably, Janet Lortuss, Richard Johnson, Renay 

Blakesley, Bijaro, Marie brown, Joshua Cangliosi (informant living at America’s Best Hotel, 

overdosed of heroin), Richard Johnson, John Hernandez, and Jeffery Luke Brooks.  

In reliance to a complaint filed by Brian Bishop on 9/30/2016, BPL started legal proceedings for 

the State of Michigan medical license of Dr. Pompy. BPL had no independent probable cause to 

start the invesYgaYon prior to 9/30/2016. On 8/4/2017, in a paKern of reckless disregard to F. R. 

Civ. Proc Rule 4, federal employee Brian Bishop served Dr. Pompy at Promedica Monroe 

Regional Hospital the ISO (Immediate Suspension Order) of BPL. As a party to the BPL v Pompy 

liYgaYon, Brian Bishop lacked authority to serve Dr. Pompy at Promedica Monroe Regional 

Hospital, with knowledge of the then Vice President of Medical Affairs, Dr. Moorman. 

Nevertheless, BPL employee Dina Young swore to having served Dr. Pompy the service of 

Process for the 8/3/2017 ISO to 730 N. Macomb Street Suite 222, at the Promedica Professional 

building by USPS. The office of Dr. Pompy at 730 N. Macomb Street which had been ransacked 
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and subsequently closed by the 9/26/16 raid by: DEA/MSP/MPD/MCSD/MANTIS. Proof of 

service of BPL Order of Summary Suspension and the AdministraYve Complaint by Dina Young 

on August 4, 2017, by cerYfied mail, return receipt requested, first class mail, upon Lesly Pompy, 

M.D. is absent. (Exhibit 12) 

Brian Bishop became a party to a medical license acYon when he filed a complaint against Dr. 

Pompy’s Medical license on 9/30/2016. At Promedica Monroe Regional Hospital on 8/4/2017, 

Brian Bishop served Dr. Pompy with a State of Michigan Immediate Suspension Order (ISO), 

immediately suspending Dr. Pompy’s State of Michigan medical license. Under Federal Rule of 

Civil Procedure, Rule 4, Brian Bishop, as a party to the liYgaYon against Dr. Pompy, he was 

prohibited from serving Service of Process on Dr. Pompy. Subsequent to Brian Bishop’s violaYon 

of Federal  Rule 4 of F.R.C. Proc.., Brian Bishop illegally acquired, disclosed, redisclosed, 

maintained, and disposed without noYce, consent or privilege,  Dr. Pompy’s  medical records to: 

Vaughn Hafner, Leon Pedell M.D., )Judge Mulrooney( Michael St. John, Dina Young, Bill SchueKe, 

Jennifer Fitzgerald, Timothy Erickson, Catherine Waskiewicz, Haley Winans, and Kim Gaedeke.  

On March 16, 2018 all claims against Dr. Pompy under Michigan Public Health Code were 

dismissed with prejudice by the Monroe County Circuit Court. The corollary of this dismissal is 

that all medical records seized by law enforcement on 9/26/16 and thereamer in connecYon 

with the search and seizure at Dr. Pompy’s office and home were immediately suppressed and 

remain suppressed in all administraYve and legal proceedings. No finding for a State criminal 

charge occurred.  To date, the defendants have not return to the PlainYff all of the seized 

property, and cash as expected on March 30, 2018. The refusal is in violaYon of the order of 

Monroe County Circuit Judge Honorable Daniel S. White of March 16, 2018 (Exhibit 15).  A 

possible charge for contempt of court is present (Exhibit 20).  
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On 4/26/2018 and without consent, privileges, or noYce, Brian Bishop, a party to the liYgaYon 

surrounding Dr. Pompy’s State of Michigan Medical License, transferred the plainYff’s medical 

records, and obtained pursuant to the 9/23/2016 Monroe search warrant to Michael Hendricks.  

No adversarial Preliminary Hearing occurred as a judicial check on the acquisiYon, disclosure, 

redisclosure, maintenance, disposiYon of the medical records without consent, privilege, or 

noYce. Preliminary Hearings are adversarial and open to the public.  Grand Juries are secreYve. 

No preliminary hearing occurred.  

The following violaYons occurred: 

a. Title III, the Videotaping and Wiretapping Act.  (James Howell, as 
agent of the government, videotaping the paYents without a 
search warrant, authorized by a US aKorney, and while present in 
one room, and videotaping in another room.  

b. MCL 780.651 – lack of impression  seal  of the issuing court on 
search warrant 

c. MCL 780.652- improper grounds for issuance 

d. MCL 780.653- lack of probable cause, improper basis and contents 
of affidavit. 

e. MCL 780.654 – improper contents of search warrants 

f. MCL 780.655 – improper property seized upon search,  
inconsistent tabulaYon sheet, improper chain of custody, no 
restoraYon to owner of  medical records and office assets, 
improper disposiYon of medical records 

g. Improper service of warrant, improper officer’s  use of force in 
obtaining cell phones pin codes 
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h. MCL 780.657- by willfully exceeding the authority of the 

Monroe District Court. 

i. MCL 780.658- the search warrants were unlawfully procured. The  

violaYon include a penalty: Any person who maliciously 

and without probable cause procures a search 
warrant to be issued and executed shall be fined not 
more than $1,000.00 or imprisoned not more than 1 
year. 

j. 18 U.S. Code § 1347.Health Care Fraud. 

k. James Stewart defrauded BCBSMMIC by obtaining and consuming, 
prescripYons for controlled substances paid for by BCBSMMIC.  

		Pursuant	to	a	defective	search	warrant,	the	federal	sovereign	would	have	been	

unable		to	received	the	plaintiff ’s		medical	records	without	the	State	of	Michigan		

planting		James	Stewart,	aka	James	Howell	in	a	drug	treatment	program.	The	State	

would	not	have	had	access	to	cash,	intelligence,	Carl	Christensen	M.D,	J	Alan	

Robertson	M.D,	BCBSMMIC	and	BCBSA.				Courts	have	traditionally	barred	both	

governments	from	combining	to	do	together	what	each	could	not	constitutionally	

do	on	its	own.	See	Murphy	v.	Waterfront	Comm’n,	378	U.S.	52	(1964);	Elkins	v.	

United	States,	364	U.S.	206	(1960).	Constitution	bars	one	sovereign	from	

facilitating	another’s	prosecution	by	delivering	evidence	illegally	seized	

                               STATE AND FEDERAL 

HIPAA VIOLATION 
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Under State and Federal HIPAA, privacy laws, usage and custom,  Dr. Pompy’s paYents  had a 

reasonable expectaYon of privacy in the possessory interest in his/her medical records. Dr. 

Pompy’s paYents had a reasonable expectaYon of Privacy in the property interest of their 

medical records, under Katz. (Katz v. United States 389 U.S. 347 (1967)) .The medical records 

were encrypted and held in a private manner, consistent with a reasonable expectaYon of 

privacy.  The plainYff had a possessory interest and a reasonable expectaYon of privacy in the 

encrypted medical records, housed by IPaYentcare, Inc. but under the sole dominion and 

control of the physician. IPaYentcare, Inc. providing somware maintenance services, pursuant to 

United States v. Jacobsen - 338 U.S. 160, 69 S. Ct. 1302 (1949). Dr. Pompy’s paYents  had a 

reasonable expectaYon of privacy in the possessory interest in his or her encrypted medical 

records. Dr. Pompy’s paYents have standing for an acYon where those records were distributed 

pursuant to a knowingly, jurisdicYonally defecYve, third-party search warrant. The Monroe 

County District Court admiKed the lack of jurisdicYon over the New-Jersey CiYzen (Case 2:19-

cv-10334-DML-MJH ECF No. 69 filed 02/11/20 PageID.950 Page 3 of 16. SecYon IV) . The 

medical records were illegally obtained. To date, the medical records have not been returned to 

the plainYff. The HIPAA violaYon is ongoing. The third party (IPaYentcare, Inc.) had no consent, 

or privilege to act on the plainYff’s behalf.  Dr. Pompy’s paYents have a possessory interest in 

those medical records were protected by the 4th Amendment Search and Seizure laws. The 

warrantless search and seizure of Dr. Pompy’s paYents medical records consYtutes an intrusion 

upon the privacy of, and the violaYon of the Fourth Amendment of the ConsYtuYon of the 

United States.  Dr. Pompy’s paYents have standing for an acYon arising out of 4th Amendment 

Search and Seizure violaYon, among others. 
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BCBSMMIC, MANTIS, Robert Blair, Brian Bishop,  Marc Moore, among others,  violated State  of 

Michigan and Federal HIPAA laws by  their acquisiYon, disclosure, redisclosure, maintenance of, 

and disposiYon of the medical records, without adequate security, consent, or noYce. On April 

26, 2018, Brian Bishop transferred electronic devices containing Doctor Pompy’s medical 

records, pursuant to a 9/23/2016 search warrant. The Yme between the issuance of the search 

warrant, on 9/23/16, and the 5/23/18 execuYon of that warrant, consYtutes an impermissible, 

excessive delay. On 5/23/2018, MaKhew Schneider, Wayne PraK, Brandy McMillion, seeking a 

pretextual search warrant for medical records evidence already in the possession of Michael 

Hendricks since 4/26/2018. In the usual and customary manner of displaying a custom or 

pracYce of deliberate indifference to 4th Amendment Search and Seizure ConsYtuYonal laws, to 

the 8/14/17 search warrant by Robert Blair, the medical referral by Dr. J. Alan Robertson lacking 

medical necessity, DEA Diversion invesYgator Brian Bishop transferred my medical records to 

Michael Hendricks illegally on April 26, 2018. Michael Hendricks acquired my medical records on 

April 26, 2018, prematurely to the 5/23/2018 search warrants, without consent or privilege. 

Such consYtutes a violaYon of the federal and State of Michigan HIPAA Statute. On or prior to 

6/28/2018, Brandy McMillion, Wayne PraK, MaKhew Schneider used the improperly acquired 

medical records from  the  9/23/2016 search warrant  (Case 2:18-cv-13206-DPH-RSW ECF No. 20 

filed 11/16/18 PagelD.193 Page 3 of 5), then disclosed the medical records  to a grand jury so to 

obtain a federal indictment. The above defendants violated State and Federal HIPAA laws in 

their acquisiYon, disclosure, redisclosure, maintenance of, and disposiYon of the medical 

records, without adequate security, consent, or noYce.  

Dr.  Carl Christensen, Dr. Leon Pedell, Dr. Alan Robertson parYcipated in ex- parte conversaYon 

about Dr. Pompy. Under Croskey v  BMW of North America, et al. (02-7374,  pursuant to Federal 
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HIPAA, the physicians who provided services to BCBSMMIC and  MBT Financial  Inc. , were to   

obtain the plainYff’s consent prior to any ex parte contacts, regarding medical records.  

In addiYon to HIPAA rules violaYon, the BCBSMMIC and  MBT Financial  Inc. violated the  

Federal Privacy Act of 1974, 5 USCA '552a (1988). This Act grants individuals more control over 

the personal informaYon collected, stored, and disseminated by the federal government. The 

Act requires governmental agencies to NOTIFY individuals when the informaYon is collected, 

reasons for its collecYon, and whether further disclosure is voluntary or mandatory.  The Act 

contains safeguards one provision that allows the plainYff to access informaYon about himself 

or herself and the opportunity to correct inaccuracies.  Despite 12 statutory restricYons, the 

plainYff must be allowed the opportunity to consent to further uses of his or her informaYon.  

Federal HIPAA claims arose on 9/26/2016 and accrued in 2017, 2018, and 2019, out of the same 

date of occurrence and the same facts, and involved the same quesYons of law to be resolved 

by the court. AKachment A showed that the described electronic devices were currently located 

at the office of   Michael Hendricks, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, (HHS OIG) 

Detroit Field Office, 300 River Place Drive, Detroit, Michigan 48207. Hendricks hid his office 

address in his affidavit for his 5/23/2018 search warrant that he was in possession of the 

medical records since acquiring them from Brian Bishop on 4/26/2018.  

Unknown to the court, agent Brian Bishop had already illegally removed the items seized under 

a state warrant at Dr. Pompy’s office and home to his personal office in Detroit on September 

26, 2016; and had maliciously transferred those items on April 26, 2018 to the office of affiant 

Michael Hendricks, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Detroit Field Office, 

300 River Place Drive, Detroit, Michigan 48207. The search and seizure warrant should have 
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been addressed to HHS, or, in the alternaYve, to Michael Hendricks personally, and not to DEA/

MSP. 

 In signing the search warrant the court failed to realize the combinaYon of Bishop and 

Hendricks. Hon. R. Steven Whalen was misled and involuntarily parYcipated in the scheme of 

Bishop and Hendricks on May 23, 2018.  HHS had possession and custody of the seized items for 

almost one month. Hon. R. Steven Whalen would not, in all probability, have signed the search 

and seizure warrant, had this informaYon been disclosed to him; had he known that by order of 

Hon. Daniel S. White, Circuit Court for the County of Monroe, 38th Judicial Circuit, the electronic 

devices were ordered to be returned to Dr. Pompy within 15 days from March 16, 2018. DEA 

agent Bishop was required under 18 U.S. Code 983 (a) (1) (A)(iv)to put the innocent owners on 

noYce within 90 days amer the date of the seizure by the State or local law enforcement agency 

on September 26, 2016. Amer the end of the search DEA Agent Brian Bishop illegally brought to 

his office the seized property of innocent owners:  Electronic devices, PlainYffs medical records, 

and other paYents’.  Such behavior consYtutes the destrucYon of, or tampering of the evidence.  

The court’s aKenYon is directed to the Government’s original answer in TRACY C. MICKS-Harm v.  William 

Paul Nichols et al., Civil Case No. 18-12634. Assistant U.S. AKorney Brandon C. Helms, aKorney for U.S.A. 

MaKhew Schneider, Wayne PraK, and Brandy McMillion, recommended  that Micks-Harm should have 

filed a complaint with HHS under Thomas, 2017 WL 9672523 at *2; and under 42 U.S.C. 1320d-5 (a) (10) 

providing HHS with the authority to impose penalYes on persons who violate HIPPA. Micks-Harm was 

also referred to 45 C.F. R. Sec. 160.306. The recommendaYon of Helms was taken under advisement by 

Micks-Harm. 

DEFENDANT’S MOTION OPPOSING ENTRY OF ORDER 

The defendant, LESLY POMPY, moves pro se, to oppose the plainYff’s moYon for “ENTRY OF 
ORDER” received on June 6, 2021. Michigan Court Rule MCR 2.003(C),  Federal Rule of Criminal 
Procedure 32.2 are the basis.  
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LEGAL IMPOSSIBILITY  
Pursuant to Michigan Court Rule MCR 2.003(C), the court may not sign the order due to legal 
impossibility.  

Michigan Code of Judicial Conduct  

  Canon 3 ( B) (C ) of the Michigan Court Rules provides :  
 “C. DisqualificaYon: A judge should raise the issue of disqualificaYon whenever the judge 
has cause to believe that grounds for disqualificaYon may exist under MCR 2.003(C)” 

A quesYon of disqualificaYon has arisen.  Pursuant to the Michigan Code of Judicial Conduct, 
MCR 2.003(C)” applies.  

Rule 2.003 Disqualification of Judge 

Michigan Court Rule MCR 2.003(C) provides:  

“ Applicability. This rule applies to all judges, including justices of the Michigan Supreme Court, 
unless a specific provision is stated to apply only to judges of a certain court. The word “judge” 
includes a justice of the Michigan Supreme Court. 

(B) Who May Raise. A party may raise the issue of a judge’s disqualification by motion or the 
judge may raise it. 

(C) Grounds. 

(1) Disqualification of a judge is warranted for reasons that include, but are not limited to, the 
following:  

(a) The judge is biased or prejudiced for or against a party or attorney. 

(b) The judge, based on objective and reasonable perceptions, has either (i) a serious risk of 
actual bias impacting the due process rights of a party as enunciated in Caperton v Massey, [556 
US 868]; 129 S Ct 2252; 173 L Ed 2d 1208 (2009), or (ii) has failed to adhere to the appearance 
of impropriety standard set forth in Canon 2 of the Michigan Code of Judicial Conduct. 

(e) The judge was a partner of a party, attorney for a party, or a member of a law firm 
representing a party within the preceding two years. 

(g) The judge or the judge’s spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to either 
of them, or the spouse of such a person: 

(i) is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a party; 

(ii) is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding; 

(iii) is known by the judge to have a more than de minimis interest that could be substantially 
affected by the proceeding; 

(iv) is to the judge's knowledge likely to be a material witness in the proceeding.” 
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The Honorable Judge Jack Vitale has personal knowledge surrounding the circumstances of this 
case arising from previous activities in the issuance of Search Warrants, and a Civil Forfeiture 
Action.  

The previous involvement of the Judge against the defendants raises the issue of the possibility 
of bias and /or prejudice involving the basis for probable cause for search warrants.  Judge Jack 
Vitale and his magistrate partners/employees were a party to a proceeding within the past 2 
years.   Last entry on case was Pompy v. Todd, Case No.: 19-10334 (E.D. Mich. Oct. 30, 2020) by 
Judge Anthony Pax 

The Michigan Court Rules provides for the disqualification.  The Honorable Judge Jack Vitale is 
likely to become a material witness in the proceeding regarding the validity of perjured affidavits 
supporting a search warrant.( United	States	v.	Pompy,	No.	18-20454	(ED	Mich.) . The   failure to 
disqualify and enter the order consYtutes a reversible error.  

THIRD PARTY RIGHTS UNDER FEDERAL RULE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE   32.2 

 Lesly Pompy’s  is under a  federal indictment criminal forfeiture order. A party seeking assets 

possibly related to the forfeiture, must contact the Federal Prosecutor.    Under Federal Rule of 

Criminal Procedure 32.2, the federal court is required to promptly enter a preliminary forfeiture 

order once the “requisite nexus between the property and the offense” has been established, 

regardless of the property interests of those other than the defendant. Once that nexus has 

been established, the order may be entered regardless of any such exisYng third-party interests. 

Amer such order has been entered, however, Rule 32.2(b)(3) authorizes the AKorney General 

“to commence proceedings that comply with any statutes governing third-party rights.” Thus, 

the statutes allow for protecYon of third-party interests, but only amer the criminal forfeiture 

proceeding has been concluded.  PorFolio Recovery must  obtain a federal  court order under 

Rule 32.2.  

Wherefore, the defendant requests that the honorable court denies ENTRY OF ORDER.  

RespecFully submiKed on June 11, 2021 
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THE “THIRD-PARTY” DOCTRINE: VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE TO 
OTHERS AS VOIDING THE EXPECTATION OF PRIVACY 

Third-party-doctrine cases like Smith v. Maryland are based, “that an individual has no reasonable 

expectaYon of privacy in informaYon voluntarily disclosed to third parYes”; is “ill suited to the digital 

age.” The taking of the near-universal step of buying and using a cell phone, should not be viewed as 

having voluntarily surrendered all reasonable expectaYon of privacy as to the idenYty of the places to 

which her cell phone then travels. 

Under U.S. v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435 (1976),  the Court held that when the customer of a bank 

gives banking-related information to the bank in furtherance of the relationship, the customer 

will be found to have no reasonable expectation of privacy in the material. Consequently, the 

government may subpoena that material from the bank without showing probable cause that the 

material is evidence of crime. Indeed, according to Miller, the subpoena (culminating in the 

bank’s turning over the records) does not even constitute a “search” for purposes of the account-

holder Fourth Amendment rights.  Miller does not apply here because of Dr. Pompy did not 

voluntarily gave information to Monroe Bank and Trust.  BCBSMMIC paid Dr. Pompy for 

medical services provided by directly depositing the money to Dr. Pompy’s Bank account at 

Monroe Bank and Trust Bank.  Dr. Pompy has no choice in the manner of which BCBSMMIC 

deposits the money at MBT Financial Inc.  The type of deposit made by BCBSMMIC, for Dr. 

Pompy’s services, does not constitute voluntary conduct on the part of Dr. Pompy.  As the 

deposit is not voluntary, the third party doctrine, where there is no expectation of privacy, does 

not apply. Miller does not apply in the instant case.  
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The state of Michigan has a mandatory PDMP (PrescripYon Drug Monitoring Program) enrollment for 

physician’s prescripYon of controlled substances. The state of Michigan composes a listing of all 

controlled substances written by a physician (PDMP data).  The doctor has not choice in the 

composition of the list by the State of Michigan. Dr. Pompy was forced to parYcipate in the Michigan 

PDMP.The state of Michigan did hold such a list for Dr. Pompy.  The DEA, BCBSMMIC, BCBS 

Marc Moore, Brian Bishop, Robert Blair, Michael Hendrix, accessed this data without a valid 

warrant. As the PDMP data is composed against the will of Dr. Pompy, the PDMP data does not 

represent voluntary action on the part of Dr. Pompy.  Warrantless PDMP data is allowed only 

enrollment in PDMP is voluntary.  (U. S.  v. Gayden  6:16 –cr-00187-CEM-TBS-1,  Case 18-14182). A search 

warrant for the Michigan PDMP data was statutorily necessary to allow the DEA /MANTIS access to Dr. 

Pompy‘s prescripYon data base in 2016. The DEA and MANTIS performed a warrantless invalid search on 

Dr. Pompy’s  State of  Michigan PDMP  data. The DEA’s NANTIS, Marc Moore and Robert Blair’s PDMP 

search was illegal, and triggered the Exclusionary Rule. Data flowing from the use of the Michigan PDMP 

represent fruits of the poisonous tree. Dr. Pompy’s State of Michigan PDMP data should be suppressed. 

The Monroe District Court erred in the allowing of Marc Moore, Brian Bishop, Robert Blair, Jon 

Lasotta, William Chamulak and Michael Hendrix to obtain Dr. Pompy financial and PDMP data 

without privilege, consent, notice, or a warrant supported by probable cause. 

  RECKLESS OR INTENTIONAL 

PERJURED AFFIDAVIT 

1. Sean Street  on 5/7/2016 

The  “ Pill Mill  Risk Analysis ” was not perform by Magistrate Tina Todd and 

Jessica Chaffin,  and judge Jack Vitale of the Michigan First District Court,  in 

establishing probable cause  for search warrants issued on 9/23/2016, 
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9/27/2018, 9/28/2016, and  8/14/2017. The 9/23/2016 search warrant was 

supported by inconsistent sworn statement in the affidavits by Sean Street 

on 5/7/2016, and executed on an out-of state third party, not listed in 

parYcularity in the search warrant. “On 5/7/2016, Sean Street swore on an 

affidavit to the 9/23/2016 search warrant, that   Ricky Bryant, his daughter 

and son in law Vanessa and   Joshua Cangliosi aKempted to sell the 

medicaYon morphine that was prescribed by the plainYff. Joshua declared 

that he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and was aKempYng to sell some of 

the narcoYcs to support the household and for his daughter. Bryant 

declared that he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and that he was selling 

some of them to support the household and for his daughter. On or before 

5/7/2016, the plainYff had not prescribed morphine to Ricky Bryant, or to 

Joshua. The false statement was necessary to a finding of probable cause 

affidavit for probable cause for the 9/23/2016, 8/14/2017, and 5/23/2018 

search warrants.  A Frank’s Hearing was necessary to show the false 

statement in the affidavit.  Joshua declared that he used narcoYcs on a daily 

basis and was aKempYng to sell some of the narcoYcs to support the 

household and for his daughter. Vanessa declared that she was going to sell 

some of the narcoYcs to assist with bills associated with school supplies for 

her daughter. Sean Street, BCBSM, BCBSMMIC provided no noYce to Doctor 
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Pompy  about Ricky Bryant. Had the Dr. Pompy received necessary and 

sufficient noYce about Ricky Bryant, the plainYff could have acted to 

prevent or reduce the possibility of drug diversion.  

Failure to MiYgate Damages.    

On 5/7/2016 Sean Street swore in an affidavit that Ricky Bryant and Joshua 

Cangliosi were selling pain medicaYon allegedgly prescribed by Dr. Pompy.  

Once the defendants felt that Dr. Pompy’s paYent may be selling their 

miYgaYon, the defendants should have stopped all payments to Dr. Pompy 

and not let addiYonal damages pile up. AcYng in a proprietary manner, the 

defendants took no curaYve steps, and allowed any future potenYal sales by 

Ricky Bryant and Joshua Cangliosi to conYnue amer 5/7/2016.  The 

defendants failed to miYgate damages as required under Rockingham. 

(Rockingham County v. Luten Bridge Co.  22 Ill.35 F.2d 301 (4th Cir. 1929) 

2. 8/3/2017  Dina Young 

Dina Young-Perjury. Dina Young swore to a cerYficate of service for Dr. Pompy’s by mail on 

8/4/2016 ( Exhibit 19). Actually on 8/4/2016, Brian Bishop actually served the ISO (Immediate 

Suspension Order) at Promedica Monroe Regional Hospital. Brian Bishop presented at the 

Promedica Monroe Regional Hospital emergency room, held himself out as a DEA Agent, and 
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demanded to see Dr. Pompy.  The hospital’s emergency room staff directed Mr. Bishop to the 

hospital’s Vice President of Medical Affairs. Dr. Pompy was performing nerve block at the 

Hospital’s OperaYng Room. Dr. Mormon, the Vice –President of the Hospital’s Medical Affairs, 

summoned Dr. Pompy to meet Brian Bishop. Dr. Pompy alerted his aKorney Mr. Donnini of the 

arrival of the DEA at the hospital. On 9/30/2016, Mr. Bishop had lodged a formal complaint at 

the Bureau of Professional Licensing against Dr. Pompy’s medical license.  Mr. Bishop is the sole 

complainant. Consistent with his ConYnuing his work, Brian Bishop appeared at the hospital to 

serve Dr. Pompy . At the Yme, Dr. Pompy was performing non-pharmacologic intervenYonal 

pain procedures in the operaYng room, for paYents suffering in pain. Dr. Mormon ordered Dr. 

Pompy to finish the instant paYent being treated, stop taking care of addiYonal paYents, and to 

meet Mr. Bishop at the arranged meeYng room.  The chronic pain paYents awaiYng non-

pharmacologic pain intervenYons had to go home in persistent, in intense pain and suffering.  

In reliance to a complaint filed by Brian Bishop on 9/30/2016, BPL started legal proceeding for 

the State of Michigan medical license of Dr. Pompy. BPL had no independent probable cause to 

start the invesYgaYon prior to 9/30/2016. On 8/4/2017, in a paKern of reckless disregard to F. R. 

Civ. Proc Rule 4, federal employee Brian Bishop served Dr. Pompy at Promedica Monroe 

Regional Hospital the ISO (Immediate Suspension Order) of BPL. As a party to the BPL v Pompy 

liYgaYon, Brian Bishop lacked authority to serve Dr. Pompy at Promedica Monroe Regional 

Hospital, with knowledge of the then Vice President of Medical Affairs, Dr. Moorman. 

Nevertheless, BPL employee Dina Young swore to having served Dr. Pompy the service of 

Process for the 8/3/2017 ISO to 730 N. Macomb Street Suite 222, at the Promedica Professional 

building by USPS. The office of Dr. Pompy at 730 N. Macomb Street which had been ran sacked 

and subsequently closed by the 9/26/16 raid by: DEA/MSP/MPD/MCSD.  
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3. James Stewart aka James Howell  

BCBSMMIC inserted James Howell as an undercover agent into a “Drug Treatment Program” 

( Exhibit 5) without the required court order by Title 42 C.F.R. §§2.61-2.67.  BCBSMMIC’S James 

Stewart commiKed health care fraud under 18 U.S.C. 1347 when the laKer (1) used a Blue Cross 

card to seek services at Dr. Pompy’s office; (2)  used false medical  referrals from Dr. J. Alan 

Robertson ( Exhibit 9), false driver license ( Exhibit 4), false Michigan Automated PrescripYon 

Services (MAPS) ( Exhibit 6); and (3) used false social security card. A false social security card 

can bypass IRS code, and further a money laundering scheme. James Stewart’s willful 

concealment of his idenYty as James Howell via the false State of Michigan MAPS report, false 

State of Michigan driver’s license, false social security card, false medical records and medical 

referral, consYtute an intenYonal misrepresentaYon. James Stewart, aka James Howell 

presented a claim of pain with material misrepresentaYon. James Stewart, aka James Howell, 

used   Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Mutual Insurance Company and/ or affiliated 

companies, to obtain, ingest controlled substances. James Stewart, aka James Howell willfully 

misrepresented his medical status to Dr. Pompy, at a medical office visit.  James Stewart, aka 

James Howell, claim of pain with material misrepresentaYon consYtutes insurance fraud. A false 

State of Michigan driver’s license can be used to board airplanes, and have “911 hijackers in 

police uniforms.” The Homeland Security Act forbids the use of false State and Federal 

documents, in furtherance of a crime, parYcularly the  crime of terrorism. The following act by 

BCBSMMIC and its affiliates, under the direcYon and control of Blue Cross Blue Shield 

AssociaYon, consYtutes a violaYon of the Homeland Security Act. The allegaYons of health 

insurance fraud assume a Yme- based billing protocol. Complexity based billing and Yme-based 
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billing are 2 commonly used billing protocols.  Dr. Pompy typically used the complexity based 

billing.  Without the intenYonal misrepresentaYon, Blue Cross Defendants, State Defendants, 

Monroe County Defendants, Federal Defendants, MBT Financial Defendants, and Ray Kisonas 

would not have facilitated the seizing of Dr. Pompy’s medical records, under the authority of the 

summary suspension of Dr. Pompy’s DEA cerYficates of registraYon on 3/2/2017; and the 

Immediate Suspension Order of Dr. Pompy’s medical license on 8/3/ 2017. 

James Howell’s filled out the 5/17/16 paper prescripYon under the name of James Stewart for 

Lyrica was filled out in the presence of Moore at Walgreens, 1285 N Monroe St, Monroe, 

Michigan 48162. It was immediately diverted to Marc Moore, approved and paid by BCBSMMIC 

for payment.  James Stewart aka James Howell’s NORCO was filled out in the presence of Marc 

Moore at Walgreens, 1285 N Monroe St, Monroe, Michigan 48162. It was immediately diverted 

to Moore and approved by Blue Cross for payment. James Howell’s filled out the 5/17/16 paper 

prescripYon under the name of James Stewart for NORCO and diverted the medicines to 

Moore. The presentaYon of false idenYficaYon to a pharmacist is a crime that should be 

reported to law enforcement. (Michigan v Gaul-Walters, 2014 Mich. App. Lexis  1960 (October 

21, 2014)).  MSP/MANTIS policy or contract with Blue Cross under which ZANAFLEX, an 

uncontrolled substance legiYmately prescribed by Dr. Pompy to Inv. Stewart on April 26, 2016, is 

not menYoned in Lt Moore original incident report, and is sYll concealed and unaccounted for. 

MSP/MANTIS contract with Blue Cross under which the prescripYon for,  ZANAFLEX is not 

menYoned in Stewart invesYgaYon report or in the evidence logs, and is sYll concealed and 

unaccounted for. James Howell’s filled out the 5/17/16 paper prescripYon under the name of 

James Stewart for ZANAFLEX was diverted to Marc Moore. The presentaYon of false 
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idenYficaYon to a pharmacist is a crime that should be reported to law enforcement (Michigan 

v Gaul-Walters, 2014 Mich. App. Lexis 1960 (October 21, 2014)).   

M.C.L § 333.7403 9 ( a) provides that :  (1) A person shall not fraudulently obtain or aKempt to 

obtain a controlled substance or a prescripYon for a controlled substance from a health care 

provider. James Stewart, aka James Howell obtained controlled substances via a medical referral 

for pain management services prescribed by BCBSMMIC’s physician J. Alan Robertson. The 

medical referral intenYonally misrepresented the medical condiYon of James Stewart, Aka 

James Howell. James Stewart consumed controlled substances which appear on his urine drug 

screen. BCBSMMIC, J.  Alan Robertson M.D, James Stewart, Aka James Howell violated M.C.L § 

333.7403 9 (a). 

4. Michael Hendricks 

 On 4/23/2016 Michael Hendrix received medical records from Brian Bishop.  Despite already be 

in possession of the medical records, Michael Hendrix swore on an affidavit on 5/26/2018 at the 

District Court Eastern District Of Michigan, his  desire  for the acquisiYon of medical records  and 

electronic devices from  Brian Bishop.  Those medical records and electronic records were 

obtained subject to a 9/23/2016 search warrant.   

4. Brian Bishop 

On 9/26/2016, brian Bishop, Marc Moore, William Chamulak, Sean Street ( the group)  

appeared at Dr. Pompy’s office at 08:30 under  alleging a DEA administraYve  audit of 

drug addicted paYents undergoing a  Suboxone Audit.  Dr. Pompy requested the 

presence of his aKorney; however Brian Bishop denied Dr. Pompy’s right to an aKorney.  

The group obtained the name of paYents undergoing Suboxone treatments for drug 
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detoxificaYon. The addicted paYents where idenYfied and visited by MANTIS. The group 

intenYonally misrepresented a MANTIS criminal invesYgaYon  

ViolaYon of Due Process.  James Stewart, aka James Howell, manufactured 

documents (MAPS, medical referral, State of Michigan Driver’s License, social 

security number, narcoYc agreement, IniYal Intake PaYent QuesYonnaire, Follow-

up PaYent QuesYonnaire) consYtute and  unfair manipulaYon. Pursuant to Miller 

v. Fenton, 741 F. 2d 1456, 1466 (3d Cir. 1984); United States v. Fleming, 225 F.3d 

78, 91(1st Cir 2000); Hill v. Anderson, 300 F.  3d 679,682 (6th Cir 2002), the unfair 

manipulaYon consYtute true coercion by the police, and a Due Process violaYon.  

$16, 856,683 RICO Conspiracy under 18 

U.S.C §1962 (d) 

A person   who suffers limita_on of physical or mental func_on due to chronic pain is 

considered disabled under the ADA. Pa_ents disabled by pain required reasonable 

accommoda_on. Dr. Pompy was involved in the provision of personal medical services. During 

the 9/26/2016 raid, the disabled pa_ents lost the opportunity to be cared for by a   board 

cer_fied physician in pain and addic_on medicine. No reasonable accommoda_on was made 

to ensure the proper medical care of the disabled. The 911 system was not made of the 

system.  Any assignment to  other doctors who were not equally qualified as Dr. Pompy to 

offer the range of pain treatments offered by Dr. Pompy,  cons_tuted  extreme and 
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outrageous behavior  arising out of  an improper assignment under the  ADA.  The pa_ent’s 

alterna_ve medical care was not reasonable.   The par_es, who failed to prepare for a 

reasonable accommoda_on, violated the American Disability Act.  As an actual and proximate 

cause of the unreasonable accommoda_on, injuries occurred to many of Doctor Pompy’s 

pa_ents.  

BCBSMMIC had money loosing Medicaid insurance Contract with the state of Michigan via a 

jointly owned corporate subsidiary with Independence Blue Cross, such as AmeriHealth Caritas 

and others. The conduct of  Health insurance companies have worsen the opioid epidemics. 

(Exhibit 22).  BCBSMMIC, IBC, BCBSA introduced in the stream of commerce opioid monitoring 

somware that was represented to measure. “Pre-Crime.” The software was intended to 

induce law enforcement to rely on the software  to predict the mens rea, the actus rea, and 

the concurrence of a crime. MANTIS, the DEA, Marc Moore, Robert Blair, Brent Cathey, Brian 

Bishop unreasonably relied on the defecYve product. BCBSMMIC, IBC, BCBSA are strictly liable 

for the defecYve product under a theory of   Product liability – design defect.   The opioid 

software was expected to measure “Pre-Crime,” to predict criminality at a low risk but a high 

utility outcome. The software was unreasonably dangerous by failing to determine: 1) Does the 

software concept of Pre-crime assumes whether people are inherently criminal by nature or 

nurture?  And 2),   If the answer to the previous question is yes, then free will does not exist.  

BCBSMMIC Pre-crime   opioid monitoring software manufactures probable cause as the software  

does not  predict actual  crime. BCBSMMIC involved data analytics with inconsistent result to 

the Medicare “Pill Mill” risk analysis.   Data mining by BCBSMMIC statistical data : mean, 

median, mode, standard deviation, central dispersion, the total number of patients, the total 

number of   controlled and non-controlled  prescriptions, correlations, dependent variables, 
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independent variables, confounding variables,  measures of central tendency, sampling size were 

improper and failed to predict actual crime. BCBSMMIC knew that there were   “ERRORS ” on 

Claimscape Run (Exhibit 7 ). As a health care insurer involved in the credentialing of physicians, 

BCBSMMIC was aware of the fatal impact on a physician’s personal, family, professional and 

financial career once allegation of insurance fraud and overprescribing are leveled out against a 

physician. The opioid software’s risks were greater than its utility. BCBSMMIC disregarded the 

“ERRORS” and proceeded anyway with allegations of probable cause of insurance fraud and 

overprescribing.   The sampling strategy was erroneous, distorted the association between pain 

management and addiction.  As a result of improper data mining, it would have been impossible 

for Magistrate Tina Todd and Jessica Chaffin, and judge Jack Vitale of the Michigan First District 

Court, in establishing probable cause for search warrants  alleged  on  9/21/2016,  9/23/2016, 

9/27/2016, 8/14/2017 and 5/23/2018. The “Pill Mill Risk Analysis” was not performed by 

Magistrate Tina Todd and Jessica Chaffin, and Judge Jack Vitale of the Michigan First District 

Court.  The evidence supporYng probable cause for the search warrants is insufficient.  

In 1991, Richard Whitmer, as the president of Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan (BCBSM), 

signed a Professional Provider Agreement with Dr. Lesly Pompy. In 2013 and under the 

authorizaYon of the franchisor Blue Cross Blue Shield AssociaYon (BCBSA), BCBSM was 

absorbed by a Mutual Insurance Company incorporated in the State of Michigan, Blue Cross 

Blue Shield of Michigan Mutual Insurance Company (BCBSMMIC). BCBSMMIC and BCBSM are 

different legal enYYes. BCBSMMIC and BCBSM have a duty to follow different Federal and state 

tax and insurance laws.  
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MANTIS is a combined federal DEA and state and local Michigan government,   Drug task force. 

Those narcoYc task forces omen violate consYtuYonal law and breed local mistrust. (Exhibit 10) 

In November 2015, Marc Moore, William Paul Nichols, Brian Bishop, Zazadny, Zsenyuk, 

BCBSMMIC, Monroe County Chief ProsecuYng AKorney William Paul Nichols, and MANTIS 

entered into an agreement to commit a crime, under the guise of invesYgaYng Dr. Pompy. The 

Monroe County disbanded drug unit named OMNI had its criminal file sealed.  Only that OMNI 

regrouped, and rebranded into the current name MANTIS.   

Law enforcement does not typically delegate criminal invesYgaYons to the private sector. A 

private sector enYty may choose to assist for the government if the company has a stake in the 

invesYgaYon. MANTIS, the prosecutors had a choice of potenYal insurance companies to 

perform the invesYgaYon. BCBSA and BCBSMMIC provide health insurance to the majority of 

government employees. As contrasted to the other health care insurance companies, 

BCBSMMIC and BCBSA had a stake to assist, abet, and facilitate the work of the defendants.  

Such behavior is not common among health care insurers.  

   

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan FoundaYon (BCBSMF), Blue Cross Complete of Michigan 

(BCCM), Blue Care Network of Michigan (BCNM), Bluecaid of Michigan, Blue Cross Blue Shield 

AssociaYon  (BCBSA), entered into a proprietary, non- discreYonary, agreement to violate clearly 

established laws.  In September 2016, Shawn Kotch obtained a credit report of Lesly Pompy M.D 

without consent or privilege. MBT Financial Inc., Thomas ScoK, and Susan Mehregan agreed to 

aid, abet and encourage the joint enterprise.  Robert Blair made a statement involving non-

related bank accounts to an FDIC insured insYtuYon in violaYon of 18  U.S.C. § 1014 . The false 

statement represented that IntervenYonal Pain Management, Lesly Pompy, United 
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AdministraYve Services of Monroe, Travel and Lodging Professional Management, Monroe 

Medical ConsulYng were listed in a 9/21/2016 search warrant executed on Monroe Bank and 

Trust.  There was no Statutory authority under which Robert Blair was permiKed by assistant 

prosecuYng aKorney Jeffery Yorkey   to search, seize and freeze Dr. Pompy accounts and related 

accounts at Monroe Bank and Trust.  The amount in controversy exceeded the $25,000.00 

jurisdicYonal limit of the First District Court of Michigan. 

Robert Blair acYng as an agent of the DEA obtained, used, and reused, FDIC-insured bank 

account of Lesly Pompy and other accounts in violaYon of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act by MBT 

Financial Inc., Thomas ScoK, and Susan Mehregan.   J. Alan Robertson M.D. provided a medical 

referral lacking medical necessity for James Stewart aka James Howell. 

The 9/23/2016 search warrant was supported by : 1) inconsistent sworn statement in the  

affidavits by Sean Street on 5/7/2016, 2)  and executed on an out-of state third party 

( IPaYentcare Inc.,  not listed in parYcularity in  the search warrant. On 5/7/2016, Sean Street 

swore on an affidavit to the 9/23/2016 search warrant, that   Ricky Bryant, his daughter and son 

in law Vanessa and   Joshua Cangliosi  had aKempted to sell the medicaYon morphine that was 

prescribed by the plainYff. Joshua declared that he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and was 

aKempYng to sell some of the narcoYcs to support the household and for his daughter. Bryant 

declared that he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and that he was selling some of them to support 

the household and for his daughter. On or before 5/7/2016, the plainYff had not prescribed 

morphine to Ricky Bryant, or to Joshua. The false statement negates a finding of probable cause 

affidavit for probable cause for the 9/23/2016, 8/14/2017, and 5/23/2018 search warrants.  A 

Frank’s Hearing was necessary to show the false statement in the affidavit.  Joshua declared that 

he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and was aKempYng to sell some of the narcoYcs to support 
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the household and for his daughter. Vanessa declared that she was going to sell some of the 

narcoYcs to assist with bills associated with school supplies for her daughter. Sean Street, 

BCBSM, BCBSMMIC provided no noYce to Dr. Pompy about Ricky Bryant. Had Dr. Pompy 

received sufficient noYce about Ricky Bryant, the plainYff could have acted to prevent or reduce 

the possibility of drug diversion. MBT Financial Inc. raYfied the behavior of Sean Street.  

The Monroe Michigan First District Court District is a court of limited jurisdiction by 

statutes. The court lacks jurisdiction over interstate commerce. The Monroe District Court 

lacks personal jurisdiction over the New-Jersey Citizen, IPatientcare Inc., domiciled in the 

State of New-Jersey. The Monroe District Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the 

New-Jersey Citizen, IPatientcare Inc., domiciled in the State of New-Jersey. The Monroe 

District Court’s 9/23/2016 issued search warrant, and executed on    9/26/2016, is void for 

lack of jurisdiction.  The Lack of jurisdicYon over the New-Jersey and Florida ciYzens is 

admiKed by pleadings from Monroe County. (Case 2:19-cv-10334-DML-MJH ECF No. 69 filed 

02/11/20 PageID.950 Page 3 of 16. SecYon IV). 

 Agent Brian Bishop and DEA Documents and Media ExploitaYon SecYon (DOMEX) used the 

fruits of the invalid search and seizure. DEA employees, Special agent Tom Farrell and Diversion 

Program Manager William Chamulak, local DEA Task Force Officers conducted an illegal DOMEX 

invesYgaYon to extract, translate, and analyze physical and digital document and media to 

generate useful and Ymely informaYon. The computers were damaged beyond repair. Data 

were corrupted. Bishop and DOMEX had no search warrant to download Dr. Pompy’s 

computers. Brian Bishop and DOMEX violated, inter alia, the Stored CommunicaYon Act (18 

U.S.C. Sec. 2701), federal HIPAA, state HIPAA, the privacy laws. 
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The private employee of BCBSMMIC James Stewart aka James Howell acted under the direcYon 

and control,   as an agent, of the government to perform a warrantless invalid search without 

providing a voluntary, informed Miranda to Dr. Pompy. James Stewart aka James Howell  would 

record out of court statements of paYent: 1) declaring their unhappiness  about the  level of 

difficulty in their obtaining of, the lack of  dose escalaYon of ,  the alternaYve relaYve ease to 

obtain from either other doctors or illegal  street  pain medicaYons.   

As a MANTIS, Michigan State Police, BCBSMMIC, and DEA employee, Carl Christensen M.D., 

always provided favorable expert witness services to BCBSMMIC, James Stewart aka James 

Howell and the DEA.   Deliberately indifferent to the truth or falsity as to whether urine drug 

screens were valid, Dr. Carl Christensen would turn allegaYons subject to a medical malpracYce 

preponderance of evidence standard, to evidence subject to reasonable doubt standard. B 

CBSMMIC ,  BCBSM,  Marc Moore, MANTIS,  Robert Blair, Carl Christensen M.D.,  William Paul 

Nichols, Brian Bishop, Zazadny, Zsenyuk, BCBSMMIC, Monroe County Chief ProsecuYng AKorney 

William Paul Nichols , BCBSMF, BCCM LLC, Blue Care Network of Michigan (BCNM), Bluecaid of 

Michigan,  BCBSA  allowed  James Stewart aka James Howell to videotape paYents in one room 

while videotaping paYents in another. The above defendants Failed to take correlate the Yme 

stamp on the videos of James Stewart and Yme Stamp on the medical records. The defendants, 

named knew, or should have known that the James Howell’s videotapes did not represent the 

enYre clinical experience, for example, chart review, lab review, paYent quesYonnaire review, 

determining the prescripYon, prinYng of    electronically sending the prescripYon, lab order, 

obtaining prior authorizaYon of medical records.   

 Dr. Carl Christensen would turn allegaYons subject to a medical malpracYce preponderance of 

evidence legal standard, to an evidence level subject to reasonable doubt standard. Jon LasoKa, 
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Robert Blair, Brian Bishop, acquired medical records pursuant to a jurisdicYonally defecYve  

Michigan third party warrant to a New-Jersey ciYzen. Jon LasoKa, Robert Blair, Brian Bishop, 

disclosed the medical records to BCBSMMIC, Carl Christensen, Dr. Pedell,  Vaughn Hafner;  Jon 

LasoKa disclosed the medical records to Bishop, Allison Arnold, William Paul Nichols, Jeffrey 

Yorkey, Michael Roehrig without privilege, consent or noYce.  Brian Bishop redisclosed the 

medical records to Jennifer Fritzgerald, Timothy Erickson, and Catherine Waskiewicz without 

privilege, consent or noYce.  

 BCBSMMIC ,  BCBSM,  Marc Moore, MANTIS,  Robert Blair, Carl Christensen M.D.,  William Paul 

Nichols, Brian Bishop, Zazadny, Zsenyuk, BCBSMMIC, Monroe County Chief ProsecuYng AKorney 

William Paul Nichols , BCBSMF, BCCM LLC, Blue Care Network of Michigan (BCNM), Bluecaid of 

Michigan,  BCBSA  allowed  James Stewart aka James Howell to videotape paYents in one room 

while videotaping paYents in another. The above defendants Failed to take correlate the Yme 

stamp on the videos of James Stewart and Yme Stamp on the medical records. The defendants, 

named knew, or should have known that the James Howell’s videotapes did not represent the 

enYre clinical experience, for example, chart review, lab review, paYent quesYonnaire review, 

determining the prescripYon, prinYng of    electronically sending the prescripYon, lab order, 

obtaining prior authorizaYon of medicaYons ( Exhibit 21).   

Carl Christensen always provides favorable expert witness services to BCBSMMIC and the DEA.  

The above defendants violated State and Federal HIPAA laws in their acquisiYon, disclosure, 

redisclosure, maintenance of, and disposiYon of the medical records, without adequate security, 

consent, or noYce. There was no authorizaYon from Pasanski to submit into evidence the 

Michigan Department of Health and Human Services (MDHHS) Epidemiology data at the 

hearings.  Robert Blair displayed intent to cover up the 9/23/2016 illegal search warrant, via an 
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8/14/2017 cover-up Pretextual search warrant. On August 15, 2017 Blair faxed a message and a 

search warrant dated 8/14/2017 to IPaYentcare Inc.  The message reads as follows: 

“To: RepresentaYve at IPaYentcare: 

“I am wriYng to you today to inform you that the Monroe Area NarcoYcs and InvesYgaYve 

Service (MANTIS) have been conducYng an invesYgaYon into one of your clients Dr. Lesly Pompy 

MD. In September of 2016 we provided you with a search warrant for Dr. Pompy’s medical files 

for 2 years. During the invesYgaYon there has been some debate whether the original warrant 

included the files that you store for Dr. Dr. Pompy. In order to avoid any further issues on this 

maKer we have completed a new search warrant specific for your locaYon and the files in 

quesYon. It should be noted that you do not need to provide the files again. You already 

provided us with this informaYon when requested in 2016. There is no need to send us any files 

at this Yme.” 

“Thank you for your Yme.” 

(S) “Det. Robert Blair (MANTIS)                                                                                                                                                                                               

734-240-2605” 

The state of Michigan Statute M.C.L §600.761, or common law does not allow extraterritorial 

warrants. BCBSMMIC used the search warrant of the Monroe District Court to obtain 

extraterritorial evidence. BCBSMMIC violated M.C.L §600.761. 	The	State	of	New-Jersey	Court	

Rule	3:5-1	of	the	“RULES	GOVERNING	THE	COURTS	OF	THE	STATE	OF	NEW	JERSEY	also	do	

not	provide	for	extraterritorial	warrants.		RULE	3:5-1	provides:	“A	search	warrant	may	be	
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issued	by	a	judge	of	a	court	having	in	the	municipality	where	the	property	sought	is	

located.”	The Statute M.C.L §600.761, and the State of New-Jersey RULE 3:5-1, do not provide 

for the execuYon of  search warrant issued in the  State of Michigan , to be validly executed in 

the State of New-Jersey. Extraterritorial	Michigan	warrants	are	also	prohibited	by	the	state	

of	New-Jersey	Court	Rules	

Facially	Defective	Warrants		Third-Party	Issued	Against	IPatientcare	Inc.	of	New-Jersey	on	

8/14/17	(100)		

Extraterritorial	Michigan	search	warrants	are	prohibited	by	state	of	Michigan	statute.	

Under	the	Michigan	Statute	M.C.L	§600.761,	the	state	of	Michigan	does	not	allow	

extraterritorial	warrants.	BCBSMMIC	and	the	defendants	used	the	search	warrant	of	the	

Monroe	Michigan	District	Court	to	obtain	extraterritorial	evidence	located	in	the	state	of	

New-Jersey.	BCBSMMIC/BCBSM	and	the	defendants	violated	M.C.L	§600.761.The	Lack	of	

jurisdiction	over	the	New-Jersey	citizen	is	admitted	by	Monroe	County	judge	and	

magistrate	under	the	direction	of	Monroe	County	Attorney	Randy	Fields.	(Case	2:19-

cv-10334-DML-MJH	ECF	No.	69	`iled	02/11/20	PageID.950	Page	3	of	16.	Section	IV).	The 

search warrant of 8/14/17 OperaYon Stone Garden and OperaYon Gateway   was known to 

BCBSMMIC, BCBSM, Monroe County Prosecutor William Paul Nichols, Assistant Prosecutor 

Michael G. Roehrig, their assistants, and any and all magistrates or judges of Monroe County 

Court, in terms of forms and substances (Exhibit 14).  In contemplaYon of malice, the truth or 

falsiYes of the 9/23/2016 search warrant was consciously disregarded. 	
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The defendants named above entered into an agreement of using proprietary non-discreYonary 

funcYons, seeking of $16,856,683 million via a federal indictment. In furtherance of the 

conspiracy, the Bureau of Professional licensing obtained a false MAPS report (Michigan 

automated prescripYon system –Exhibit 6) without the authorizaYon of  Forrest Pasanski, 

Manager of the Drug Monitoring SecYon, the federal government obtained a false Social 

Security Card, and the Secretary of State obtained a false State of Michigan Driver’s license 

( Exhibit 4). The false State of Michigan Driver’s license was used by James Stewart aka James 

Howell, to illegally: 1) obtain from a Walgreens pharmacy, 2) ingest controlled substances that 

appeared in his urine, and  3) distributed control substances to Marc Moore who was lacking a 

DEA Reverse DistribuYon License.  

In reliance to a complaint filed by Brian Bishop on 9/30/2016, BPL started legal proceedings for 

the State of Michigan medical license of Dr. Pompy. BPL had no independent probable cause to 

start the invesYgaYon prior to 9/30/2016. On 8/4/2017, in a paKern of reckless disregard to F. R. 

Civ. Proc Rule 4, federal employee Brian Bishop served Dr. Pompy at Promedica Monroe 

Regional Hospital the ISO (Immediate Suspension Order) of BPL. As a party to the BPL v Pompy 

liYgaYon, Brian Bishop lacked authority to serve Dr. Pompy at Promedica Monroe Regional 

Hospital, with knowledge of the then Vice President of Medical Affairs, Dr. Moorman. 

Nevertheless, BPL employee Dina Young swore to having served Dr. Pompy the service of 

Process for the 8/3/2017 ISO to 730 N. Macomb Street Suite 222, at the Promedica Professional 

building by USPS. The office of Dr. Pompy at 730 N. Macomb Street which had been ransacked 

and subsequently closed by the 9/26/16 raid by: DEA/MSP/MPD/MCSD/MANTIS. Proof of 

service of BPL Order of Summary Suspension and the AdministraYve Complaint by Dina Young 
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on August 4, 2017, by cerYfied mail, return receipt requested, first class mail, upon Lesly Pompy, 

M.D. is absent. (Exhibit 19) 

Brian Bishop became a party to a medical license acYon when he filed a complaint against Dr. 

Pompy’s Medical license on 9/30/2016. At Promedica Monroe Regional Hospital on 8/4/2017, 

Brian Bishop served Dr. Pompy with a State of Michigan Immediate Suspension Order (ISO), 

immediately suspending Dr. Pompy’s State of Michigan medical license. Under Federal Rule of 

Civil Procedure, Rule 4, Brian Bishop, as a party to the liYgaYon against Dr. Pompy, he was 

prohibited from serving Service of Process on Dr. Pompy. Subsequent to Brian Bishop’s violaYon 

of Rule 4 of F.R.C. Proc.., Brian Bishop illegally acquired, disclosed, redisclosed, maintained, and 

disposed without noYce, consent or privilege,  Dr. Pompy’s  medical records to: Vaughn Hafner, 

Leon Pedell M.D., )Judge Mulrooney( Michael St. John, Dina Young, Bill SchueKe, Jennifer 

Fitzgerald, Timothy Erickson, Catherine Waskiewicz, Haley Winans, and Kim Gaedeke.  

On March 16, 2018 all claims against Dr. Pompy under Michigan Public Health Code were 

dismissed with prejudice by the Monroe County Circuit Court. The corollary of this dismissal is 

that all medical records seized by law enforcement on 9/26/16 and thereamer in connecYon 

with the search and seizure at Dr. Pompy’s office and home were immediately suppressed and 

remain suppressed in all administraYve and legal proceedings. No finding for a State criminal 

charge occurred.  To date, the defendants have not return to the PlainYff all of the seized 

property, and cash as expected on March 30, 2018. The refusal is in violaYon of the order of 

Monroe County Circuit Judge Honorable Daniel S. White of March 16, 2018. (Exhibit 15).  A 

possible charge for contempt of court is present.  
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On 4/26/2018 and without consent, privileges, or noYce, Brian Bishop, a party to the liYgaYon 

surrounding Dr. Pompy’s State of Michigan Medical License, transferred the plainYff’s medical 

records, and obtained pursuant to the 9/23/2016 Monroe search warrant to Michael Hendricks.   

On April 26, 2018, Brian Bishop transferred electronic devices containing Doctor Pompy’s 

medical records, pursuant to a 9/23/2016 search warrant. The Yme between the issuance of the 

search warrant, on 9/23/16, and the 5/23/18 execuYon of that warrant, consYtutes an 

impermissible, excessive delay. On 5/23/2018, MaKhew Schneider, Wayne PraK, Brandy 

McMillion, seeking a pretextual search warrant for medical records evidence already in the 

possession of Michael Hendricks since 4/26/2018. In the usual and customary manner of 

displaying a custom or pracYce of deliberate indifference to 4th Amendment Search and Seizure 

ConsYtuYonal laws, to the 8/14/17 search warrant by Robert Blair, the medical referral by Dr. J. 

Alan Robertson lacking medical necessity, DEA Diversion invesYgator Brian Bishop transferred 

my medical records to Michael Hendricks illegally on April 26, 2018. Michael Hendricks acquired 

my medical records on April 26, 2018, prematurely to the 5/23/2018 search warrants, without 

consent or privilege. Such consYtutes a violaYon of the federal and State of Michigan HIPAA 

Statute. On or prior to 6/28/2018, Brandy McMillion, Wayne PraK, MaKhew Schneider used the 

improperly acquired medical records from  the  9/23/2016 search warrant  (Case 2:18-cv-13206-

DPH-RSW ECF No. 20 filed 11/16/18 PagelD.193 Page 3 of 5), then disclosed the medical records  

to a grand jury so to obtain a federal indictment.  

Dr.  Carl Christensen, Dr. Leon Pedell, Dr. Alan Robertson parYcipated in ex- parte conversaYon 

about Dr. Pompy. Under Croskey v  BMW of North America, et al. (02-7374,  pursuant to Federal 
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HIPAA, the physicians who provided services to BCBSMMIC and  MBT Financial  Inc. , were to   

obtain the plainYff’s consent prior to any ex parte contacts, regarding medical records.  

In addiYon to HIPAA rules violaYon, the BCBSMMIC and  MBT Financial  Inc. violated the  

Federal Privacy Act of 1974, 5 USCA '552a (1988). This Act grants individuals  control over the 

personal informaYon collected, stored, and disseminated by the federal government. The Act 

requires governmental agencies to NOTIFY individuals when the informaYon is collected, 

reasons for its collecYon, and whether further disclosure is voluntary or mandatory.  The Act 

contains safeguards one provision that allows the plainYff to access informaYon about himself 

or herself and the opportunity to correct inaccuracies.  Despite 12 statutory restricYons, the 

client must be allowed the opportunity to consent to further uses of his or her informaYon.  

In TRACY C. MICKS-HARM  v  Monroe County Chief ProsecuIng AZorney William Paul Nichols et 

al., Civil No. 18-18-12634, Hon. Denise Page Hood, US District Court, Eastern Diversion, the 

United States AKorney states, as follows:) “…For context  AUSAGs PraK and McMillion were not 

involved in a search warrant for Dr. Lesly Pompy’s office; rather, a detecYve with the Monroe 

County Sheriff’s Office obtained the search warrant from a Monroe County judge”. (October 5, 

2018).ii) “ …The prosecutors used or relied on some of those records--notably not the plainYff’s 

records—in a grand jury proceeding to obtain an indictment against Dr. Pompy.” (October 18, 

2018). 

In DEBRA A. Nichols  v  Nichols, et al., Civil No. 18-1320, the United States AKorney, reiteraYng 

the same reliance, concedes: “The federal prosecutors in this case are accused of nothing more 

than receiving and possessing medical records that were obtained through a search warrant. 
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The prosecutors used or relied on some of those records—notably not the plainYff’s records-- in 

a grand jury proceeding to obtain an indictment against Dr. Lesly Pompy”. (October 18, 2018). 

The agreement was fueled by high stakes in a joint, speculaYve pecuniary interest, by the 

defendants seeking unjust enrichment via disproporYonate forfeiture. The County of Monroe, 

the City of Monroe, Marc Moore, Robert Blair, William Paul Nichols, Jeffrey A. Yorkey, among 

other defendants, sought pecuniary gains via a Civil Forfeiture acYon against Dr. Pompy in 

12/2016. The above defendants sought : 1)  $27,814.00 in cash from Lesly Pompy, 2) 

$346,847.65  in a Monroe Bank and Trust Account in the name of Lesly Pompy, 3)  an E-Trade 

Account in the name of Lesly Pompy in the amount of $404,324.67, 4)  a Merrill Lynch Pension 

Account in the amount of $1, 102,210.65; 5) A Monroe County Community Credit Union 

Account  in the amount of $4,018.00; 6) a 2015 Nissan Pathfinder, VIN 5NIAR2MM9FC604393, 

7) a real property located at 533 N. Monroe Street, Monroe Michigan 48162, bearing the parcel 

number 55-69-01396-000-2015; 8) 1 Rifle;  9) other Accounts under the name of Monroe 

Medical ConsulYng, Travel and Lodging, United AdministraYve Service of Monroe. BCBSMMIC, 

under policies and procedures raYfied by BCBSA and exported to other Blue Cross franchisees, 

the DEA, Medicare, and Medicaid then seeks resYtuYon of $16, 856,683 via anYcipatory 

forfeiture in February 2018  . BCBSMMIC seeks unjust enrichment arising from coerced 

modificaYons of contracts. BCBSM, BCBSMMIC, BCBSA, Marc Moore, ScoK Beard, Brent Cathey, 

Shawn Kotch,  Robert Blair, the Michigan State Police, William Paul Nichols and Monroe 

Assistant Prosecutor Allison Arnold ‘s acYons were not “raYonally related to a conceivable 

public purpose. With complete disregard to the miYgaYon of their possible damages, the 

defendants were involved in proprietary funcYons.  
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BCBSM, BCBSMMIC, BCBSA, either knew or should have known that Monroe County law 

enforcement has a history of  custom   or pracYce  consYtuYng a  policy of :  

1) Police brutality,  a)  (Hall v. Goodnough, Case number 04-70009 (E.D. Mich. Jun. 27, 2005); b) 

Lt. Marc Moore was once sued for a pattern or practice of excessive force, false arrest, false 

imprisonment, malicious prosecution, assault and battery. See Michael D. McCray v. Marc 

Moore, et al. U.S. District Court, Eastern District of Michigan, Southern Division, Case No. 

07-13297 (US COURTS-mied-2_07-cv-13297-1…) 

 (MICHAEL D. McCRAY v.  MARC MOORE, et al., V. 2:07-cv-13297-Doc # 49 08/06/08).  

2) RetaliaYon,  (Tracy Clare Micks Harm et al  vs. William Paul Nichols et al Consolidated cases 

2.18-cv-12634);   (Stacey Simeon Hall v. City of Monroe Police Officer  R. Parese et al.   

18-10877). Pursuant to 42 U.S.C §§ 14141and 14142, the defendants are liable for the use of 

excessive force with permanent damage to Mr. Hall’s eyes.  The defendants have had  noYce of 

improper police acYviYes, negligently perform a background check on the officers.  

3) AllegaYon of RetaliaYon.  Cole v. Monroe County. 359 F. Supp. 3d 526-District Court, ED 

Michigan 2019 

4) False Arrest, Imprisonment, DefamaYon.  Hart v. Hilldale County. 973. 3d 627- Court of 

Appeals, 6th Circuit, 2020 

5) DiscriminaYon. Thomas v. Monroe Cnty. Sheriff's Dep't, Case No. 15-11344 (E.D. Mich. Sep. 

27, 2016) 

6) 911 Operator Error.  JOSE REYES, as Personal RepresentaIve for the Estate of BOBBY REYES; 

and SARAH JONES, vs. MONROE COUNTY, a Municipal CorporaIon; and SONYA SAMPSEL, in her 
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individual capacity. Case 2:20-cv-11937-LJM-DRG ECF No. 1 filed 07/17/20 PageID.1 Page 1 of 

24. District Court, ED Michigan 2020. 

MBT financial Inc., BCBSM, BCBSMMIC and BCBSA, not only aided and abeKed improper acts of 

Robert Blair, Brian Bishop  and Marc Moore , but Repeated inacYon, in light of the 8/14/2017 

Robert Blair faxed leKer,   by the above named defendants  suffice to condone the violence. 

(Okin v. Village of  Cornwall -on -Hudson Police Dpt., 577 F. 3d 415 ( 2d Cir 2009)  

JOINT 

ENTERPRISE 

An express or implied agreement between the members 

BCBSMMIC, BCBSM, BCBSC, Blue Cross Complete of Michigan (BCCM), BCBSMF, BCBSA and 

AFICA  ACCIDENT FUND CorporaYon (AFICA), AmeriHealth Caritas Family of Companies,  are a 

closely related group of companies, arising from various quesYonable mergers and acquisiYons, 

with legal enYYes ranging from non-profit, for profit, and policy-owner owned mutual insurance 

companies, under the umbrella of the Blue Cross Blue Shield AssociaYon (BCBSA).The group of 

companies is used to maintained market presence or dominance of all counYes in the State of 

Michigan. Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan  Mutual Insurance Company ( BCBSMMIC) , Marc  

Moore, Robert Blair, William Paul Nichols and  MBT  Financial had an express or implied 

agreement  between the members  in the execuYon of  alleged  of valid search warrants  on 

9/21/2016, 9/27/2016, and February 2018. The financial informaYon was used in search 

warrants issued on 9/23/2016, 8/14/2017, and 5/26/2016. The Monroe Michigan First District 

Court District is a court of limited jurisdiction by statute to an amount in controversy of up 
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to $25,000.  The amount in controversy surrounding Dr. Pompy was over$25,000 limit. The 

Monroe Michigan First District Court lacks jurisdiction in the 9/21/2016, and 9/27/2016 

search warrant. If the Monroe District Court’s issued search warrant for MBT Financials 

Inc., dba/ Monroe Bank and Trust, those warrants are void for lack of jurisdiction. In a 

similar pattern of behavior, the Monroe Michigan First District Court   issued jurisdicYonally 

defecYve search warrants  over IPaYentcare Inc.,   and E*TRADE  of New-Jersey  and Merrill 

Lynch of  Florida . (Case 2:19-cv-10334-DML-MJH ECF No. 69 filed 02/11/20 PageID.950 Page 3 

of 16. SecYon IV). MCL 780.657 prohibits Michigan Court from voluntarily exceeding their 

statutory authority. The Monroe District Court’s Magistrates Tina Todd and Jessica Chaffin, and 

Judge Jack Vitale had no jurisdicYon over the state of New-Jersey CiYzen, IPaYentcare Inc., E 

Trade, and Merrill Lynch.  Magistrates Tina Todd and Jessica Chaffin, and Judge Jack Vitale 

violated MCL 780.657.  

The personal idenYficaYon of   Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Mutual Insurance Company 

subscribers have been used in idenYty them and credit them of individual BCBSMMIC 

subscribers. For example, in United States v. Angela Patton, et.al, (2:15-cr-20094. U.S District 

Court Eastern District Of Michigan (2015)) the government alleged that “beginning in or 

about January 2012, and continuing through in or about December 2014, in the Eastern District 

of Michigan, Angela Patton had an agreement with individuals whereby she received payments 

in exchange for obtaining and disclosing individually identifiable health information of patients 

covered by health plans and administered by Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan.  The 

fraudulently obtained personal identification information was intended to be used in identity theft 

and credit theft of individual BCBSM subscribers.” 
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A Common Purpose To Be Carried out By The Members 

The members of the group, while acYng the color of law,   sought to diminished  the value of  Dr. 

Pompy’s  medical (M.D.) degree via  5th and 14th Amendment Due Process ViolaYons. Such conduct 

foreclosed  the ability of Dr. Pompy to compete in the field of medicine  in a race-neutral basis.. These 

task forces face mounYng risk of corrupYon (Exhibit 10).  Dr. Pompy provided medical services 

via a “Drug Treatment Program (Exhibit 15). J. Alan Robertson M.D., provided a medical referral 

lacking medical necessity for James Stewart aka James Howell. (Exhibit 9).  J. Alan Robertson 

M.D. aided and abeKed the violaYon of  Title 42 C.F.R. §§2.61-2.67.  

  During the invesYgaYon of Dr. Pompy for an unlawful purpose,  James Stewart, aka James 

Howell, into  Dr. Pompy’s  drug treatment   program without the statutorily required court order, 

under  CFR 42 § 2.61-2.67.  The Justice Department doesn't allow federal agents to wear 

cameras and prohibits local officers from wearing them during joint operations (Exhibit 

17, Page 4). In order to circumvent that ban, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Mutual 

Insurance Company, Marc Moore, Robert Blair, William Paul Nichols used James Stewart, aka 

James Howell, to wear a video camera to videotape paYents. Omen, James Stewart was in one 

room, while videotaping paYents in another room. Under Mich. Admin. Code r. 325.14116 a 

substance use disorder patient’s medical records must remain confidential. Not only did Carl 

Christensen M.D., and Leon Pedell M.D. rely on reports that they are unable to guarantee its 

validity, they acquired the medical records, the identity, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment 

of a patient being treated for substance use disorder.  
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BCBSMMIC administers health plans, as defined by 42 U.S.C §1320d-1, and was and is a 

covered entity subject to federal regulations designed to protect individually identifiable 

health information of patients, said regulations being promulgated by the Secretary of 

health and Human Services at 45 CFR 160, 162, and 164, under the authority of Section 

264 of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Pub. L. 104-191 

(codified at 42 U.S.C. §1320d-2 note) (the “HIPAA Regulations.). United States v. Angela 

Patton, et.al., (2:15-cr-20094. U.S. District Court Eastern District Of Michigan (2015) P3).   

Under a direct bank deposit protocol,   MBT financial received cash, wire and check deposits on 

behalf of Dr. Pompy’s customers.  BCBSMMIC was one such customer of Dr. Pompy.  The direct 

deposit informaYon contained sensiYve informaYon.  MBT Financial Inc. received   privileged 

informaYon fairly traceable to specific paYents.  Such informaYon falls under, and is thus 

protected under the HIPAA laws.   The invalid search and seizure of informaYon traceable to 

specific paYent violated the HIPAA statutes. Michigan recognizes the Physician-PaYent Privilege 

Statute (MCLA 600.2157). Under Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. Sec. 330.1261 all records listing 

the identity, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of a patient being treated for substance use 

disorder are confidential. During the 9/26/2016 warrantless invalid search and seizure of Dr. 

Pompy’s office, the name and addresses of paYents undergoing substance abuse treatments 

were idenYfied, and subsequently visited by law enforcement. AddiYonally, the PaYent Rights 

Statute (MCLA 333.20201) provides in part that “a third party shall not be given a copy of the 

paYent's or resident's medical record without prior authorizaYon of the paYent or resident. 

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan, the DEA, the federal prosecutors, the State prosecutors, 

MANTIS, the Monroe Sheriff’s department, the Monroe City Police,  the Bureau’s professional 
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licensing and MBT Financial Inc., should have  goKen  a direct court order for producYon of the 

records in order to fully comply with the State HIPAA privacy regulaYons.   

A common pecuniary interest of $16, 856,683   in that purpose 

The  members would benefit  from a common pecuniary interest in that purpose via : 1) a  

9/27/2016 actual with  a formal  December 2016 filing , of a  Civil forfeitures of  assets gained by 

Dr. Pompy over a  30 years , work-life  as a physician, 2) a criminal forfeiture  dated   February 

2018, 3)  conYnuaYon of  banking fees despite a   federal  criminal forfeiture , a share in the $16, 

856,683 Federal Indictment money. As an example, despite the 3/16/2018 SeKlement 

Agreement court order  dictaYng that $27,814.00  to be returned to Dr. Pompy,  Monroe County 

only returned $24, 439.00 to Dr. Pompy. (Exhibit 13) 

Under Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32.2, the court is required to promptly enter a 

preliminary forfeiture order once the “requisite nexus between the property and the offense” 

has been established, regardless of the property interests of those other than the defendant. 

Once that nexus has been established, the order may be entered regardless of any such exisYng 

third-party interests. Amer such order has been entered, however, Rule 32.2(b)(3) authorizes the 

AKorney General “to commence proceedings that comply with any statutes governing third-

party rights.” Thus, the statutes allow for protecYon of third-party interests, but only amer the 

criminal forfeiture proceeding has been concluded.   First Merchant Bank, as Merger in 

successor to MBT Financial Inc., failed to obtain a court order under Rule 32.2 prior to the taking 

of money from a bank account locked under a federal forfeiture. 

An equal right of control to the enterprise 
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First Merchant Bank, as Merger in successor to MBT Financial Inc., Monroe County via 

employees noted above, BCBSMMIC and MANTIS has equal right to control the enterprise.  

In conclusion, the First Merchant Bank, as Merger in successor to MBT Financial Inc., 

BCBSMMIC, MANTIS  parYcipated in the joint enterprise.   But for that parYcipaYon, the cascade 

of events leading to an indivisible harm would not have occurred. It was foreseeable that MBT 

Financial Inc., parYcipaYon would lead to past and future income lost, humiliaYon, pain and 

suffering in Dr. Pompy and the general public of Monroe County.  People are dying in Monroe 

County. (Exhibit 1)  

BCBSMMIC,	BCBSA,	Brian	Bishop,	MANTIS,	Marc	Moore,	Scott	Beard,	Brent	Cathey,	Shawn	

Kotch,	Robert	Blair,	the	Michigan	State	Police,	William	Paul	Nichols	and	Monroe	Assistant	

Prosecutor	Allison	Arnold	had a duty to maintain effecYve control over diversions. 

MANTIS (Monroe Area NarcoYc Team InvesYgaYon Service) , with Marc Moore at 

its head,  has special knowledge of the market to prevent diversion. The above 

named parYes, parYcularly MANTIS, had a duty to control or halt  prescripYons 

that they knew were being diverted for likely illicit purposes. James Stewart, aka 

James Howell, presented a prescripYon at a Walgreen on Monroe St. Monroe 

Michigan 48162, under the name of James Stewart. The Monroe Walgreen filled 

the suspicious prescripYon order. James Stewart tesYfied at a DEA hearing of 

having distributed the control substances to Marc Moore without an evidence 

technician or chain of custody. The controlled substances obtained by Marc 
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Moore cannot be found or authenYcated. Such behavior consYtutes premeditated 

destrucYon or evidence.  Control substances appeared in James Stewart’s aka 

James Howell’s urine drug screen. On his first visit, Dr. Pompy asked James Stewart 

if he was an informant, James Stewart lied by staYng that he was not  an 

informant wearing a wire.  James Stewart’s aka James Howell’s was an unreliable 

informant. Under Mich. Comp. Law§ 333.731 (1) (f), distributors of controlled 

substances must be licensed. Marc Moore and James Steward were not licensed 

distributors of controlled substances.   The defendants failed to control diversion 

while violaYng Mich. Comp. Law§ 333.731 (1) (f).  

Among the violaYons of commiKed in the invesYgaYve phase, formaYve phase, 

and execuYon phase, of the affidavit supporYng the search warrant include: 

Title III, the Videotaping and Wiretapping Act. James Howell, as agent of the 

government, videotaped paYents without a search warrant, authorized by a 

US aKorney, and while  James Stewart was present in one room, and 

videotaping in another room. Such behavior consYtutes a violaYon of Title 

III.  The Statute M.C.L §600.761, does not allow extraterritorial warrants. 

Jon Lasota, Robert Blair, Marc Moore and Brian Bishop executed a state of 

Michigan Warrant against IPaYentcare Inc, in the State of New-Jersey. Jon 
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Lasota, Robert Blair, Marc Moore and Brian Bishop violated MCL §600.761. 

The 9/23/2026, and 8/14/17 search warrants lacked  the  impression seal of 

the issuing Monroe District  Court , as required under MCL 780.651.The 

defendants violated MCL 780.651.  The 9/23/2026, and 8/14/17 search 

warrants were issued on the improper grounds  of a conspiracy. The 

defendants violated MCL 780.652. On 9/26/2016, due to lack of probable 

cause, and improper basis and contents of affidavit, an arrest warrant was 

unobtainable. A preliminary exam failed to show probable cause. The 

defendants violated MCL 780.653.   The 9/23/2026, and 8/14/17 search 

warrants were listed in parYcularity different enYYes Lesly Pompy MD, and 

IntervenYonal Pain Management Associates P.C.  The 9/23/2026, and 

8/14/17 search warrants were executed on different enYYes Lesly Pompy 

MD, and IntervenYonal Pain Management Associates P.C. and IPaYentcare, 

Inc.  The search warrants were issued under improper content in violaYon 

of MCL 780. 654.  

Improper return of TabulaYon sheet data to the Monroe First District Court 

M.C.L 780.655.  Upon the seizing of property, MCL 780.655 provides that the 

officer must file the tabulaYon form promptly with the judge or district court 
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magistrate; and property shall be restored to the owner of the property at the end 

of the proceedings. Moore, Blair, Chamulak, Bishop, Kotsch , Monroe City Police 

seized electronic devices containing  evidence, failed to file an accurate tabulaYon 

sheet of the evidence seized with either the Magistrate or the Judge, as required 

under MCL 780.655.  Brian Bishop broke into 533 N. Monroe St, Monroe Michigan 48162 

amer Brent Cathey of the Monroe Police Department had lem the premises. No probable for 

warrantless re-entry of Brian Bishop at 533 N. Monroe St amer Brent Cathey had lem.  Brian 

Bishop searched and seized unknown materials as evidence from the Monroe Street address.  

Brian Bishop did not return the tabulaYon sheet of evidence gathered to the Magistrates or 

Judge of The Monroe district court. Upon the seizing of property, MCL 780.655 

provides that the officer must file the tabulaYon form promptly with the judge or 

district court magistrate; and property shall be restored to the owner of the 

property at the end of the proceedings. 

Alone, Bishop entered property 533 N. Monroe St, Monroe MI 48162 and seized 

property amer Brent Cathey (OIC) of the Monroe City Police had locked the 

property. Moore, Blair, Chamulak, Monroe City Police, Bishop, Cathey failed to file 

an accurate tabulaYon sheet of the evidence seized with either the Magistrate or 

the Judge, as required under MCL 780.655.  

Amer the transfer of the Pompy InvesYgaYon from a State to a Federal JurisdicYon, 

the plainYff’s IPAD, iPhone, IPOD were never returned, with deliberate 
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indifference to   MCL 780.655 and Judge March 16, 2018 order ( Exhibit 20) . 

Monroe Police Department Chief Charles F. McCormick IV failed to train & 

supervise Brent Cathey, among others, in the proper use of the tabulaYon sheets 

amer the search and seizure performed by the Monroe City Police Officers. 

Inadequate police training may serve as the basis for municipal liability under 

SecYon 1983, but only if it amounts to “deliberate indifference.”( City of Canton v. 

Harris, 489 U.S. 378 (1989)) The elements of sustain liability for inadequate 

training arising out of SecYon 1983, are met.  The defendants violated MCL 

780.655, in contempt of a March 16, 2018 Court Order of Judge White. To date, 

the iPhone, IPOD and IPAD containing plainYff’s medical informaYon has not been 

returned to the righFul owner.   

COMPLAINT FOR :  MANDAMUS 

Lesly PompySTATE OF MICHIGAN 

    IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT 
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PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES,  

           LLC,                                           
Case No.  20N1162GC 

PlainYff         
Hon. Jack Vitale  

vs. 

LESLY  POMPY 

   Defendant 

 --------------------------------------------------------/ 

WEBER & OLCESE, P.L.C 

Michael J. Olcese 

AKorneys for PlainYff 

P.O. Box 3006 

Birmingham, MI 48012   248-816-8111 

-------------------------------------------------------/ 

Lesly Pompy 

533 N. Monroe St. 

Monroe , MI 48162       

------------------------------------------------------/ 

    DEFENDANT’S MOTION OPPOSING ENTRY OF ORDER 

The defendant, LESLY POMPY, moves pro se, to oppose the plainYff’s moYon for “ENTRY OF 
ORDER” received on June 6, 2021. Michigan Court Rule MCR 2.003(C),  Federal Rule of Criminal 
Procedure 32.2 are the basis.  

LEGAL IMPOSSIBILITY  
Pursuant to Michigan Court Rule MCR 2.003(C), the court may not sign the order due to legal 
impossibility.  
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Michigan Code of Judicial Conduct  

  Canon 3 ( B) (C ) of the Michigan Court Rules provides :  
 “C. DisqualificaYon: A judge should raise the issue of disqualificaYon whenever the judge 
has cause to believe that grounds for disqualificaYon may exist under MCR 2.003(C)” 

A quesYon of disqualificaYon has arisen.  Pursuant to the Michigan Code of Judicial Conduct, 
MCR 2.003(C)” applies.  

Rule 2.003 Disqualification of Judge 

Michigan Court Rule MCR 2.003(C) provides:  

“ Applicability. This rule applies to all judges, including justices of the Michigan Supreme Court, 
unless a specific provision is stated to apply only to judges of a certain court. The word “judge” 
includes a justice of the Michigan Supreme Court. 

(B) Who May Raise. A party may raise the issue of a judge’s disqualification by motion or the 
judge may raise it. 

(C) Grounds. 

(1) Disqualification of a judge is warranted for reasons that include, but are not limited to, the 
following:  

(a) The judge is biased or prejudiced for or against a party or attorney. 

(b) The judge, based on objective and reasonable perceptions, has either (i) a serious risk of 
actual bias impacting the due process rights of a party as enunciated in Caperton v Massey, [556 
US 868]; 129 S Ct 2252; 173 L Ed 2d 1208 (2009), or (ii) has failed to adhere to the appearance 
of impropriety standard set forth in Canon 2 of the Michigan Code of Judicial Conduct. 

(e) The judge was a partner of a party, attorney for a party, or a member of a law firm 
representing a party within the preceding two years. 

(g) The judge or the judge’s spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to either 
of them, or the spouse of such a person: 

(i) is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a party; 

(ii) is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding; 

(iii) is known by the judge to have a more than de minimis interest that could be substantially 
affected by the proceeding; 

(iv) is to the judge's knowledge likely to be a material witness in the proceeding.” 

The Honorable Judge Jack Vitale has personal knowledge surrounding the circumstances of this 
case arising from previous activities in the issuance of Search Warrants, and a Civil Forfeiture 
Action.  
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The previous involvement of the Judge against the defendants raises the issue of the possibility 
of bias and /or prejudice involving the basis for probable cause for search warrants.  Judge Jack 
Vitale and his magistrate partners/employees were a party to a proceeding within the past 2 
years.   Last entry on case was Pompy v. Todd, Case No.: 19-10334 (E.D. Mich. Oct. 30, 2020) by 
Judge Anthony Pax 

The Michigan Court Rules provides for the disqualification.  The Honorable Judge Jack Vitale is 
likely to become a material witness in the proceeding regarding the validity of perjured affidavits 
supporting a search warrant.( United	States	v.	Pompy,	No.	18-20454	(ED	Mich.) . The   failure to 
disqualify and enter the order consYtutes a reversible error.  

THIRD PARTY RIGHTS UNDER FEDERAL RULE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE   32.2 

 Lesly Pompy’s  is under a  federal indictment criminal forfeiture order. A party seeking assets 

possibly related to the forfeiture, must contact the Federal Prosecutor.    Under Federal Rule of 

Criminal Procedure 32.2, the federal court is required to promptly enter a preliminary forfeiture 

order once the “requisite nexus between the property and the offense” has been established, 

regardless of the property interests of those other than the defendant. Once that nexus has 

been established, the order may be entered regardless of any such exisYng third-party interests. 

Amer such order has been entered, however, Rule 32.2(b)(3) authorizes the AKorney General 

“to commence proceedings that comply with any statutes governing third-party rights.” Thus, 

the statutes allow for protecYon of third-party interests, but only amer the criminal forfeiture 

proceeding has been concluded.  PorFolio Recovery must  obtain a federal  court order under 

Rule 32.2.  

Wherefore, the defendant requests that the honorable court denies ENTRY OF ORDER.  

RespecFully submiKed on June 11, 2021 

Lesly Pompy  

Lesly Pompy  

533 N. Monroe St 

Monroe, Michigan 48162 
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734-819-0634 

CerYficate of Service 

I, Lesly Pompy, cerYfies that the foregoing instrument was filed with the Monroe District Court 
via 2 –day  US mail, and to the aKorneys of records herein at their  respecYve addresses  

disclosed  on the pleading on:  June 11, 2021 

Lesly Pompy 

      STATE OF MICHIGAN 

      IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT 
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 PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES,  

           LLC,                                           
Case No.  20N1162GC 

PlainYff         
Hon. Jack Vitale  

vs. 

LESLY  POMPY 

   Defendant 

 --------------------------------------------------------/ 

WEBER & OLCESE, P.L.C 

Michael J. Olcese 

AKorneys for PlainYff 

P.O. Box 3006 

Birmingham, MI 48012   248-816-8111 

-------------------------------------------------------/ 

Lesly Pompy 

533 N. Monroe St. 

Monroe , MI 48162       

------------------------------------------------------/ 

    DEFENDANT’S MOTION OPPOSING ENTRY OF ORDER 

The defendant, LESLY POMPY, moves pro se, to oppose the plainYff’s moYon for 
“ENTRY OF ORDER” received on June 6, 2021.  

LEGAL IMPOSSIBILITY  

Pursuant to Michigan Court Rule MCR 2.003(C), the court may not sign the order due to legal 
impossibility.  
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Michigan Code of Judicial Conduct  

  Canon 3 ( B) (C ) of the Michigan Court Rules provides :  
 “C. DisqualificaYon: A judge should raise the issue of disqualificaYon whenever the judge 
has cause to believe that grounds for disqualificaYon may exist under MCR 2.003(C)” 

A quesYon of disqualificaYon has arisen.  Pursuant to the Michigan Code of Judicial Conduct, 
MCR 2.003(C)” applies.  

Rule 2.003 Disqualification of Judge 

Michigan Court Rule MCR 2.003(C) provides:  

 Applicability. This rule applies to all judges, including justices of the Michigan 
Supreme Court, unless a specific provision is stated to apply only to judges of a 
certain court. The word “judge” includes a justice of the Michigan Supreme Court. 
(B) Who May Raise. A party may raise the issue of a judge’s disqualification by 
motion or the judge may raise it. 
(C) Grounds. 
(1) Disqualification of a judge is warranted for reasons that include, but are not 
limited to, the following:  
(a) The judge is biased or prejudiced for or against a party or attorney. 
(b) The judge, based on objective and reasonable perceptions, has either (i) a serious 
risk of actual bias impacting the due process rights of a party as enunciated 
in Caperton v Massey, [556 US 868]; 129 S Ct 2252; 173 L Ed 2d 1208 (2009), or (ii) 
has failed to adhere to the appearance of impropriety standard set forth in Canon 2 of 
the Michigan Code of Judicial Conduct. 
(e) The judge was a partner of a party, attorney for a party, or a member of a law firm 
representing a party within the preceding two years. 
(g) The judge or the judge’s spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship 
to either of them, or the spouse of such a person: 
(i) is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a party; 
(ii) is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding; 
(iii) is known by the judge to have a more than de minimis interest that could be 
substantially affected by the proceeding; 
(iv) is to the judge's knowledge likely to be a material witness in the proceeding.” 
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The Honorable Judge Jack Vitale has personal knowledge surrounding the 
circumstances of this case arising from previous activities in the issuance of Search 
Warrants, and a Civil Forfeiture Action.  
The previous involvement of the Judge against the defendants raises the issue of the 
possibility of bias and /or prejudice involving the basis for probable cause.  Judge 
Jack Vitale and his magistrate partners/employees were a party to a proceeding within 
the past 2 years.  
The Michigan Court Rules provides for the disqualification.  The Honorable Judge 
Jack Vitale is likely to become a material witness in the proceeding regarding the 
validity of perjured affidavits supporting a search warrant.( United	States	v.	Pompy,	No.	
18-20454	(ED	Mich.) . The   failure to disqualify and enter the order consYtutes a reversible 
error.  
Wherefore, the defendant requests that the honorable court denies ENTRY OF ORDER.  

RespecFully submiKed on June 11, 2021 

Lesly Pompy  

Lesly Pompy  

533 N. Monroe St 

Monroe, Michigan 48162 

734-819-0634 

On 10-30-2020,  Judge Anthony Pax wrote : David M. Lawson United States District 
Judge REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION TO GRANT IN PART MONROE COUNTY 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS (ECF No. 97) AND TO STAY REMAINING CLAIMS 
AGAINST DEFENDANTS BLAIR AND LASOTTA I. RECOMMENDATION: The Court 
should grant in part Monroe County Defendants' MoYon to dismiss (ECF No. 97), 
dismiss Defendants Todd, Chaffin, and Vitale on absolute immunity, dismiss some 
claims against Defendants Blair and LaSoKa on qualified immunity, and stay the 
remaining claims. 

 Pompy v. Todd, Case No.: 19-10334 (E.D. Mich. Oct. 30, 2020) LESLY POMPY, Plaintiff, v. 
TINA TODD, JESSICA CHAFFIN, JACK VITALE, MARC MOORE, ROBERT 
BLAIR, JON LASOTTA, SHAWN KOTCH, BRIAN BISHOP, SHELLY 
EDGERTON, SEAN SIEBIGTEROTH, KIM GAEDEKE, VAUGHN HAFNER, 
DINA YOUNG, Defendants. 
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CerYficate of Service 

I, Lesly Pompy, cerYfies that the foregoing instrument was  filed with the Monroe 
District Court via US mail, and to the aKorneys of records herein at their  
respecYve addresses  disclosed  on the pleading on:  June 11, 2021, 2021.  

Lesly Pompy 

        STATE OF MICH      
    IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT 

 PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES,  

           LLC,                                           
Case No.  20N1162GC 

PlainYff         
Hon.  
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vs. 

LESLY  POMPY 

   Defendant 

 --------------------------------------------------------/ 

WEBER & OLCESE, P.L.C 

Michael J. Olcese 

AKorneys for PlainYff 

P.O. Box 3006 

Birmingham, MI 48012   248-816-8111 

-------------------------------------------------------/ 

Lesly Pompy 

533 N. Monroe St. 

Monroe , MI 48162       

------------------------------------------------------/ 

    DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR  CHANGE OF  JUDGESHIP 
DUE TO POTENTIAL  CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

As	requested	by	Judge	Vitale,	the	defendant		LESLY	Pompy	moves	pro	se,	to		provide	a	

written	request,	to	disqualify		Judge	Jack	Vitale	in	the	present	litigation		due		to	potential	

con`lict	of	interest		arising	out	of,	and	related	to		multiple	active	litigation	with		Dr.	Pompy	,	

Dr.	Pompy’s		patients	(Case	No.	2:18-cv-12634)	with	retaliation	issues	involving	the	process	

server	Stacey	Hall	,	and		possibly	involving	the	Indiana	Department	of	Finance	and	

Insurance	(	Exhibit	3).	The	Monroe	County	attorney	represents	Judge	Jack	Vitale	in	multiple	

litigations(	Exhibit	3).		Blue	Cross	Blue	Shield	of	Michigan	Mutual	Insurance	Company	

(BCBSMMIC),	MBT	Financial	Corp.,		dba/	Monroe	Bank	and	Trust,		Allison	Arnold,	Jeffrey	
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Yorkey,	William	Paul	Nichols,	Michael	H	Roehrig,	MANTIS,	Marc	Moore,	C.	Charles		R.	

McCormick,	Dale	Malone,	Brian	Bishop,	Robert	Blair,	Brent	Cathey,	Jon	Lasota,	and	Scott	

Beard		participated	in	the		acquisition,	disclosure,	redisclosure,	and		disposition	of	

evidentiary	records	without	consent,	privilege,	or	notice.	BCBSMMIC	had	a	hit	list	of	

disposable	Black	and	Asian	doctors	to	destroy.	The	government	is	a	conviction	machine.		

Monroe	County	Magistrates	Tina	Todd	and	Jessica	Chaf`in,	and	Monroe	County	Judge	Jack	

Vitale	rati`ied	the	improper	search	and	seizures.		Evidence	seized	by	MANTIS,	Robert	Blair,	

Marc	Moore,	Scott	Beard,	Brent	Cathey,	and	Brian	Bishop	was	never	veri`ied	by	the	

evidence	technician,	never	logged	into	evidence,	and	the	tabulation	sheets	never	`iled	with	

the	Magistrates	and/or	Judge	of	the	Monroe	District	Court.	Magistrate	Tina	Todd	and	

Jessica	Chaf`in,	and	Judge	Jack	Vitale	knew	of	the	jurisdictional	limits	of	the	Monroe	District	

Court.		During	the	process	of	deliberation	of	probable	cause	during	the	Dr.	Pompy	

investigation,	Magistrate	Tina	Todd	and	Jessica	Chaf`in,	and	Judge	Jack	Vitale,	either	knew	

or	should	have	known,	of	issues	regarding	personal	jurisdiction,	subject	matter	jurisdiction,	

venue,	and	amount	in	controversy,	at	play.			With	deliberate	indifference	to	the	

consequences,	Magistrate	Tina	Todd	and	Jessica	Chaf`in,	and	Judge	Jack	Vitale	exceeded	the			

jurisdictional	limits	of	the	Monroe	District	Court.	BCBSMMIC,	under	policies	and	

procedures	rati`ied	by	BCBSA,	the	DEA,	Medicare,	and	Medicaid	then	seeks	restitution	of	

$16,	856,683	via	anticipatory	search.	BCBSMMIC	seeks	unjust	enrichment	arising	from	

coerced	modi`ications	of	contracts.	Blue	Cross	Blue	Shield	of	Michigan	Mutual	Insurance	

Company	(BCBSMMIC),	Blue	Cross	Blue	Shield	Association	(BCBSA),	Marc	Moore,	Scott	

Beard,	Brent	Cathey,	Shawn	Kotch,		Robert	Blair,	the	Michigan	State	Police,	William	Paul	

Nichols	and	Monroe	Assistant	Prosecutor	Allison	Arnold	were	not	“rationally	related	to	a	
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conceivable	public	purpose.	With	complete	disregard	to	the	mitigation	of	their	possible	

damages,	the	defendants	were	involved	in	proprietary	functions.		

Evidence	seized	by	MANTIS,	Robert	Blair,	Marc	Moore,	Scott	Beard,	Brent	Cathey,	and	Brian	

Bishop	was	never	veri`ied	by	the	evidence	technician,	never	logged	into	evidence,	and	the	

tabulation	sheets	never	`iled	with	the	Magistrates	and/or	Judge	of	the	Monroe	District	

Court.	Magistrate	Tina	Todd	and	Jessica	Chaf`in,	and	Judge	Jack	Vitale	knew	of	the	

jurisdictional	limits	of	the	Monroe	District	Court.		 

BACKGROUND  

DEA  Diversion invesYgator Brian Bishop,  Dundee police officer Shawn Kotch,  Monroe County 

Sheriff’s  detecYve Robert Blair , Monroe City  police officer Brent Cathey, MANTIS  police 

officers  ScoK Beard  William Paul Nichols, Brandy McMillion, William PraK , James Stewart aka 

James Howell,  and Marc Moore  were  involved in the administraYve phase of the Pompy 

invesYgaYon. BCBSMMIC placed into the stream of commerce opioid monitoring somware with 

the intent to induce reliance by Marc Moore, William Paul Nichols, Robert Blair and Brian 

Bishop.  Problems existed that were embedded in the methodology in the administraYve, 

invesYgaYve   phase of their invesYgaYon of Dr. Pompy.  The menYoned parYes entered into an 

agreement to invesYgate the prescribing habits for an unlawful purpose. AddiYonally, OperaYon 

Stonegarden and OperaYon Gateway pumped federal drug dollars into Monroe County, 

bargained away the civil rights of Doctor Pompy to the DEA, and gave undue discreYon to 

BCBSMMIC, MANTIS, Marc Moore, Robert Blair, Brian Bishop as to who to   target for an arrest.  

The   death, by intake of Fentanyl combined with inability to breathe by hanging, of prosecutor’s 

William Paul Nichols step-daughter on 8/24/2016, Rochelle Basinger, ( Exhibit 24) fueled bias 
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against physicians , such as Dr. Pompy, who were involved in the treatment of chronic 

pain( Exhibit 5, 18). Dr. Pompy was not involved in the medical care of Rochelle Basinger. Mr. 

Paul Nichols’ son died of a drug overdose in July 2019.   BCBSMMIC, MANTIS, Marc Moore, 

Robert Blair, Brian Bishop were acYng under the color of law, either as government employees, 

or private actors acYng as government agents. The Search and Seizure of the plainYff’s medical 

records, on 9/26/2016 was fueled from the overdose death of Rochelle Basinger, the 

stepdaughter of the then Monroe Prosecutor Nichols, now Judge William Paul Nichols, on 

8/24/2016. Rochelle Basinger died from a combinaYon of an overdose of Fentanyl combined 

with a hanging. The search and seizure resulted from passion and prejudice, so large that it 

shocks the conscience of the plainYff’s and many health care providers. So much so, to 

adversely impact the delivery of medical care in Monroe County. The adverse impact has 

imposed an unreasonable risk of harm to the plainYff, the enYre Monroe Community, and to 

Prosecutor (now Honorable Judge) Nichols’ own son, Brandon Nichols. Brandon Nichols died of 

a drug overdose in July 2019.  

Robert	Blair	is	a	Monroe	County,	Michigan	employee	of	the	sheriff ’s	of`ice.	Pursuant	to	

Operation	Stone	Garden	and	Operation	Gateway,	Robert	Blair	and	/or	the	Monroe	Sherriff ’s	

department,	acted	under	the	direction,	control,	supervision	of	a	Federal	Agency.		In	addition	

to	funding	MANTIS,	Robert	Blair	and	BCBSM,	Operation	Stone	Garden	and	Operation	

Gateway	brought	the	involvement	of	the	DEA	task	force	of`icers,	who	included:	Christine	

Hicks,	Sarah	Buciak,	Tim	Gates,	Mike	Guzowski,	and	Shawn	Kotch.	The	joint	DEA	/local	

police	task	forces	have	a	history	of	vigilante	activities	that	may	result	in	violations	of	

constitutional	rights	(Exhibit	17).		By	the	operation	made	Robert	Blair	was	an	agent	of	a	
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Federal	Agency.	By	the	Monroe	Sherriff ’s	Department	receiving	a	`inancial	grant	from	the	

Federal	Agency	by	Operation	Stone	Garden	and	Operation	Gateway,	Robert	Blair	and	the	

Monroe	Sherriff ’s	department,	acted	under	the	direction,	control,	supervision	of	the	

Federal	Agency	Drug	Enforcement	Agency.		On	9/21/2016,	Robert	Blair	presented	to	MBT	

`inancial	Corp.,	DBA	Monroe	Bank	and	Trust	without	a	valid	search	warrant	supported	by	

an	af`idavit	supporting	probable	cause.	Notwithstanding	the	`iduciary	duty	owed	to	Dr.	

Pompy,	Robert	Blair	obtained	`inancial	information	without	consent,	privilege,	or	notice.	

Such	conduct	constitutes	a	violation	of	the	Gramm	Leach	Bliley	Act.	

The	U.S.	Constitution	and	Article	1	and	Section	11	of	the	Michigan	Constitution	dictate	that	

warrantless	searches	and	seizures	are	unreasonable	as	a	matter	of	law.	Susan	Mehregan	

was	the	vice	-president	of	legal	affair	at	Monroe	Bank	and	Trust.	Doug	Chaf`in	was	the	

president	of	Monroe	Bank	and	Trust.		Jessica	Chaf`in	and	Tina	Todd	were	magistrate	of	the	

Michigan	First	District	Court,	working	under	the	supervision	Judge	Jack	Vitale.		Jessica	

Chaf`in	was	related	to	Doug	Chaf`in.	Jessica	Chaf`in	was	not	a	neutral	magistrate.	Thomas	

Scott	was	a	vice	-president	at	Monroe	Bank	and	Trust.	On	9/21/2016,	Susan	Mehregan	and	

Thomas	Scott	released	`inancial	information	regarding	Lesly	Pompy,	Interventional	Pain	

Management	Associates	P.C,	and	United	Administrative	Service	of	Monroe	LLC	to	Robert	

Blair,	without	supporting			af`idavit,	search	warrant,	consent	or	privilege.	Dr.	Pompy	did	not	

authorize	such	disclosures	by	signing	written	and	dated	waivers	to	this	effect	the	

disclosure.	18	U.S.C.	§	1014	prohibits	the	making	and	use	of	false	statements	to	an	FDIC	

insured	institution.	MBT	Financial	is	an	FDIC	insured	institution	and	had	a	duty	to	uphold	

18	U.S.C.	§	1014.			
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18	U.S.C.	§	1014.		18	U.S.C.	§	1014	prohibits	the	making	use	of	false	statements	to	an	FDIC	

insured	institution.	MBT	Financial	is	an	FDIC	insured	institution	and	had	a	duty	to	uphold	

the	18	U.S.C.	§	1014.		MANTIS	was	a	combined	federal	and	state	government	narcotic	task	

force,	working	under	the	direction	of	Sean	Kotch,	Parron,	Chamulak,	and	Brian	Bishop.		On	

9/21/2016	and	acting	as	an	agent	of	the	federal	government	under	MANTIS,	Robert	Blair	

provided	false	statements	to	MBT	Financial	in	order	to	obtain	information	(	Exhibit	11,	12,	

13).			Such	behavior	constitute	the	violation	of	18	U.S.C.	§	1014.	The	`inancial	information	

was	used,	as	probable	cause,	in	an	invalid	warrantless	search	and	seizure	of	the	plaintiff ’s	

medical	records	on	9/26/16,	8/14/17,	and	5/23/18.		18	U.S.C.	§	1014	is	meant	to	protect	

the	integrity	of	`inancial	data.	As	a	result	of	the	breach	arising	out	of	the	violation	of	18	

U.S.C.	§	1014,	the	plaintiff ’s	suffered	damages.	The	plaintiff	has	a	cause	of	action	under	a	

theory	of	Negligence	Per	Se,	based	on	the	violation	of	18	U.S.C.	§	1014.		

The Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978 (Title XI of FIRA) generally provides individual noYce 

of government agency requests for their bank or financial insYtuYon records. MBT Financial  

Inc, dba Monroe Bank and Trust, Susan Mehregan, Thomas ScoK   released financial 

informaYon Officer Robert Blair on September 21, 2016, using  a TabulaYon Sheet in lieu and 

place of a valid search warrant.  Robert Blair made the  false statements that he had a valid 

search warrant on 9/21/2016, to an FDIC insured insYtuYon, in violaYon of 18  U.S.C. § 1014. 

Mehregan and ScoK did not give Dr. Pompy the protecYon of MCL 487.691, regarding adverse 

claim to bank deposit Act.  Robert Blair used the financial informaYon on a sworn affidavit to a 

search warrant on 9/23/2016, from the Monroe District Court. Robert Blair reused the financial 

informaYon on a sworn affidavit to a search warrant on 8/14/2017 from the Monroe Michigan 

1st District Court. Pursuant to  Robert Blair acYng as an agent of the DEA obtained, used, and 
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reused in an affidavit supporYng a  9/23/2016, FDIC-insured bank account of Lesly Pompy and 

other accounts, in violaYon of the Gramm-Leach-Bailey Act secYon 521 (a) Act by MBT 

Financials, Thomas ScoK, and Susan Mehregan.  Pursuant to OperaYon Stonegarden and 

OperaYon Gateway , Robert Blair  reused the financial informaYon  in a sworn  affidavit  on 

8/14/17, Magistrate Jessica Chaffin issued a search warrant. On April 26, 2018, Brian Bishop 

transferred electronic devices containing my medical records, pursuant to a 9/23/2016 search 

warrant. The Yme between the issuance of the search warrant, on 9/23/16, and the 5/23/18 

execuYon of that warrant, consYtutes an impermissible, excessive delay. On 5/23/2018, 

MaKhew Schneider, Wayne PraK, Brandy McMillion, seeking a pretextual search warrant 

( Exhibit 14)  for medical records evidence already in the possession of Michael Hendricks since 

4/26/2018. MaKhew Schneider, Wayne PraK, Brandy McMillion, filed an affidavit to Judge 

Laurie Michelson. In the usual and customary manner of displaying a custom or pracYce of 

deliberate indifference to 4th Amendment Search and Seizure ConsYtuYonal laws, to the 

8/13/17 search warrant by Robert Blair, the medical referral ( Exhibit 9) by Dr. J. Alan Robertson 

lacking medical necessity, DEA Diversion invesYgator Brian Bishop transferred my medical 

records to Michael Hendricks illegally on April 26, 2018. Michael Hendricks acquired my medical 

records on April 26, 2018, prematurely, without consent or privilege. Such consYtutes a 

violaYon of the HIPAA Statute. On or prior to 6/28/2018, Brandy McMillion, Wayne PraK, 

MaKhew Schneider used the improperly acquired medical records from  the  9/23/2016 search 

warrant  (Case 2:18-cv-13206-DPH-RSW ECF No. 20 filed 11/16/18 PagelD.193 Page 3 of 5), then 

disclosed the medical records  to a grand jury so to obtain a federal indictment.  
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           ACTIVE 

LITIGATION 

Here follows a number of cases, at various stages of liYgaYon from the U.S. District Court 

Eastern District of Michigan, U.S. Court of Appeals of the 6th Circuit, and possibly U.S. Supreme 

Court.   In this case, Judge Jack Vitale, Jessica Chaffin, Tina Todd are situated in an adversarial 

posiYon to Dr. Pompy.  The acYons include: 

On 12/22/2016 an in rem civil forfeiture acYon was commenced in Monroe County Circuit Court 

by the filing of a summons and complaint by Monroe County Prosecutor William P. Nichols 

(State	of	Michigan	ex	rel.	William	P.	Nichols,	Monroe	County	Prosecutor,	v.	$27,814.00,	et	al.,	

Defendants,	and	Lesly	Pompy,	M.D.,	Claimant,	and	Interventional	Pain	Management	

Associates,	P.C.,	et	al.,	Intervening	Third-Party	Claimants,	Hon.	Daniel	S.	White,	Case	No.	

16-139517-CF).The Circuit  Court acYon  effecYvely terminated  the jurisdicYon of the Monroe 

1st District Court. An amount of $27,814.00 in United States Currency was seized.  Judge Daniel White 

SeKlement Agreement ordered that $27,814.00 be made to Dr. Pompy.   A payment of $ 24,439was 

made. To date,   a balance of $3,375 remains unpaid and is overdue ( Exhibit 20).  

United States v Pompy, E.D. Mich. Case No. 2:18-cr-20454. 

MATTER of LESLY POMPY, M.D., License No. 43-01-058720, and File No. 43-16-143670). 

Tracy Claire Micks -Harm, et al v. William Paul Nichols, et al.  (Consolidated: 18-12634, Case 

2:18-cv-13206-DPH-RSW . U.S. District Court, Eastern District of Michigan, Southern Division). 

Mr. Hall served as a server of process in the Tracy Clare Micks Harm et al  vs. William Paul 
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Nichols et al.  Consolidated cases 2.18-cv-12634. Mr. Hall served William Paul Nichols, Brandy 

McMillion, and Wayne PraK. Mr. Hall suffered a consYtuYonal injury, physical injury by 

incarceraYon in retaliaYon due to his   service of process. Mr. Hall has standing in the laKer case.  

PlainYff, Stacey Hall, was added to the Tracy Clare Micks-Harm v. William Paul Nichols (Case No. 

2:18-cv-12634) by the Honorable Judge Denise Page Hood.  On 9/30/19 Judge Denise Page 

Hood ordered the dismissal of mulYple plainYffs under Micks- Harm v. Nichols.  PlainYff, Stacey 

Hall, was not dismissed under the 9/30/19 order. PlainYff, Stacey Hall, moves to conYnue the 

liYgaYon under Stacey Simeon Hall v. William Paul Nichols.  

18-12634, Micks -Harms v. Nichols (LEAD CASE); 
· 18-13206, Nichols v. Nichols; 
· 18-13639, Helm v. Arnold; 
· 18-13647, Helm v. Nichols; 
· 19-10125, Cook v. William; 
· 19-10126, Cook v. Nichols; 
· 19-10132, Cook v. Nichols; 
· 19-10135, Cook v. Nichols; 
· 19-10295, Blakesley v. Blue Cross; 
· 19-10299, Blakesley v. Nichols; 
· 19-10639, Clark v. Nichols; 
· 19-10648, Berry v. Nichols; 
· 19-10649, Mills v. Nichols; 
· 19-10661, Knierim v. Nichols; 
· 19-10663, Johnson v. Nichols; 
· 19-10785, Drummonds v. Nichols; 
· 19-10841, Smallwood v. Nichols; 
· 19-10984, Zureki v. Nichols; 
· 19-10990, Jennifer v. Nichols; 
· 19-10995, Smith v. Nichols; 
· 19-11980, Nichols v. Blue Cross; 
· 19-11984, Micks-Harm v. Blue Cross; 
· 19-12251, Billings v. Nichols; 
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· 19-12266, Jennings v. Nichols; 
· 19-12369, Mills v. Blue Cross; 

· 19-12385, Zureki v. Nichols. 

IN THE MATTER OF LESLY POMPY, M.D.,   PeYYoner v Michigan Department of Health and 
Human Services . MOAHR Docket No. 19-00470.  Case No.: 1800281. ALJ: ERICK WILLIAMS 

Lesly Pompy v. MBT Financial Corp., Case 2:19-cv-10334-DML-SDD. U.S. District 
Court, Eastern District of Michigan, Southern Division.  While the Monroe County 
AKorney filed a moYon to dismiss on Behalf of Judge Jack Vitale, Jessica Chaffin, 
and Tina Todd. An answer by Dr. Pompy was filed with the court on 11/21/2020. 
On 11/23/20, Judge Lawson prematurely entered an order dismissing Judge Jack 
Vitale, Jessica Chaffin, and Tina Todd without considering Dr. Pompy’s answer.  
Such result represents a reversible error. An interlocutory appeal was denied. The 
case will be appealed amer Judge’s Lawson final order.  

Lesly Pompy v. Monroe, Monroe Bank and Trust, et al. Case 20-2259. U.S. Court of 
Appeals, FOR THE SIXTH CIRCUIT.  

Lesly Pompy, M.D., v.  Drug Enforcement AdministraIon. Case 19-4090. U.S. Court  
of Appeals, FOR THE SIXTH CIRCUIT.  

Bureau of Professional Licensing v Dr. Lesly Pompy, Michigan Office of 
AdministraYve Hearings and Rules Case No. 43-16-143670. 

Neil Anand, Lesly Pompy as Intervenor  v. Independence Blue cross.  (CASE NO. 

20-6246-CFK. U.S District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania) UNITED 

STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA  

Tracy Claire Micks -Harm, et al v. William Paul Nichols, et al.  (Consolidated:    

19-2173, 19-2182, 19-2207, 19-2209, 19-2226, 19-2227, 19-2228, 19-2237). U.S. 

Court of Appeals,  FOR THE SIXTH CIRCUIT.  

.  
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ADA 

(American 

Disability Act) 

Dr.	Pompy’s	patients’	bodily	functions	are	suf`iciently	limited	to	classify	the	patients	as	

disabled,	pursuant	to	the	ADA.	As	a	matter	of	law,	the	patients	were	entitled	to	receive	

proper	pain	care	per	Rights	to	treatment	under	42	U.S.C.	Chapter	126.		Law	enforcement,	

Dr.	Carl	Christensen,	Dr.	J.	Alan	Robertson	had	a	duty	to	ensure	that	the	patients	receive	

proper	pain	care	per	Rights	to	treatment	under	42	U.S.C.	Chapter	126.	Dr.	Pompy’s	patients	

belong	to	the	class	of	patients	whom	the	Act	intended	to	protect.	The	plaintiff ’s	access	to	

medical	care	was	adversely	affected	by	the	acts	of	the	defendants.	The	lack	of	medical	

services	has	led	to	some	deaths,	notably,	Janet	Lortuss,	Richard	Johnson,	Renay	Blakesley,	

Bijaro,	Marie	brown,	Joshua	Cangliosi	(informant	living	at	America’s	Best	Hotel,	overdosed	

of	heroin),	Richard	Johnson,	John	Hernandez,	Jeffery	Luke	Brooks.	Under	the	ADA,	

patients	who	suffered	limitation	of	function	are	considered	disabled	under	the	ADA.	

Patient	disabled	by	pain	required	reasonable	accommodation.	Dr.	Pompy	was	

involved	in	the	provision	of	personal	medical	services.		Upon	the	raid,	the	patients	

lost	the	opportunity	to	be	cared	for	by	a			board	certi=ied	physician	in	pain	and	

addiction	medicine.	Any	assignment	to		other	doctors	who	were	not	equally	quali=ied	

as	Dr.	Pompy,		constituted		extreme	and	outrageous	behavior		arising	out	of		an	

improper	assignment	under	the	contract.		The	patient	medical	care	was	not	

reasonable.			The	parties,	who	failed	to	prepare	for	a	reasonable	accommodation,	

violated	the	American	Disability	Act	(	42		U.S.C	§1202	(	ADA	of	1990	)).	The	denial	of	
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medical	care	constitutes	extreme	and	outrageous	behavior.	Pursuant	to	Bartolone	v.	

Jeckovich	Supreme	Court	of	New	York,	103	A.D.2d	632	(N.Y.	Sup.	1984).		BCBSMMIC,	BCBSA,	

IBC,	AmeriHealth	Caritas,	(BCBSA),	Marc	Moore,	Scott	Beard,	Brent	Cathey,	Shawn	Kotch,		

Robert	Blair,	the	Michigan	State	Police,	MANTIS,	Brian	Bishop,		William	Paul	Nichols	and	

Monroe	Assistant	Prosecutor	Allison	Arnold	takes	the		disabled	patients	as		they		`ind	the	

patients,	including	the	weakness	and	susceptibility	to	injury	that	he	already	had.	As	a	

result,	),	BCBSMMIC,	BCBSA,	IBC,	AmeriHealth	Caritas,	(BCBSA),	Marc	Moore,	Scott	Beard,	

Brent	Cathey,	Shawn	Kotch,		Robert	Blair,	the	Michigan	State	Police,	MANTIS,	Brian	Bishop,		

William	Paul	Nichols	and	Monroe	Assistant	Prosecutor	Allison	Arnold	can	be	held	liable	for	

aggravating	a	plaintiff ’s	pre-existing	pain	conditions,	and	the	causing	intentional	emotional	

distress.	

DEFECTIVE SEARCH 

WARRANTS 

 A seller may expressly represent that her goods have certain qualiYes. If the goods turn out not 

to have these qualiYes, the purchaser may sue for this breach of warranty. ( Baxter v. Ford 

Motor Co., 12 P.2d 409 (Wash. 1932)).   BCBSMMIC,  BCBSA, IBC, AmeriHealth Caritas, among 

other  Blue Cross franchisors and franchisees, introduced in the stream of commerce a  good,  

namely an opioid monitoring somware.    BCBSMMIC,  BCBSA, IBC, AmeriHealth Caritas, 

( collecYvely, Blue Cross)  among other  Blue Cross franchisors and franchisees,  are health care 

insurer and dealer. Blue Cross addressed the public at large via Gill Gembarsky, to represent that 

their opioid somware   had the ability to detect “Pre-crime.” Such representaYon by Blue Cross 
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consYtutes an express warranty of goods under UCC §2-313.  Blue Cross has not shown that the 

somware actually  predicts criminality. Blue Cross failed to give warning of the risk of personal 

injury to the doctors, the paYents, and law enforcement.   In reliance to the somware, law 

enforcement unreasonably   induced criminal proceedings against physicians, such as Dr. 

Pompy. A prior authorizaYon mechanism existed so to ensure appropriate prescribing ( Exhibit 

21).   The alleged physicians can sue BCBSMMIC, BCBSA, IBC, AmeriHealth Caritas, among other 

Blue Cross franchisors and franchisees, for breach of the express warranty that the  opioid 

monitoring somware  can actually predict criminality.  The somware was defecYve (Exhibit 7). 

BCBSMMIC knew that their data about Dr. Pompy was wrong ( See BoKom of Exhibit 7). Persons 

not in privity with the defendant-seller may nonetheless recover under a strict liability theory 

based on product liability, breach of express warranty. 

The search warrants are being liYgated in various venues. The warrants include : 1) alleged to be 

issued and  signed by Tina Todd  on  9/21/2016 under the direcYon of Honorable Judge Jack 

Vitale, at the request of Robert Blair  2) signed by Jessica Chaffin on  9/23/2016, 9/27/2016 and 

8/14/2017  under the direcYon of Honorable Judge Jack Vitale, at the request of Robert Blair  3)  

issued  and signed by  Honorable Judge Jack Vitale on 9/27/2016 to be executed in the state of 

Florida and New-Jersey.   

The 9/23/2016 search warrant was supported by : 1) inconsistent sworn statement in the  

affidavits by Sean Street on 5/7/2016, 2)  and executed on an out-of state third party 

( IPaYentcare Inc.,)   not listed in parYcularity in  the search warrant, 3) James Stewart, aka 

James Howell, videotaped paYents in one room while he was present in another room.  James 

Howell lacked a court order for the videotaping. Such consYtutes a violaYon of Federal Laws, 
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Title 3. James Stewart, aka James Howell, is a former police officer, turned, BCBSMMIC 

informant, who ingested controlled substances while working for MANTIS and the DEA. James 

Stewart, aka James Howell was an unreliable informant, and thus  unable to provide probable 

cause.  On 5/7/2016, Sean Street swore on an affidavit to the 9/23/2016 search warrant, that   

Ricky Bryant, his daughter and son in law Vanessa and   Joshua Cangliosi  had aKempted to sell 

the medicaYon morphine that was prescribed by the plainYff. Joshua declared that he used 

narcoYcs on a daily basis and was aKempYng to sell some of the narcoYcs to support the 

household and for his daughter. Bryant declared that he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and that 

he was selling some of them to support the household and for his daughter. On or before 

5/7/2016, the plainYff had not prescribed morphine to Ricky Bryant, or to Joshua. The false 

statement negates a finding of probable cause affidavit for probable cause for the 9/23/2016, 

8/14/2017, and 5/23/2018 search warrants.  A Frank’s Hearing was necessary to show the false 

statement in the affidavit.  Joshua declared that he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and was 

aKempYng to sell some of the narcoYcs to support the household and for his daughter. Vanessa 

declared that she was going to sell some of the narcoYcs to assist with bills associated with 

school supplies for her daughter. Sean Street, BCBSM, BCBSMMIC provided no noYce to Dr. 

Pompy about Ricky Bryant. Had Dr. Pompy received sufficient noYce about Ricky Bryant, the 

plainYff could have acted to prevent or reduce the possibility of drug diversion. MBT Financial 

Inc. raYfied the behavior of Sean Street.  

The Monroe Michigan First District Court District is a court of limited jurisdiction by 

statutes. The court lacks jurisdiction over interstate commerce. The Monroe District Court 

lacks personal jurisdiction over the New-Jersey Citizen, IPatientcare Inc., domiciled in the 

State of New-Jersey. The Monroe District Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the 
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New-Jersey Citizen, IPatientcare Inc., domiciled in the State of New-Jersey. The Monroe 

District Court’s 9/23/2016 issued search warrant, and executed on    9/26/2016, is void for 

lack of jurisdiction.  The Lack of jurisdicYon over the New-Jersey and Florida ciYzens is 

admiKed by pleadings from Monroe County. (Case 2:19-cv-10334-DML-MJH ECF No. 69 filed 

02/11/20 PageID.950 Page 3 of 16. SecYon IV). 

Extraterritorial Warrant  

	The	Monroe	City	Defendants	performing	discretionary	functions	generally	are	shielded	

from	liability	for	civil	damages,	insofar	as	their	conduct	does	not	violate	clearly	established	

statutory	or	constitutional	rights,	of	which	a	reasonable	person	would	have	known.	The	

Monroe	City	Defendants	violated	clearly	established	laws	that	a	reasonable	person,	either	

knew	or	would	have	known.			

Acting	under	the	color	of	law,	the	Monroe	City	Defendants	participated	in	a	search	and	

seizure	of	the	plaintiff ’s	property	interest	in	the	plaintiff ’s	medical	records.	Relying	on	2	

different	versions	of	a	search	warrant		on	9/26/16,		the	Monroe	City	Defendants		searched		

and	seized			illegally		at	730	N.	Macomb	ST,	533	N.	Monroe	St,		307	Stewart	Road,	and		a		

third	party		in	New-Jersey.		The	Monroe	City	Defendants	relied	on	a	search	warrant	issued	

by	the	Monroe	District	Court.			

The state of Michigan Statute M.C.L §600.761, or common law does not allow extraterritorial 

warrants. BCBSMMIC used the search warrant of the Monroe District Court to obtain 

extraterritorial evidence. BCBSMMIC violated M.C.L §600.761. Rule 3:5-1 of the “RULES 

GOVERNING THE COURTS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY.  RULE 3:5-1 provides: “A search 

warrant may be issued by a judge of a court having in the municipality where the property 
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sought is located.” The Statute M.C.L §600.761, and the State of New-Jersey RULE 3:5-1, do not 

provide for the execuYon of  search warrant issued in the  State of Michigan , to be validly 

executed in the State of New-Jersey.  

Jon LasoKa, Robert Blair, Brian Bishop, acquired medical records pursuant to a jurisdicYonally 

defecYve  Michigan third party warrant to a New-Jersey ciYzen. Jon LasoKa, Robert Blair, Brian 

Bishop, disclosed the medical records to BCBSMMIC, Carl Christensen, Dr. Pedell,  Vaughn 

Hafner;  Jon LasoKa disclosed the medical records to Bishop, Allison Arnold, William Paul 

Nichols, Jeffrey Yorkey, Michael Roehrig without privilege, consent or noYce.  Brian Bishop 

redisclosed the medical records to Jennifer Fitzgerald, Timothy Erickson, and Catherine 

Waskiewicz without privilege, consent or noYce. Brian Bishop haD  illegally possessed the 

medical records since 9/26/16. The 9/23/16 Search Warrants for the plainYff’s medical records 

were: 1)  signed by the   Monroe Prosecutor Allison Arnold, Robert Blair, Jessica Chaffin,   2) 

issued by the Monroe  District Court., 3) used to conduct an illegal  search and seizure on  

9/26/16. 

The	Search	Warrant	Suffered	From	a	Material	Alteration	Which	Rendered	The	Warrants	of	

9/23/2016,	9/27/2016	and	8/14/17,	Facially	Defective	

The	Name	of	the	issuing	court	was	whitened	(	Exhibit	2).	The	concealment	of	the	caption	of	

the	issuing	court	for	the	search	warrants	with	the	intent	to	hide	the	lack	of	subject	matter	

jurisdiction,	personal	jurisdiction,	venue,	and	exceeded	the	statutory	amount	in	

controversy	of	the	Monroe	District	Court	(Exhibit	16).		The	warrant	lacked	the	seal	of	the	

Monroe	District	court,	without	an	accompanying	Judge’s	order.	The	material	alteration	of	
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the	instrument	search	warrant	impaired	Dr.	Pompy’s	due	process	right	in	opposing	the	Civil	

Forfeiture.		Due	to	the	alteration,	Dr.	Pompy	was	unable	to	locate	the	proper	issuing	court.	

The	altered	court	documents	are	inconsistent	with			documents	actually	issued	by	the	First	

District	Court.	The	9/23/16	Search	Warrants	for	the	plaintiff ’s	medical	records	was	:	1)		

signed	by	the			Monroe	Prosecutor	Allison	Arnold,	Robert	Blair,	Jessica	Chaf`in,			2)	issued	by	

the	Monroe		District	Court,	3)	used	to	conduct	an	illegal		search	and	seizure	on		9/26/16.	

Robert	Blair,	Brian	Bishop,	Brent	Cathey,	Mark	Moore	knew	the	search	warrants	were	

defective.		Robert	Blair,	Brian	Bishop	had	actual	and	constructive	possession	of	the	medical	

records	from	9/26/16.	Robert	Blair	sought	to	cover	up	the	defective	9/23/16	warrant.	

Robert	Blair,	Allison	Arnold,	Jessica	Chaf`in	issued	a	second	defective	search	warrant	on	

8/14/17,	for	the	medical	records.		Robert	Blair	did	not	intend	to			execute,	the	8/14/17	

warrant	in	good	faith.	Robert	Blair	sought	to	obtain	no	additional	medical	records.		The	

court	logs,	and	court	transcripts	documenting	and	actual	judiciary	hearing	is	absent.		Robert 

Blair, Allison Arnold, Jessica Chaffin issued a second defecYve search warrant on 8/14/17, for 

the medical records.  Robert Blair did not intend to   execute, the 8/14/17 warrant in good faith. 

Robert Blair sought to obtain no addiYonal medical records.  The search warrant of 8/14/17 was 

known to BCBSMMIC, BCBSM, Monroe County Prosecutor William Paul Nichols, Assistant 

Prosecutor Michael G. Roehrig, their assistants, and any and all magistrates or judges of Monroe 

County Court, in terms of forms and substances. (Exhibit 8)  In contemplaYon of malice, the 

truth or falsiYes of the 9/23/2016 search warrant was consciously disregarded. 	

The defendants named above entered into an agreement of using proprietary non-discreYonary 

funcYons, seeking of $16,856,683 million via a federal indictment. In furtherance of the 

conspiracy, the Bureau of Professional licensing obtained a false MAPS report (Michigan 
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automated prescripYon system) without the authorizaYon of  Forrest Pasanski, Manager of the 

Drug Monitoring SecYon, 2) the federal government obtained a false Social Security Card 3), and 

the Secretary of State obtained a false State of Michigan Driver’s license. James Howell’s filled 

out the 5/17/16 paper prescripYon under the name of James Stewart for Lyrica was filled out in 

the presence of Moore at Walgreens, 1285 N Monroe St, Monroe, Michigan 48162. It was 

immediately diverted to Marc Moore, approved and paid by BCBSMMIC for payment. The false 

State of Michigan Driver’s license was used by James Stewart aka James Howell, to illegally: 1) 

obtain from a Walgreens pharmacy, 2) ingest controlled substances that appeared in his urine, 

and  3) distributed control substances to Marc Moore who was lacking a DEA Reverse 

DistribuYon License without logging the controlled substances into evidence. James Stewart aka 

James Howell’s NORCO was filled out in the presence of Marc Moore at Walgreens, 1285 N 

Monroe St, Monroe, Michigan 48162. It was immediately diverted to Moore and approved by 

Blue Cross for payment.  

James Howell’s filled out the 5/17/16 paper prescripYon under the name of James Stewart for 

NORCO and diverted the medicines to Moore. The presentaYon of false idenYficaYon to a 

pharmacist is a crime that should be reported to law enforcement. (Michigan v Gaul-Walters, 

2014 Mich. App. Lexis 1960  (October 21, 2014)).  MSP/MANTIS policy or contract with Blue 

Cross under which ZANAFLEX, an uncontrolled substance legiYmately prescribed by Dr. Pompy 

to Inv. Stewart on April 26, 2016, is not menYoned in Lt Moore original incident report, and is 

sYll concealed and unaccounted for. MSP/MANTIS contract with Blue Cross under which the 

prescripYon for ZANAFLEX  is not menYoned in Stewart invesYgaYon report, and is sYll 

concealed and unaccounted for. James Howell’s filled out the 5/17/16 paper prescripYon under 

the name of James Stewart for ZANAFLEX was diverted to Marc Moore. The presentaYon of 
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false idenYficaYon to a pharmacist is a crime that should be reported to law enforcement.

( Michigan v Gaul-Walters, 2014 Mich. App. Lexis 1960 (October 21, 2014)).   

M.C.L § 333.7403 9 ( a) provides that :  (1) A person shall not fraudulently obtain or aKempt to 

obtain a controlled substance or a prescripYon for a controlled substance from a health care 

provider. James Stewart, aka James Howell obtained controlled substances via a medical referral 

for pain management services prescribed by BCBSMMIC’s physician J. Alan Robertson. The 

medical referral intenYonally misrepresented the medical condiYon of James Stewart, Aka 

James Howell. James Stewart consumed controlled substances which appear on his urine drug 

screen. BCBSMMIC, J.  Alan Robertson M.D, James Stewart, Aka James Howell violated M.C.L § 

333.7403 9 (a). 

On 9/26/2016, a peril was created by the 9/26/2016 raid, supported by a defecYve search 

warrants supported by false statements with false statements in the supporYng affidavits, 

issued by the Michigan First District Court. False Statements in the Affidavits violate the 

law and Public Policy. DEA  Diversion invesYgator Brian Bishop,  Dundee police officer Shawn 

Kotch,  Monroe County Sheriff’s  detecYve Robert Blair , Monroe City  police officer Brent 

Cathey, MANTIS  police officer  ScoK Beard   were  involved in the invesYgaYve phase of the 

Pompy invesYgaYon. Brian Bishop and the other invesYgators knew, or should have known, of 

the false statements, unreliable informant,   used in the affidavit to support the issue of the 

9/23/16 search warrants for the plainYff’s medical records by the Monroe District Court.  The 

Monroe County, the state of Michigan, and the federal DEA conducted a joint, and not an 

independent invesYgaYon.  

   When the doctor’s office was shut down, chronic pain paYent, who were guaranteed under 

the ADA to have access to medical care, were lem without access to medical care.   The raid 
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induced fear, humiliaYon, anxiety, and emoYonal distress in the remaining treaYng physicians. 

The remaining physicians have shunned from providing medical care to the chronic pain paYent. 

The reducYon in medical has reduced the cost of the defendants for medical services.  The lack 

of medical services has led to some deaths, notably, Janet Lortuss, Richard Johnson, Renay 

Blakesley, Bijaro, Marie brown, Joshua Cangliosi (informant living at America’s Best Hotel, 

overdosed of heroin), Richard Johnson, John Hernandez, and Jeffery Luke Brooks.  

In reliance to a complaint filed by Brian Bishop on 9/30/2016, BPL started legal proceedings for 

the State of Michigan medical license of Dr. Pompy. BPL had no independent probable cause to 

start the invesYgaYon prior to 9/30/2016. On 8/4/2017, in a paKern of reckless disregard to F. R. 

Civ. Proc Rule 4, federal employee Brian Bishop served Dr. Pompy at Promedica Monroe 

Regional Hospital the ISO (Immediate Suspension Order) of BPL. As a party to the BPL v Pompy 

liYgaYon, Brian Bishop lacked authority to serve Dr. Pompy at Promedica Monroe Regional 

Hospital, with knowledge of the then Vice President of Medical Affairs, Dr. Moorman. 

Nevertheless, BPL employee Dina Young swore to having served Dr. Pompy the service of 

Process for the 8/3/2017 ISO to 730 N. Macomb Street Suite 222, at the Promedica Professional 

building by USPS. The office of Dr. Pompy at 730 N. Macomb Street which had been ransacked 

and subsequently closed by the 9/26/16 raid by: DEA/MSP/MPD/MCSD/MANTIS. Proof of 

service of BPL Order of Summary Suspension and the AdministraYve Complaint by Dina Young 

on August 4, 2017, by cerYfied mail, return receipt requested, first class mail, upon Lesly Pompy, 

M.D. is absent. (Exhibit 12) 

Brian Bishop became a party to a medical license acYon when he filed a complaint against Dr. 

Pompy’s Medical license on 9/30/2016. At Promedica Monroe Regional Hospital on 8/4/2017, 

Brian Bishop served Dr. Pompy with a State of Michigan Immediate Suspension Order (ISO), 
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immediately suspending Dr. Pompy’s State of Michigan medical license. Under Federal Rule of 

Civil Procedure, Rule 4, Brian Bishop, as a party to the liYgaYon against Dr. Pompy, he was 

prohibited from serving Service of Process on Dr. Pompy. Subsequent to Brian Bishop’s violaYon 

of Rule 4 of F.R.C. Proc.., Brian Bishop illegally acquired, disclosed, redisclosed, maintained, and 

disposed without noYce, consent or privilege,  Dr. Pompy’s  medical records to: Vaughn Hafner, 

Leon Pedell M.D., )Judge Mulrooney( Michael St. John, Dina Young, Bill SchueKe, Jennifer 

Fitzgerald, Timothy Erickson, Catherine Waskiewicz, Haley Winans, and Kim Gaedeke.  

On March 16, 2018 all claims against Dr. Pompy under Michigan Public Health Code were 

dismissed with prejudice by the Monroe County Circuit Court. The corollary of this dismissal is 

that all medical records seized by law enforcement on 9/26/16 and thereamer in connecYon 

with the search and seizure at Dr. Pompy’s office and home were immediately suppressed and 

remain suppressed in all administraYve and legal proceedings. No finding for a State criminal 

charge occurred.  To date, the defendants have not return to the PlainYff all of the seized 

property, and cash as expected on March 30, 2018. The refusal is in violaYon of the order of 

Monroe County Circuit Judge Honorable Daniel S. White of March 16, 2018 (Exhibit 15).  A 

possible charge for contempt of court is present (Exhibit 20).  

On 4/26/2018 and without consent, privileges, or noYce, Brian Bishop, a party to the liYgaYon 

surrounding Dr. Pompy’s State of Michigan Medical License, transferred the plainYff’s medical 

records, and obtained pursuant to the 9/23/2016 Monroe search warrant to Michael Hendricks.  

No adversarial Preliminary Hearing occurred as a judicial check on the acquisiYon, disclosure, 

redisclosure, maintenance, disposiYon of the medical records without consent, privilege, or 

noYce. Preliminary Hearings are adversarial and open to the public.  Grand Juries are secreYve. 

No preliminary hearing occurred.  
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The following violaYons occurred: 

l. Title III, the Videotaping and Wiretapping Act.  (James Howell, as 
agent of the government, videotaping the paYents without a 
search warrant, authorized by a US aKorney, and while present in 
one room, and videotaping in another room.  

m. MCL 780.651 – lack of impression  seal  of the issuing court on 
search warrant 

n. MCL 780.652- improper grounds for issuance 

o. MCL 780.653- lack of probable cause, improper basis and contents 
of affidavit. 

p. MCL 780.654 – improper contents of search warrants 

q. MCL 780.655 – improper property seized upon search,  
inconsistent tabulaYon sheet, improper chain of custody, no 
restoraYon to owner of  medical records and office assets, 
improper disposiYon of medical records 

r. Improper service of warrant, improper officer’s  use of force in 
obtaining cell phones pin codes 

s. MCL 780.657- by willfully exceeding the authority of the 

Monroe District Court. 

t. MCL 780.658- the search warrants were unlawfully procured. The  

violaYon include a penalty: Any person who maliciously 

and without probable cause procures a search 
warrant to be issued and executed shall be fined not 
more than $1,000.00 or imprisoned not more than 1 
year. 

u. 18 U.S. Code § 1347.Health Care Fraud. 
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v. James Stewart defrauded BCBSMMIC by obtaining and consuming, 
prescripYons for controlled substances paid for by BCBSMMIC.  

		Pursuant	to	a	defective	search	warrant,	the	federal	sovereign	would	have	been	

unable		to	received	the	plaintiff ’s		medical	records	without	the	State	of	Michigan		

planting		James	Stewart,	aka	James	Howell	in	a	drug	treatment	program.	The	State	

would	not	have	had	access	to	cash,	intelligence,	Carl	Christensen	M.D,	J	Alan	

Robertson	M.D,	BCBSMMIC	and	BCBSA.				Courts	have	traditionally	barred	both	

governments	from	combining	to	do	together	what	each	could	not	constitutionally	

do	on	its	own.	See	Murphy	v.	Waterfront	Comm’n,	378	U.S.	52	(1964);	Elkins	v.	

United	States,	364	U.S.	206	(1960).	Constitution	bars	one	sovereign	from	

facilitating	another’s	prosecution	by	delivering	evidence	illegally	seized	

                               STATE AND FEDERAL 

HIPAA VIOLATION 

Under State and Federal HIPAA, privacy laws, usage and custom,  Dr. Pompy’s paYents  had a 

reasonable expectaYon of privacy in the possessory interest in his/her medical records. Dr. 

Pompy’s paYents had a reasonable expectaYon of Privacy in the property interest of their 

medical records, under Katz. (Katz v. United States 389 U.S. 347 (1967)) .The medical records 

were encrypted and held in a private manner, consistent with a reasonable expectaYon of 

privacy.  The plainYff had a possessory interest and a reasonable expectaYon of privacy in the 

encrypted medical records, housed by IPaYentcare, Inc. but under the sole dominion and 

control of the physician. IPaYentcare, Inc. providing somware maintenance services, pursuant to 
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United States v. Jacobsen - 338 U.S. 160, 69 S. Ct. 1302 (1949). Dr. Pompy’s paYents  had a 

reasonable expectaYon of privacy in the possessory interest in his or her encrypted medical 

records. Dr. Pompy’s paYents have standing for an acYon where those records were distributed 

pursuant to a knowingly, jurisdicYonally defecYve, third-party search warrant. The Monroe 

County District Court admiKed the lack of jurisdicYon over the New-Jersey CiYzen (Case 2:19-

cv-10334-DML-MJH ECF No. 69 filed 02/11/20 PageID.950 Page 3 of 16. SecYon IV) . The 

medical records were illegally obtained. To date, the medical records have not been returned to 

the plainYff. The HIPAA violaYon is ongoing. The third party (IPaYentcare, Inc.) had no consent, 

or privilege to act on the plainYff’s behalf.  Dr. Pompy’s paYents have a possessory interest in 

those medical records were protected by the 4th Amendment Search and Seizure laws. The 

warrantless search and seizure of Dr. Pompy’s paYents medical records consYtutes an intrusion 

upon the privacy of, and the violaYon of the Fourth Amendment of the ConsYtuYon of the 

United States.  Dr. Pompy’s paYents have standing for an acYon arising out of 4th Amendment 

Search and Seizure violaYon, among others. 

BCBSMMIC, MANTIS, Robert Blair, Brian Bishop,  Marc Moore, among others,  violated State  of 

Michigan and Federal HIPAA laws by  their acquisiYon, disclosure, redisclosure, maintenance of, 

and disposiYon of the medical records, without adequate security, consent, or noYce. On April 

26, 2018, Brian Bishop transferred electronic devices containing Doctor Pompy’s medical 

records, pursuant to a 9/23/2016 search warrant. The Yme between the issuance of the search 

warrant, on 9/23/16, and the 5/23/18 execuYon of that warrant, consYtutes an impermissible, 

excessive delay. On 5/23/2018, MaKhew Schneider, Wayne PraK, Brandy McMillion, seeking a 

pretextual search warrant for medical records evidence already in the possession of Michael 

Hendricks since 4/26/2018. In the usual and customary manner of displaying a custom or 
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pracYce of deliberate indifference to 4th Amendment Search and Seizure ConsYtuYonal laws, to 

the 8/14/17 search warrant by Robert Blair, the medical referral by Dr. J. Alan Robertson lacking 

medical necessity, DEA Diversion invesYgator Brian Bishop transferred my medical records to 

Michael Hendricks illegally on April 26, 2018. Michael Hendricks acquired my medical records on 

April 26, 2018, prematurely to the 5/23/2018 search warrants, without consent or privilege. 

Such consYtutes a violaYon of the federal and State of Michigan HIPAA Statute. On or prior to 

6/28/2018, Brandy McMillion, Wayne PraK, MaKhew Schneider used the improperly acquired 

medical records from  the  9/23/2016 search warrant  (Case 2:18-cv-13206-DPH-RSW ECF No. 20 

filed 11/16/18 PagelD.193 Page 3 of 5), then disclosed the medical records  to a grand jury so to 

obtain a federal indictment. The above defendants violated State and Federal HIPAA laws in 

their acquisiYon, disclosure, redisclosure, maintenance of, and disposiYon of the medical 

records, without adequate security, consent, or noYce.  

Dr.  Carl Christensen, Dr. Leon Pedell, Dr. Alan Robertson parYcipated in ex- parte conversaYon 

about Dr. Pompy. Under Croskey v  BMW of North America, et al. (02-7374,  pursuant to Federal 

HIPAA, the physicians who provided services to BCBSMMIC and  MBT Financial  Inc. , were to   

obtain the plainYff’s consent prior to any ex parte contacts, regarding medical records.  

In addiYon to HIPAA rules violaYon, the BCBSMMIC and  MBT Financial  Inc. violated the  

Federal Privacy Act of 1974, 5 USCA '552a (1988). This Act grants individuals more control over 

the personal informaYon collected, stored, and disseminated by the federal government. The 

Act requires governmental agencies to NOTIFY individuals when the informaYon is collected, 

reasons for its collecYon, and whether further disclosure is voluntary or mandatory.  The Act 

contains safeguards one provision that allows the plainYff to access informaYon about himself 
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or herself and the opportunity to correct inaccuracies.  Despite 12 statutory restricYons, the 

plainYff must be allowed the opportunity to consent to further uses of his or her informaYon.  

Federal HIPAA claims arose on 9/26/2016 and accrued in 2017, 2018, and 2019, out of the same 

date of occurrence and the same facts, and involved the same quesYons of law to be resolved 

by the court. AKachment A showed that the described electronic devices were currently located 

at the office of   Michael Hendricks, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, (HHS OIG) 

Detroit Field Office, 300 River Place Drive, Detroit, Michigan 48207. Hendricks hid his office 

address in his affidavit for his 5/23/2018 search warrant that he was in possession of the 

medical records since acquiring them from Brian Bishop on 4/26/2018.  

Unknown to the court, agent Brian Bishop had already illegally removed the items seized under 

a state warrant at Dr. Pompy’s office and home to his personal office in Detroit on September 

26, 2016; and had maliciously transferred those items on April 26, 2018 to the office of affiant 

Michael Hendricks, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Detroit Field Office, 

300 River Place Drive, Detroit, Michigan 48207. The search and seizure warrant should have 

been addressed to HHS, or, in the alternaYve, to Michael Hendricks personally, and not to DEA/

MSP. 

 In signing the search warrant the court failed to realize the combinaYon of Bishop and 

Hendricks. Hon. R. Steven Whalen was misled and involuntarily parYcipated in the scheme of 

Bishop and Hendricks on May 23, 2018.  HHS had possession and custody of the seized items for 

almost one month. Hon. R. Steven Whalen would not, in all probability, have signed the search 

and seizure warrant, had this informaYon been disclosed to him; had he known that by order of 

Hon. Daniel S. White, Circuit Court for the County of Monroe, 38th Judicial Circuit, the electronic 

devices were ordered to be returned to Dr. Pompy within 15 days from March 16, 2018. DEA 
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agent Bishop was required under 18 U.S. Code 983 (a) (1) (A)(iv)to put the innocent owners on 

noYce within 90 days amer the date of the seizure by the State or local law enforcement agency 

on September 26, 2016. Amer the end of the search DEA Agent Brian Bishop illegally brought to 

his office the seized property of innocent owners:  Electronic devices, PlainYffs medical records, 

and other paYents’.  Such behavior consYtutes the destrucYon of, or tampering of the evidence.  

The court’s aKenYon is directed to the Government’s original answer in TRACY C. MICKS-Harm v.  William 

Paul Nichols et al., Civil Case No. 18-12634. Assistant U.S. AKorney Brandon C. Helms, aKorney for U.S.A. 

MaKhew Schneider, Wayne PraK, and Brandy McMillion, recommended  that Micks-Harm should have 

filed a complaint with HHS under Thomas, 2017 WL 9672523 at *2; and under 42 U.S.C. 1320d-5 (a) (10) 

providing HHS with the authority to impose penalYes on persons who violate HIPPA. Micks-Harm was 

also referred to 45 C.F. R. Sec. 160.306. The recommendaYon of Helms was taken under advisement by 

Micks-Harm. 

THE “THIRD-PARTY” DOCTRINE: VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE TO 
OTHERS AS VOIDING THE EXPECTATION OF PRIVACY 

Third-party-doctrine cases like Smith v. Maryland are based, “that an individual has no reasonable 

expectaYon of privacy in informaYon voluntarily disclosed to third parYes”; is “ill suited to the digital 

age.” The taking of the near-universal step of buying and using a cell phone, should not be viewed as 

having voluntarily surrendered all reasonable expectaYon of privacy as to the idenYty of the places to 

which her cell phone then travels. 

Under U.S. v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435 (1976),  the Court held that when the customer of a bank 

gives banking-related information to the bank in furtherance of the relationship, the customer 

will be found to have no reasonable expectation of privacy in the material. Consequently, the 

government may subpoena that material from the bank without showing probable cause that the 
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material is evidence of crime. Indeed, according to Miller, the subpoena (culminating in the 

bank’s turning over the records) does not even constitute a “search” for purposes of the account-

holder Fourth Amendment rights.  Miller does not apply here because of Dr. Pompy did not 

voluntarily gave information to Monroe Bank and Trust.  BCBSMMIC paid Dr. Pompy for 

medical services provided by directly depositing the money to Dr. Pompy’s Bank account at 

Monroe Bank and Trust Bank.  Dr. Pompy has no choice in the manner of which BCBSMMIC 

deposits the money at MBT Financial Inc.  The type of deposit made by BCBSMMIC, for Dr. 

Pompy’s services, does not constitute voluntary conduct on the part of Dr. Pompy.  As the 

deposit is not voluntary, the third party doctrine, where there is no expectation of privacy, does 

not apply. Miller does not apply in the instant case.  

The state of Michigan has a mandatory PDMP (PrescripYon Drug Monitoring Program) enrollment for 

physician’s prescripYon of controlled substances. The state of Michigan composes a listing of all 

controlled substances written by a physician (PDMP data).  The doctor has not choice in the 

composition of the list by the State of Michigan. Dr. Pompy was forced to parYcipate in the Michigan 

PDMP.The state of Michigan did hold such a list for Dr. Pompy.  The DEA, BCBSMMIC, BCBS 

Marc Moore, Brian Bishop, Robert Blair, Michael Hendrix, accessed this data without a valid 

warrant. As the PDMP data is composed against the will of Dr. Pompy, the PDMP data does not 

represent voluntary action on the part of Dr. Pompy.  Warrantless PDMP data is allowed only 

enrollment in PDMP is voluntary.  (U. S.  v. Gayden  6:16 –cr-00187-CEM-TBS-1,  Case 18-14182). A search 

warrant for the Michigan PDMP data was statutorily necessary to allow the DEA /MANTIS access to Dr. 

Pompy‘s prescripYon data base in 2016. The DEA and MANTIS performed a warrantless invalid search on 

Dr. Pompy’s  State of  Michigan PDMP  data. The DEA’s NANTIS, Marc Moore and Robert Blair’s PDMP 
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search was illegal, and triggered the Exclusionary Rule. Data flowing from the use of the Michigan PDMP 

represent fruits of the poisonous tree. Dr. Pompy’s State of Michigan PDMP data should be suppressed. 

The Monroe District Court erred in the allowing of Marc Moore, Brian Bishop, Robert Blair, Jon 

Lasotta, William Chamulak and Michael Hendrix to obtain Dr. Pompy financial and PDMP data 

without privilege, consent, notice, or a warrant supported by probable cause. 

  RECKLESS OR INTENTIONAL 

PERJURED AFFIDAVIT 

5. Sean Street  on 5/7/2016 

The  “ Pill Mill  Risk Analysis ” was not perform by Magistrate Tina Todd and 

Jessica Chaffin,  and judge Jack Vitale of the Michigan First District Court,  in 

establishing probable cause  for search warrants issued on 9/23/2016, 

9/27/2018, 9/28/2016, and  8/14/2017. The 9/23/2016 search warrant was 

supported by inconsistent sworn statement in the affidavits by Sean Street 

on 5/7/2016, and executed on an out-of state third party, not listed in 

parYcularity in the search warrant. “On 5/7/2016, Sean Street swore on an 

affidavit to the 9/23/2016 search warrant, that   Ricky Bryant, his daughter 

and son in law Vanessa and   Joshua Cangliosi aKempted to sell the 

medicaYon morphine that was prescribed by the plainYff. Joshua declared 

that he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and was aKempYng to sell some of 

the narcoYcs to support the household and for his daughter. Bryant 
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declared that he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and that he was selling 

some of them to support the household and for his daughter. On or before 

5/7/2016, the plainYff had not prescribed morphine to Ricky Bryant, or to 

Joshua. The false statement was necessary to a finding of probable cause 

affidavit for probable cause for the 9/23/2016, 8/14/2017, and 5/23/2018 

search warrants.  A Frank’s Hearing was necessary to show the false 

statement in the affidavit.  Joshua declared that he used narcoYcs on a daily 

basis and was aKempYng to sell some of the narcoYcs to support the 

household and for his daughter. Vanessa declared that she was going to sell 

some of the narcoYcs to assist with bills associated with school supplies for 

her daughter. Sean Street, BCBSM, BCBSMMIC provided no noYce to Doctor 

Pompy  about Ricky Bryant. Had the Dr. Pompy received necessary and 

sufficient noYce about Ricky Bryant, the plainYff could have acted to 

prevent or reduce the possibility of drug diversion.  

Failure to MiYgate Damages.    

On 5/7/2016 Sean Street swore in an affidavit that Ricky Bryant and Joshua 

Cangliosi were selling pain medicaYon allegedgly prescribed by Dr. Pompy.  

Once the defendants felt that Dr. Pompy’s paYent may be selling their 

miYgaYon, the defendants should have stopped all payments to Dr. Pompy 
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and not let addiYonal damages pile up. AcYng in a proprietary manner, the 

defendants took no curaYve steps, and allowed any future potenYal sales by 

Ricky Bryant and Joshua Cangliosi to conYnue amer 5/7/2016.  The 

defendants failed to miYgate damages as required under Rockingham. 

(Rockingham County v. Luten Bridge Co.  22 Ill.35 F.2d 301 (4th Cir. 1929) 

6. 8/3/2017  Dina Young 

Dina Young-Perjury. Dina Young swore to a cerYficate of service for Dr. Pompy’s by mail on 

8/4/2016 ( Exhibit 19). Actually on 8/4/2016, Brian Bishop actually served the ISO (Immediate 

Suspension Order) at Promedica Monroe Regional Hospital. Brian Bishop presented at the 

Promedica Monroe Regional Hospital emergency room, held himself out as a DEA Agent, and 

demanded to see Dr. Pompy.  The hospital’s emergency room staff directed Mr. Bishop to the 

hospital’s Vice President of Medical Affairs. Dr. Pompy was performing nerve block at the 

Hospital’s OperaYng Room. Dr. Mormon, the Vice –President of the Hospital’s Medical Affairs, 

summoned Dr. Pompy to meet Brian Bishop. Dr. Pompy alerted his aKorney Mr. Donnini of the 

arrival of the DEA at the hospital. On 9/30/2016, Mr. Bishop had lodged a formal complaint at 

the Bureau of Professional Licensing against Dr. Pompy’s medical license.  Mr. Bishop is the sole 

complainant. Consistent with his ConYnuing his work, Brian Bishop appeared at the hospital to 

serve Dr. Pompy . At the Yme, Dr. Pompy was performing non-pharmacologic intervenYonal 

pain procedures in the operaYng room, for paYents suffering in pain. Dr. Mormon ordered Dr. 

Pompy to finish the instant paYent being treated, stop taking care of addiYonal paYents, and to 
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meet Mr. Bishop at the arranged meeYng room.  The chronic pain paYents awaiYng non-

pharmacologic pain intervenYons had to go home in persistent, in intense pain and suffering.  

In reliance to a complaint filed by Brian Bishop on 9/30/2016, BPL started legal proceeding for 

the State of Michigan medical license of Dr. Pompy. BPL had no independent probable cause to 

start the invesYgaYon prior to 9/30/2016. On 8/4/2017, in a paKern of reckless disregard to F. R. 

Civ. Proc Rule 4, federal employee Brian Bishop served Dr. Pompy at Promedica Monroe 

Regional Hospital the ISO (Immediate Suspension Order) of BPL. As a party to the BPL v Pompy 

liYgaYon, Brian Bishop lacked authority to serve Dr. Pompy at Promedica Monroe Regional 

Hospital, with knowledge of the then Vice President of Medical Affairs, Dr. Moorman. 

Nevertheless, BPL employee Dina Young swore to having served Dr. Pompy the service of 

Process for the 8/3/2017 ISO to 730 N. Macomb Street Suite 222, at the Promedica Professional 

building by USPS. The office of Dr. Pompy at 730 N. Macomb Street which had been ran sacked 

and subsequently closed by the 9/26/16 raid by: DEA/MSP/MPD/MCSD.  

7. James Stewart aka James Howell  

BCBSMMIC inserted James Howell as an undercover agent into a “Drug Treatment Program” 

( Exhibit 5) without the required court order by Title 42 C.F.R. §§2.61-2.67.  BCBSMMIC’S James 

Stewart commiKed health care fraud under 18 U.S.C. 1347 when the laKer (1) used a Blue Cross 

card to seek services at Dr. Pompy’s office; (2)  used false medical  referrals from Dr. J. Alan 

Robertson ( Exhibit 9), false driver license ( Exhibit 4), false Michigan Automated PrescripYon 

Services (MAPS) ( Exhibit 6); and (3) used false social security card. A false social security card 

can bypass IRS code, and further a money laundering scheme. James Stewart’s willful 
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concealment of his idenYty as James Howell via the false State of Michigan MAPS report, false 

State of Michigan driver’s license, false social security card, false medical records and medical 

referral, consYtute an intenYonal misrepresentaYon. James Stewart, aka James Howell 

presented a claim of pain with material misrepresentaYon. James Stewart, aka James Howell, 

used   Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Mutual Insurance Company and/ or affiliated 

companies, to obtain, ingest controlled substances. James Stewart, aka James Howell willfully 

misrepresented his medical status to Dr. Pompy, at a medical office visit.  James Stewart, aka 

James Howell, claim of pain with material misrepresentaYon consYtutes insurance fraud. A false 

State of Michigan driver’s license can be used to board airplanes, and have “911 hijackers in 

police uniforms.” The Homeland Security Act forbids the use of false State and Federal 

documents, in furtherance of a crime, parYcularly the  crime of terrorism. The following act by 

BCBSMMIC and its affiliates, under the direcYon and control of Blue Cross Blue Shield 

AssociaYon, consYtutes a violaYon of the Homeland Security Act. The allegaYons of health 

insurance fraud assume a Yme- based billing protocol. Complexity based billing and Yme-based 

billing are 2 commonly used billing protocols.  Dr. Pompy typically used the complexity based 

billing.  Without the intenYonal misrepresentaYon, Blue Cross Defendants, State Defendants, 

Monroe County Defendants, Federal Defendants, MBT Financial Defendants, and Ray Kisonas 

would not have facilitated the seizing of Dr. Pompy’s medical records, under the authority of the 

summary suspension of Dr. Pompy’s DEA cerYficates of registraYon on 3/2/2017; and the 

Immediate Suspension Order of Dr. Pompy’s medical license on 8/3/ 2017. 

James Howell’s filled out the 5/17/16 paper prescripYon under the name of James Stewart for 

Lyrica was filled out in the presence of Moore at Walgreens, 1285 N Monroe St, Monroe, 

Michigan 48162. It was immediately diverted to Marc Moore, approved and paid by BCBSMMIC 
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for payment.  James Stewart aka James Howell’s NORCO was filled out in the presence of Marc 

Moore at Walgreens, 1285 N Monroe St, Monroe, Michigan 48162. It was immediately diverted 

to Moore and approved by Blue Cross for payment. James Howell’s filled out the 5/17/16 paper 

prescripYon under the name of James Stewart for NORCO and diverted the medicines to 

Moore. The presentaYon of false idenYficaYon to a pharmacist is a crime that should be 

reported to law enforcement. (Michigan v Gaul-Walters, 2014 Mich. App. Lexis  1960 (October 

21, 2014)).  MSP/MANTIS policy or contract with Blue Cross under which ZANAFLEX, an 

uncontrolled substance legiYmately prescribed by Dr. Pompy to Inv. Stewart on April 26, 2016, is 

not menYoned in Lt Moore original incident report, and is sYll concealed and unaccounted for. 

MSP/MANTIS contract with Blue Cross under which the prescripYon for,  ZANAFLEX is not 

menYoned in Stewart invesYgaYon report or in the evidence logs, and is sYll concealed and 

unaccounted for. James Howell’s filled out the 5/17/16 paper prescripYon under the name of 

James Stewart for ZANAFLEX was diverted to Marc Moore. The presentaYon of false 

idenYficaYon to a pharmacist is a crime that should be reported to law enforcement (Michigan 

v Gaul-Walters, 2014 Mich. App. Lexis 1960 (October 21, 2014)).   

M.C.L § 333.7403 9 ( a) provides that :  (1) A person shall not fraudulently obtain or aKempt to 

obtain a controlled substance or a prescripYon for a controlled substance from a health care 

provider. James Stewart, aka James Howell obtained controlled substances via a medical referral 

for pain management services prescribed by BCBSMMIC’s physician J. Alan Robertson. The 

medical referral intenYonally misrepresented the medical condiYon of James Stewart, Aka 

James Howell. James Stewart consumed controlled substances which appear on his urine drug 

screen. BCBSMMIC, J.  Alan Robertson M.D, James Stewart, Aka James Howell violated M.C.L § 

333.7403 9 (a). 
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4. Michael Hendricks 

 On 4/23/2016 Michael Hendrix received medical records from Brian Bishop.  Despite already be 

in possession of the medical records, Michael Hendrix swore on an affidavit on 5/26/2018 at the 

District Court Eastern District Of Michigan, his  desire  for the acquisiYon of medical records  and 

electronic devices from  Brian Bishop.  Those medical records and electronic records were 

obtained subject to a 9/23/2016 search warrant.   

8. Brian Bishop 

On 9/26/2016, brian Bishop, Marc Moore, William Chamulak, Sean Street ( the group)  

appeared at Dr. Pompy’s office at 08:30 under  alleging a DEA administraYve  audit of 

drug addicted paYents undergoing a  Suboxone Audit.  Dr. Pompy requested the 

presence of his aKorney; however Brian Bishop denied Dr. Pompy’s right to an aKorney.  

The group obtained the name of paYents undergoing Suboxone treatments for drug 

detoxificaYon. The addicted paYents where idenYfied and visited by MANTIS. The group 

intenYonally misrepresented a MANTIS criminal invesYgaYon  

ViolaYon of Due Process.  James Stewart, aka James Howell, manufactured 

documents (MAPS, medical referral, State of Michigan Driver’s License, social 

security number, narcoYc agreement, IniYal Intake PaYent QuesYonnaire, Follow-

up PaYent QuesYonnaire) consYtute and  unfair manipulaYon. Pursuant to Miller 

v. Fenton, 741 F. 2d 1456, 1466 (3d Cir. 1984); United States v. Fleming, 225 F.3d 

78, 91(1st Cir 2000); Hill v. Anderson, 300 F.  3d 679,682 (6th Cir 2002), the unfair 

manipulaYon consYtute true coercion by the police, and a Due Process violaYon.  
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$16, 856,683 RICO Conspiracy under 18 

U.S.C §1962 (d) 

A person   who suffers limita_on of physical or mental func_on due to chronic pain is 

considered disabled under the ADA. Pa_ents disabled by pain required reasonable 

accommoda_on. Dr. Pompy was involved in the provision of personal medical services. During 

the 9/26/2016 raid, the disabled pa_ents lost the opportunity to be cared for by a   board 

cer_fied physician in pain and addic_on medicine. No reasonable accommoda_on was made 

to ensure the proper medical care of the disabled. The 911 system was not made of the 

system.  Any assignment to  other doctors who were not equally qualified as Dr. Pompy to 

offer the range of pain treatments offered by Dr. Pompy,  cons_tuted  extreme and 

outrageous behavior  arising out of  an improper assignment under the  ADA.  The pa_ent’s 

alterna_ve medical care was not reasonable.   The par_es, who failed to prepare for a 

reasonable accommoda_on, violated the American Disability Act.  As an actual and proximate 

cause of the unreasonable accommoda_on, injuries occurred to many of Doctor Pompy’s 

pa_ents.  

BCBSMMIC had money loosing Medicaid insurance Contract with the state of Michigan via a 

jointly owned corporate subsidiary with Independence Blue Cross, such as AmeriHealth Caritas 

and others. The conduct of  Health insurance companies have worsen the opioid epidemics. 

(Exhibit 22).  BCBSMMIC, IBC, BCBSA introduced in the stream of commerce opioid monitoring 

somware that was represented to measure. “Pre-Crime.” The software was intended to 

induce law enforcement to rely on the software  to predict the mens rea, the actus rea, and 
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the concurrence of a crime. MANTIS, the DEA, Marc Moore, Robert Blair, Brent Cathey, Brian 

Bishop unreasonably relied on the defecYve product. BCBSMMIC, IBC, BCBSA are strictly liable 

for the defecYve product under a theory of   Product liability – design defect.   The opioid 

software was expected to measure “Pre-Crime,” to predict criminality at a low risk but a high 

utility outcome. The software was unreasonably dangerous by failing to determine: 1) Does the 

software concept of Pre-crime assumes whether people are inherently criminal by nature or 

nurture?  And 2),   If the answer to the previous question is yes, then free will does not exist.  

BCBSMMIC Pre-crime   opioid monitoring software manufactures probable cause as the software  

does not  predict actual  crime. BCBSMMIC involved data analytics with inconsistent result to 

the Medicare “Pill Mill” risk analysis.   Data mining by BCBSMMIC statistical data : mean, 

median, mode, standard deviation, central dispersion, the total number of patients, the total 

number of   controlled and non-controlled  prescriptions, correlations, dependent variables, 

independent variables, confounding variables,  measures of central tendency, sampling size were 

improper and failed to predict actual crime. BCBSMMIC knew that there were   “ERRORS ” on 

Claimscape Run (Exhibit 7 ). As a health care insurer involved in the credentialing of physicians, 

BCBSMMIC was aware of the fatal impact on a physician’s personal, family, professional and 

financial career once allegation of insurance fraud and overprescribing are leveled out against a 

physician. The opioid software’s risks were greater than its utility. BCBSMMIC disregarded the 

“ERRORS” and proceeded anyway with allegations of probable cause of insurance fraud and 

overprescribing.   The sampling strategy was erroneous, distorted the association between pain 

management and addiction.  As a result of improper data mining, it would have been impossible 

for Magistrate Tina Todd and Jessica Chaffin, and judge Jack Vitale of the Michigan First District 

Court, in establishing probable cause for search warrants  alleged  on  9/21/2016,  9/23/2016, 
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9/27/2016, 8/14/2017 and 5/23/2018. The “Pill Mill Risk Analysis” was not performed by 

Magistrate Tina Todd and Jessica Chaffin, and Judge Jack Vitale of the Michigan First District 

Court.  The evidence supporYng probable cause for the search warrants is insufficient.  

In 1991, Richard Whitmer, as the president of Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan (BCBSM), 

signed a Professional Provider Agreement with Dr. Lesly Pompy. In 2013 and under the 

authorizaYon of the franchisor Blue Cross Blue Shield AssociaYon (BCBSA), BCBSM was 

absorbed by a Mutual Insurance Company incorporated in the State of Michigan, Blue Cross 

Blue Shield of Michigan Mutual Insurance Company (BCBSMMIC). BCBSMMIC and BCBSM are 

different legal enYYes. BCBSMMIC and BCBSM have a duty to follow different Federal and state 

tax and insurance laws.  

MANTIS is a combined federal DEA and state and local Michigan government,   Drug task force. 

Those narcoYc task forces omen violate consYtuYonal law and breed local mistrust. (Exhibit 10) 

In November 2015, Marc Moore, William Paul Nichols, Brian Bishop, Zazadny, Zsenyuk, 

BCBSMMIC, Monroe County Chief ProsecuYng AKorney William Paul Nichols, and MANTIS 

entered into an agreement to commit a crime, under the guise of invesYgaYng Dr. Pompy. The 

Monroe County disbanded drug unit named OMNI had its criminal file sealed.  Only that OMNI 

regrouped, and rebranded into the current name MANTIS.   

Law enforcement does not typically delegate criminal invesYgaYons to the private sector. A 

private sector enYty may choose to assist for the government if the company has a stake in the 

invesYgaYon. MANTIS, the prosecutors had a choice of potenYal insurance companies to 

perform the invesYgaYon. BCBSA and BCBSMMIC provide health insurance to the majority of 
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government employees. As contrasted to the other health care insurance companies, 

BCBSMMIC and BCBSA had a stake to assist, abet, and facilitate the work of the defendants.  

Such behavior is not common among health care insurers.  

   

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan FoundaYon (BCBSMF), Blue Cross Complete of Michigan 

(BCCM), Blue Care Network of Michigan (BCNM), Bluecaid of Michigan, Blue Cross Blue Shield 

AssociaYon  (BCBSA), entered into a proprietary, non- discreYonary, agreement to violate clearly 

established laws.  In September 2016, Shawn Kotch obtained a credit report of Lesly Pompy M.D 

without consent or privilege. MBT Financial Inc., Thomas ScoK, and Susan Mehregan agreed to 

aid, abet and encourage the joint enterprise.  Robert Blair made a statement involving non-

related bank accounts to an FDIC insured insYtuYon in violaYon of 18  U.S.C. § 1014 . The false 

statement represented that IntervenYonal Pain Management, Lesly Pompy, United 

AdministraYve Services of Monroe, Travel and Lodging Professional Management, Monroe 

Medical ConsulYng were listed in a 9/21/2016 search warrant executed on Monroe Bank and 

Trust.  There was no Statutory authority under which Robert Blair was permiKed by assistant 

prosecuYng aKorney Jeffery Yorkey   to search, seize and freeze Dr. Pompy accounts and related 

accounts at Monroe Bank and Trust.  The amount in controversy exceeded the $25,000.00 

jurisdicYonal limit of the First District Court of Michigan. 

Robert Blair acYng as an agent of the DEA obtained, used, and reused, FDIC-insured bank 

account of Lesly Pompy and other accounts in violaYon of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act by MBT 

Financial Inc., Thomas ScoK, and Susan Mehregan.   J. Alan Robertson M.D. provided a medical 

referral lacking medical necessity for James Stewart aka James Howell. 
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The 9/23/2016 search warrant was supported by : 1) inconsistent sworn statement in the  

affidavits by Sean Street on 5/7/2016, 2)  and executed on an out-of state third party 

( IPaYentcare Inc.,  not listed in parYcularity in  the search warrant. On 5/7/2016, Sean Street 

swore on an affidavit to the 9/23/2016 search warrant, that   Ricky Bryant, his daughter and son 

in law Vanessa and   Joshua Cangliosi  had aKempted to sell the medicaYon morphine that was 

prescribed by the plainYff. Joshua declared that he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and was 

aKempYng to sell some of the narcoYcs to support the household and for his daughter. Bryant 

declared that he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and that he was selling some of them to support 

the household and for his daughter. On or before 5/7/2016, the plainYff had not prescribed 

morphine to Ricky Bryant, or to Joshua. The false statement negates a finding of probable cause 

affidavit for probable cause for the 9/23/2016, 8/14/2017, and 5/23/2018 search warrants.  A 

Frank’s Hearing was necessary to show the false statement in the affidavit.  Joshua declared that 

he used narcoYcs on a daily basis and was aKempYng to sell some of the narcoYcs to support 

the household and for his daughter. Vanessa declared that she was going to sell some of the 

narcoYcs to assist with bills associated with school supplies for her daughter. Sean Street, 

BCBSM, BCBSMMIC provided no noYce to Dr. Pompy about Ricky Bryant. Had Dr. Pompy 

received sufficient noYce about Ricky Bryant, the plainYff could have acted to prevent or reduce 

the possibility of drug diversion. MBT Financial Inc. raYfied the behavior of Sean Street.  

The Monroe Michigan First District Court District is a court of limited jurisdiction by 

statutes. The court lacks jurisdiction over interstate commerce. The Monroe District Court 

lacks personal jurisdiction over the New-Jersey Citizen, IPatientcare Inc., domiciled in the 

State of New-Jersey. The Monroe District Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the 

New-Jersey Citizen, IPatientcare Inc., domiciled in the State of New-Jersey. The Monroe 
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District Court’s 9/23/2016 issued search warrant, and executed on    9/26/2016, is void for 

lack of jurisdiction.  The Lack of jurisdicYon over the New-Jersey and Florida ciYzens is 

admiKed by pleadings from Monroe County. (Case 2:19-cv-10334-DML-MJH ECF No. 69 filed 

02/11/20 PageID.950 Page 3 of 16. SecYon IV). 

 Agent Brian Bishop and DEA Documents and Media ExploitaYon SecYon (DOMEX) used the 

fruits of the invalid search and seizure. DEA employees, Special agent Tom Farrell and Diversion 

Program Manager William Chamulak, local DEA Task Force Officers conducted an illegal DOMEX 

invesYgaYon to extract, translate, and analyze physical and digital document and media to 

generate useful and Ymely informaYon. The computers were damaged beyond repair. Data 

were corrupted. Bishop and DOMEX had no search warrant to download Dr. Pompy’s 

computers. Brian Bishop and DOMEX violated, inter alia, the Stored CommunicaYon Act (18 

U.S.C. Sec. 2701), federal HIPAA, state HIPAA, the privacy laws. 

The private employee of BCBSMMIC James Stewart aka James Howell acted under the direcYon 

and control,   as an agent, of the government to perform a warrantless invalid search without 

providing a voluntary, informed Miranda to Dr. Pompy. James Stewart aka James Howell  would 

record out of court statements of paYent: 1) declaring their unhappiness  about the  level of 

difficulty in their obtaining of, the lack of  dose escalaYon of ,  the alternaYve relaYve ease to 

obtain from either other doctors or illegal  street  pain medicaYons.   

As a MANTIS, Michigan State Police, BCBSMMIC, and DEA employee, Carl Christensen M.D., 

always provided favorable expert witness services to BCBSMMIC, James Stewart aka James 

Howell and the DEA.   Deliberately indifferent to the truth or falsity as to whether urine drug 

screens were valid, Dr. Carl Christensen would turn allegaYons subject to a medical malpracYce 

preponderance of evidence standard, to evidence subject to reasonable doubt standard. B 
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CBSMMIC ,  BCBSM,  Marc Moore, MANTIS,  Robert Blair, Carl Christensen M.D.,  William Paul 

Nichols, Brian Bishop, Zazadny, Zsenyuk, BCBSMMIC, Monroe County Chief ProsecuYng AKorney 

William Paul Nichols , BCBSMF, BCCM LLC, Blue Care Network of Michigan (BCNM), Bluecaid of 

Michigan,  BCBSA  allowed  James Stewart aka James Howell to videotape paYents in one room 

while videotaping paYents in another. The above defendants Failed to take correlate the Yme 

stamp on the videos of James Stewart and Yme Stamp on the medical records. The defendants, 

named knew, or should have known that the James Howell’s videotapes did not represent the 

enYre clinical experience, for example, chart review, lab review, paYent quesYonnaire review, 

determining the prescripYon, prinYng of    electronically sending the prescripYon, lab order, 

obtaining prior authorizaYon of medical records.   

 Dr. Carl Christensen would turn allegaYons subject to a medical malpracYce preponderance of 

evidence legal standard, to an evidence level subject to reasonable doubt standard. Jon LasoKa, 

Robert Blair, Brian Bishop, acquired medical records pursuant to a jurisdicYonally defecYve  

Michigan third party warrant to a New-Jersey ciYzen. Jon LasoKa, Robert Blair, Brian Bishop, 

disclosed the medical records to BCBSMMIC, Carl Christensen, Dr. Pedell,  Vaughn Hafner;  Jon 

LasoKa disclosed the medical records to Bishop, Allison Arnold, William Paul Nichols, Jeffrey 

Yorkey, Michael Roehrig without privilege, consent or noYce.  Brian Bishop redisclosed the 

medical records to Jennifer Fritzgerald, Timothy Erickson, and Catherine Waskiewicz without 

privilege, consent or noYce.  

 BCBSMMIC ,  BCBSM,  Marc Moore, MANTIS,  Robert Blair, Carl Christensen M.D.,  William Paul 

Nichols, Brian Bishop, Zazadny, Zsenyuk, BCBSMMIC, Monroe County Chief ProsecuYng AKorney 

William Paul Nichols , BCBSMF, BCCM LLC, Blue Care Network of Michigan (BCNM), Bluecaid of 

Michigan,  BCBSA  allowed  James Stewart aka James Howell to videotape paYents in one room 
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while videotaping paYents in another. The above defendants Failed to take correlate the Yme 

stamp on the videos of James Stewart and Yme Stamp on the medical records. The defendants, 

named knew, or should have known that the James Howell’s videotapes did not represent the 

enYre clinical experience, for example, chart review, lab review, paYent quesYonnaire review, 

determining the prescripYon, prinYng of    electronically sending the prescripYon, lab order, 

obtaining prior authorizaYon of medicaYons ( Exhibit 21).   

Carl Christensen always provides favorable expert witness services to BCBSMMIC and the DEA.  

The above defendants violated State and Federal HIPAA laws in their acquisiYon, disclosure, 

redisclosure, maintenance of, and disposiYon of the medical records, without adequate security, 

consent, or noYce. There was no authorizaYon from Pasanski to submit into evidence the 

Michigan Department of Health and Human Services (MDHHS) Epidemiology data at the 

hearings.  Robert Blair displayed intent to cover up the 9/23/2016 illegal search warrant, via an 

8/14/2017 cover-up Pretextual search warrant. On August 15, 2017 Blair faxed a message and a 

search warrant dated 8/14/2017 to IPaYentcare Inc.  The message reads as follows: 

“To: RepresentaYve at IPaYentcare: 

“I am wriYng to you today to inform you that the Monroe Area NarcoYcs and InvesYgaYve 

Service (MANTIS) have been conducYng an invesYgaYon into one of your clients Dr. Lesly Pompy 

MD. In September of 2016 we provided you with a search warrant for Dr. Pompy’s medical files 

for 2 years. During the invesYgaYon there has been some debate whether the original warrant 

included the files that you store for Dr. Dr. Pompy. In order to avoid any further issues on this 

maKer we have completed a new search warrant specific for your locaYon and the files in 

quesYon. It should be noted that you do not need to provide the files again. You already 
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provided us with this informaYon when requested in 2016. There is no need to send us any files 

at this Yme.” 

“Thank you for your Yme.” 

(S) “Det. Robert Blair (MANTIS)                                                                                                                                                                                               

734-240-2605” 

The state of Michigan Statute M.C.L §600.761, or common law does not allow extraterritorial 

warrants. BCBSMMIC used the search warrant of the Monroe District Court to obtain 

extraterritorial evidence. BCBSMMIC violated M.C.L §600.761. 	The	State	of	New-Jersey	Court	

Rule	3:5-1	of	the	“RULES	GOVERNING	THE	COURTS	OF	THE	STATE	OF	NEW	JERSEY	also	do	

not	provide	for	extraterritorial	warrants.		RULE	3:5-1	provides:	“A	search	warrant	may	be	

issued	by	a	judge	of	a	court	having	in	the	municipality	where	the	property	sought	is	

located.”	The Statute M.C.L §600.761, and the State of New-Jersey RULE 3:5-1, do not provide 

for the execuYon of  search warrant issued in the  State of Michigan , to be validly executed in 

the State of New-Jersey. Extraterritorial	Michigan	warrants	are	also	prohibited	by	the	state	

of	New-Jersey	Court	Rules	

Facially	Defective	Warrants		Third-Party	Issued	Against	IPatientcare	Inc.	of	New-Jersey	on	

8/14/17	(100)		

Extraterritorial	Michigan	search	warrants	are	prohibited	by	state	of	Michigan	statute.	

Under	the	Michigan	Statute	M.C.L	§600.761,	the	state	of	Michigan	does	not	allow	
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extraterritorial	warrants.	BCBSMMIC	and	the	defendants	used	the	search	warrant	of	the	

Monroe	Michigan	District	Court	to	obtain	extraterritorial	evidence	located	in	the	state	of	

New-Jersey.	BCBSMMIC/BCBSM	and	the	defendants	violated	M.C.L	§600.761.The	Lack	of	

jurisdiction	over	the	New-Jersey	citizen	is	admitted	by	Monroe	County	judge	and	

magistrate	under	the	direction	of	Monroe	County	Attorney	Randy	Fields.	(Case	2:19-

cv-10334-DML-MJH	ECF	No.	69	`iled	02/11/20	PageID.950	Page	3	of	16.	Section	IV).	The 

search warrant of 8/14/17 OperaYon Stone Garden and OperaYon Gateway   was known to 

BCBSMMIC, BCBSM, Monroe County Prosecutor William Paul Nichols, Assistant Prosecutor 

Michael G. Roehrig, their assistants, and any and all magistrates or judges of Monroe County 

Court, in terms of forms and substances (Exhibit 14).  In contemplaYon of malice, the truth or 

falsiYes of the 9/23/2016 search warrant was consciously disregarded. 	

The defendants named above entered into an agreement of using proprietary non-discreYonary 

funcYons, seeking of $16,856,683 million via a federal indictment. In furtherance of the 

conspiracy, the Bureau of Professional licensing obtained a false MAPS report (Michigan 

automated prescripYon system –Exhibit 6) without the authorizaYon of  Forrest Pasanski, 

Manager of the Drug Monitoring SecYon, the federal government obtained a false Social 

Security Card, and the Secretary of State obtained a false State of Michigan Driver’s license 

( Exhibit 4). The false State of Michigan Driver’s license was used by James Stewart aka James 

Howell, to illegally: 1) obtain from a Walgreens pharmacy, 2) ingest controlled substances that 

appeared in his urine, and  3) distributed control substances to Marc Moore who was lacking a 

DEA Reverse DistribuYon License.  
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In reliance to a complaint filed by Brian Bishop on 9/30/2016, BPL started legal proceedings for 

the State of Michigan medical license of Dr. Pompy. BPL had no independent probable cause to 

start the invesYgaYon prior to 9/30/2016. On 8/4/2017, in a paKern of reckless disregard to F. R. 

Civ. Proc Rule 4, federal employee Brian Bishop served Dr. Pompy at Promedica Monroe 

Regional Hospital the ISO (Immediate Suspension Order) of BPL. As a party to the BPL v Pompy 

liYgaYon, Brian Bishop lacked authority to serve Dr. Pompy at Promedica Monroe Regional 

Hospital, with knowledge of the then Vice President of Medical Affairs, Dr. Moorman. 

Nevertheless, BPL employee Dina Young swore to having served Dr. Pompy the service of 

Process for the 8/3/2017 ISO to 730 N. Macomb Street Suite 222, at the Promedica Professional 

building by USPS. The office of Dr. Pompy at 730 N. Macomb Street which had been ransacked 

and subsequently closed by the 9/26/16 raid by: DEA/MSP/MPD/MCSD/MANTIS. Proof of 

service of BPL Order of Summary Suspension and the AdministraYve Complaint by Dina Young 

on August 4, 2017, by cerYfied mail, return receipt requested, first class mail, upon Lesly Pompy, 

M.D. is absent. (Exhibit 19) 

Brian Bishop became a party to a medical license acYon when he filed a complaint against Dr. 

Pompy’s Medical license on 9/30/2016. At Promedica Monroe Regional Hospital on 8/4/2017, 

Brian Bishop served Dr. Pompy with a State of Michigan Immediate Suspension Order (ISO), 

immediately suspending Dr. Pompy’s State of Michigan medical license. Under Federal Rule of 

Civil Procedure, Rule 4, Brian Bishop, as a party to the liYgaYon against Dr. Pompy, he was 

prohibited from serving Service of Process on Dr. Pompy. Subsequent to Brian Bishop’s violaYon 

of Rule 4 of F.R.C. Proc.., Brian Bishop illegally acquired, disclosed, redisclosed, maintained, and 

disposed without noYce, consent or privilege,  Dr. Pompy’s  medical records to: Vaughn Hafner, 
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Leon Pedell M.D., )Judge Mulrooney( Michael St. John, Dina Young, Bill SchueKe, Jennifer 

Fitzgerald, Timothy Erickson, Catherine Waskiewicz, Haley Winans, and Kim Gaedeke.  

On March 16, 2018 all claims against Dr. Pompy under Michigan Public Health Code were 

dismissed with prejudice by the Monroe County Circuit Court. The corollary of this dismissal is 

that all medical records seized by law enforcement on 9/26/16 and thereamer in connecYon 

with the search and seizure at Dr. Pompy’s office and home were immediately suppressed and 

remain suppressed in all administraYve and legal proceedings. No finding for a State criminal 

charge occurred.  To date, the defendants have not return to the PlainYff all of the seized 

property, and cash as expected on March 30, 2018. The refusal is in violaYon of the order of 

Monroe County Circuit Judge Honorable Daniel S. White of March 16, 2018. (Exhibit 15).  A 

possible charge for contempt of court is present.  

On 4/26/2018 and without consent, privileges, or noYce, Brian Bishop, a party to the liYgaYon 

surrounding Dr. Pompy’s State of Michigan Medical License, transferred the plainYff’s medical 

records, and obtained pursuant to the 9/23/2016 Monroe search warrant to Michael Hendricks.   

On April 26, 2018, Brian Bishop transferred electronic devices containing Doctor Pompy’s 

medical records, pursuant to a 9/23/2016 search warrant. The Yme between the issuance of the 

search warrant, on 9/23/16, and the 5/23/18 execuYon of that warrant, consYtutes an 

impermissible, excessive delay. On 5/23/2018, MaKhew Schneider, Wayne PraK, Brandy 

McMillion, seeking a pretextual search warrant for medical records evidence already in the 

possession of Michael Hendricks since 4/26/2018. In the usual and customary manner of 

displaying a custom or pracYce of deliberate indifference to 4th Amendment Search and Seizure 
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ConsYtuYonal laws, to the 8/14/17 search warrant by Robert Blair, the medical referral by Dr. J. 

Alan Robertson lacking medical necessity, DEA Diversion invesYgator Brian Bishop transferred 

my medical records to Michael Hendricks illegally on April 26, 2018. Michael Hendricks acquired 

my medical records on April 26, 2018, prematurely to the 5/23/2018 search warrants, without 

consent or privilege. Such consYtutes a violaYon of the federal and State of Michigan HIPAA 

Statute. On or prior to 6/28/2018, Brandy McMillion, Wayne PraK, MaKhew Schneider used the 

improperly acquired medical records from  the  9/23/2016 search warrant  (Case 2:18-cv-13206-

DPH-RSW ECF No. 20 filed 11/16/18 PagelD.193 Page 3 of 5), then disclosed the medical records  

to a grand jury so to obtain a federal indictment.  

Dr.  Carl Christensen, Dr. Leon Pedell, Dr. Alan Robertson parYcipated in ex- parte conversaYon 

about Dr. Pompy. Under Croskey v  BMW of North America, et al. (02-7374,  pursuant to Federal 

HIPAA, the physicians who provided services to BCBSMMIC and  MBT Financial  Inc. , were to   

obtain the plainYff’s consent prior to any ex parte contacts, regarding medical records.  

In addiYon to HIPAA rules violaYon, the BCBSMMIC and  MBT Financial  Inc. violated the  

Federal Privacy Act of 1974, 5 USCA '552a (1988). This Act grants individuals  control over the 

personal informaYon collected, stored, and disseminated by the federal government. The Act 

requires governmental agencies to NOTIFY individuals when the informaYon is collected, 

reasons for its collecYon, and whether further disclosure is voluntary or mandatory.  The Act 

contains safeguards one provision that allows the plainYff to access informaYon about himself 

or herself and the opportunity to correct inaccuracies.  Despite 12 statutory restricYons, the 

client must be allowed the opportunity to consent to further uses of his or her informaYon.  
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In TRACY C. MICKS-HARM  v  Monroe County Chief ProsecuIng AZorney William Paul Nichols et 

al., Civil No. 18-18-12634, Hon. Denise Page Hood, US District Court, Eastern Diversion, the 

United States AKorney states, as follows:) “…For context  AUSAGs PraK and McMillion were not 

involved in a search warrant for Dr. Lesly Pompy’s office; rather, a detecYve with the Monroe 

County Sheriff’s Office obtained the search warrant from a Monroe County judge”. (October 5, 

2018).ii) “ …The prosecutors used or relied on some of those records--notably not the plainYff’s 

records—in a grand jury proceeding to obtain an indictment against Dr. Pompy.” (October 18, 

2018). 

In DEBRA A. Nichols  v  Nichols, et al., Civil No. 18-1320, the United States AKorney, reiteraYng 

the same reliance, concedes: “The federal prosecutors in this case are accused of nothing more 

than receiving and possessing medical records that were obtained through a search warrant. 

The prosecutors used or relied on some of those records—notably not the plainYff’s records-- in 

a grand jury proceeding to obtain an indictment against Dr. Lesly Pompy”. (October 18, 2018). 

The agreement was fueled by high stakes in a joint, speculaYve pecuniary interest, by the 

defendants seeking unjust enrichment via disproporYonate forfeiture. The County of Monroe, 

the City of Monroe, Marc Moore, Robert Blair, William Paul Nichols, Jeffrey A. Yorkey, among 

other defendants, sought pecuniary gains via a Civil Forfeiture acYon against Dr. Pompy in 

12/2016. The above defendants sought : 1)  $27,814.00 in cash from Lesly Pompy, 2) 

$346,847.65  in a Monroe Bank and Trust Account in the name of Lesly Pompy, 3)  an E-Trade 

Account in the name of Lesly Pompy in the amount of $404,324.67, 4)  a Merrill Lynch Pension 

Account in the amount of $1, 102,210.65; 5) A Monroe County Community Credit Union 

Account  in the amount of $4,018.00; 6) a 2015 Nissan Pathfinder, VIN 5NIAR2MM9FC604393, 

7) a real property located at 533 N. Monroe Street, Monroe Michigan 48162, bearing the parcel 
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number 55-69-01396-000-2015; 8) 1 Rifle;  9) other Accounts under the name of Monroe 

Medical ConsulYng, Travel and Lodging, United AdministraYve Service of Monroe. BCBSMMIC, 

under policies and procedures raYfied by BCBSA and exported to other Blue Cross franchisees, 

the DEA, Medicare, and Medicaid then seeks resYtuYon of $16, 856,683 via anYcipatory 

forfeiture in February 2018  . BCBSMMIC seeks unjust enrichment arising from coerced 

modificaYons of contracts. BCBSM, BCBSMMIC, BCBSA, Marc Moore, ScoK Beard, Brent Cathey, 

Shawn Kotch,  Robert Blair, the Michigan State Police, William Paul Nichols and Monroe 

Assistant Prosecutor Allison Arnold ‘s acYons were not “raYonally related to a conceivable 

public purpose. With complete disregard to the miYgaYon of their possible damages, the 

defendants were involved in proprietary funcYons.  

BCBSM, BCBSMMIC, BCBSA, either knew or should have known that Monroe County law 

enforcement has a history of  custom   or pracYce  consYtuYng a  policy of :  

1) Police brutality,  a)  (Hall v. Goodnough, Case number 04-70009 (E.D. Mich. Jun. 27, 2005); b) 

Lt. Marc Moore was once sued for a pattern or practice of excessive force, false arrest, false 

imprisonment, malicious prosecution, assault and battery. See Michael D. McCray v. Marc 

Moore, et al. U.S. District Court, Eastern District of Michigan, Southern Division, Case No. 

07-13297 (US COURTS-mied-2_07-cv-13297-1…) 

 (MICHAEL D. McCRAY v.  MARC MOORE, et al., V. 2:07-cv-13297-Doc # 49 08/06/08).  

2) RetaliaYon,  (Tracy Clare Micks Harm et al  vs. William Paul Nichols et al Consolidated cases 

2.18-cv-12634);   (Stacey Simeon Hall v. City of Monroe Police Officer  R. Parese et al.   

18-10877). Pursuant to 42 U.S.C §§ 14141and 14142, the defendants are liable for the use of 
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excessive force with permanent damage to Mr. Hall’s eyes.  The defendants have had  noYce of 

improper police acYviYes, negligently perform a background check on the officers.  

3) AllegaYon of RetaliaYon.  Cole v. Monroe County. 359 F. Supp. 3d 526-District Court, ED 

Michigan 2019 

4) False Arrest, Imprisonment, DefamaYon.  Hart v. Hilldale County. 973. 3d 627- Court of 

Appeals, 6th Circuit, 2020 

5) DiscriminaYon. Thomas v. Monroe Cnty. Sheriff's Dep't, Case No. 15-11344 (E.D. Mich. Sep. 

27, 2016) 

6) 911 Operator Error.  JOSE REYES, as Personal RepresentaIve for the Estate of BOBBY REYES; 

and SARAH JONES, vs. MONROE COUNTY, a Municipal CorporaIon; and SONYA SAMPSEL, in her 

individual capacity. Case 2:20-cv-11937-LJM-DRG ECF No. 1 filed 07/17/20 PageID.1 Page 1 of 

24. District Court, ED Michigan 2020. 

MBT financial Inc., BCBSM, BCBSMMIC and BCBSA, not only aided and abeKed improper acts of 

Robert Blair, Brian Bishop  and Marc Moore , but Repeated inacYon, in light of the 8/14/2017 

Robert Blair faxed leKer,   by the above named defendants  suffice to condone the violence. 

(Okin v. Village of  Cornwall -on -Hudson Police Dpt., 577 F. 3d 415 ( 2d Cir 2009)  

JOINT 

ENTERPRISE 

An express or implied agreement between the members 
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BCBSMMIC, BCBSM, BCBSC, Blue Cross Complete of Michigan (BCCM), BCBSMF, BCBSA and 

AFICA  ACCIDENT FUND CorporaYon (AFICA), AmeriHealth Caritas Family of Companies,  are a 

closely related group of companies, arising from various quesYonable mergers and acquisiYons, 

with legal enYYes ranging from non-profit, for profit, and policy-owner owned mutual insurance 

companies, under the umbrella of the Blue Cross Blue Shield AssociaYon (BCBSA).The group of 

companies is used to maintained market presence or dominance of all counYes in the State of 

Michigan. Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan  Mutual Insurance Company ( BCBSMMIC) , Marc  

Moore, Robert Blair, William Paul Nichols and  MBT  Financial had an express or implied 

agreement  between the members  in the execuYon of  alleged  of valid search warrants  on 

9/21/2016, 9/27/2016, and February 2018. The financial informaYon was used in search 

warrants issued on 9/23/2016, 8/14/2017, and 5/26/2016. The Monroe Michigan First District 

Court District is a court of limited jurisdiction by statute to an amount in controversy of up 

to $25,000.  The amount in controversy surrounding Dr. Pompy was over$25,000 limit. The 

Monroe Michigan First District Court lacks jurisdiction in the 9/21/2016, and 9/27/2016 

search warrant. If the Monroe District Court’s issued search warrant for MBT Financials 

Inc., dba/ Monroe Bank and Trust, those warrants are void for lack of jurisdiction. In a 

similar pattern of behavior, the Monroe Michigan First District Court   issued jurisdicYonally 

defecYve search warrants  over IPaYentcare Inc.,   and E*TRADE  of New-Jersey  and Merrill 

Lynch of  Florida . (Case 2:19-cv-10334-DML-MJH ECF No. 69 filed 02/11/20 PageID.950 Page 3 

of 16. SecYon IV). MCL 780.657 prohibits Michigan Court from voluntarily exceeding their 

statutory authority. The Monroe District Court’s Magistrates Tina Todd and Jessica Chaffin, and 

Judge Jack Vitale had no jurisdicYon over the state of New-Jersey CiYzen, IPaYentcare Inc., E 

Trade, and Merrill Lynch.  Magistrates Tina Todd and Jessica Chaffin, and Judge Jack Vitale 

violated MCL 780.657.  
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The personal idenYficaYon of   Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Mutual Insurance Company 

subscribers have been used in idenYty them and credit them of individual BCBSMMIC 

subscribers. For example, in United States v. Angela Patton, et.al, (2:15-cr-20094. U.S District 

Court Eastern District Of Michigan (2015)) the government alleged that “beginning in or 

about January 2012, and continuing through in or about December 2014, in the Eastern District 

of Michigan, Angela Patton had an agreement with individuals whereby she received payments 

in exchange for obtaining and disclosing individually identifiable health information of patients 

covered by health plans and administered by Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan.  The 

fraudulently obtained personal identification information was intended to be used in identity theft 

and credit theft of individual BCBSM subscribers.” 

A Common Purpose To Be Carried out By The Members 

The members of the group, while acYng the color of law,   sought to diminished  the value of  Dr. 

Pompy’s  medical (M.D.) degree via  5th and 14th Amendment Due Process ViolaYons. Such conduct 

foreclosed  the ability of Dr. Pompy to compete in the field of medicine  in a race-neutral basis.. These 

task forces face mounYng risk of corrupYon (Exhibit 10).  Dr. Pompy provided medical services 

via a “Drug Treatment Program (Exhibit 15). J. Alan Robertson M.D., provided a medical referral 

lacking medical necessity for James Stewart aka James Howell. (Exhibit 9).  J. Alan Robertson 

M.D. aided and abeKed the violaYon of  Title 42 C.F.R. §§2.61-2.67.  

  During the invesYgaYon of Dr. Pompy for an unlawful purpose,  James Stewart, aka James 

Howell, into  Dr. Pompy’s  drug treatment   program without the statutorily required court order, 

under  CFR 42 § 2.61-2.67.  The Justice Department doesn't allow federal agents to wear 

cameras and prohibits local officers from wearing them during joint operations (Exhibit 
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17, Page 4). In order to circumvent that ban, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Mutual 

Insurance Company, Marc Moore, Robert Blair, William Paul Nichols used James Stewart, aka 

James Howell, to wear a video camera to videotape paYents. Omen, James Stewart was in one 

room, while videotaping paYents in another room. Under Mich. Admin. Code r. 325.14116 a 

substance use disorder patient’s medical records must remain confidential. Not only did Carl 

Christensen M.D., and Leon Pedell M.D. rely on reports that they are unable to guarantee its 

validity, they acquired the medical records, the identity, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment 

of a patient being treated for substance use disorder.  

   

BCBSMMIC administers health plans, as defined by 42 U.S.C §1320d-1, and was and is a 

covered entity subject to federal regulations designed to protect individually identifiable 

health information of patients, said regulations being promulgated by the Secretary of 

health and Human Services at 45 CFR 160, 162, and 164, under the authority of Section 

264 of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Pub. L. 104-191 

(codified at 42 U.S.C. §1320d-2 note) (the “HIPAA Regulations.). United States v. Angela 

Patton, et.al., (2:15-cr-20094. U.S. District Court Eastern District Of Michigan (2015) P3).   

Under a direct bank deposit protocol,   MBT financial received cash, wire and check deposits on 

behalf of Dr. Pompy’s customers.  BCBSMMIC was one such customer of Dr. Pompy.  The direct 

deposit informaYon contained sensiYve informaYon.  MBT Financial Inc. received   privileged 

informaYon fairly traceable to specific paYents.  Such informaYon falls under, and is thus 

protected under the HIPAA laws.   The invalid search and seizure of informaYon traceable to 
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specific paYent violated the HIPAA statutes. Michigan recognizes the Physician-PaYent Privilege 

Statute (MCLA 600.2157). Under Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. Sec. 330.1261 all records listing 

the identity, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of a patient being treated for substance use 

disorder are confidential. During the 9/26/2016 warrantless invalid search and seizure of Dr. 

Pompy’s office, the name and addresses of paYents undergoing substance abuse treatments 

were idenYfied, and subsequently visited by law enforcement. AddiYonally, the PaYent Rights 

Statute (MCLA 333.20201) provides in part that “a third party shall not be given a copy of the 

paYent's or resident's medical record without prior authorizaYon of the paYent or resident. 

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan, the DEA, the federal prosecutors, the State prosecutors, 

MANTIS, the Monroe Sheriff’s department, the Monroe City Police,  the Bureau’s professional 

licensing and MBT Financial Inc., should have  goKen  a direct court order for producYon of the 

records in order to fully comply with the State HIPAA privacy regulaYons.   

A common pecuniary interest of $16, 856,683   in that purpose 

The  members would benefit  from a common pecuniary interest in that purpose via : 1) a  

9/27/2016 actual with  a formal  December 2016 filing , of a  Civil forfeitures of  assets gained by 

Dr. Pompy over a  30 years , work-life  as a physician, 2) a criminal forfeiture  dated   February 

2018, 3)  conYnuaYon of  banking fees despite a   federal  criminal forfeiture , a share in the $16, 

856,683 Federal Indictment money. As an example, despite the 3/16/2018 SeKlement 

Agreement court order  dictaYng that $27,814.00  to be returned to Dr. Pompy,  Monroe County 

only returned $24, 439.00 to Dr. Pompy. (Exhibit 13) 
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Under Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32.2, the court is required to promptly enter a 

preliminary forfeiture order once the “requisite nexus between the property and the offense” 

has been established, regardless of the property interests of those other than the defendant. 

Once that nexus has been established, the order may be entered regardless of any such exisYng 

third-party interests. Amer such order has been entered, however, Rule 32.2(b)(3) authorizes the 

AKorney General “to commence proceedings that comply with any statutes governing third-

party rights.” Thus, the statutes allow for protecYon of third-party interests, but only amer the 

criminal forfeiture proceeding has been concluded.   First Merchant Bank, as Merger in 

successor to MBT Financial Inc., failed to obtain a court order under Rule 32.2 prior to the taking 

of money from a bank account locked under a federal forfeiture. 

An equal right of control to the enterprise 

First Merchant Bank, as Merger in successor to MBT Financial Inc., Monroe County via 

employees noted above, BCBSMMIC and MANTIS has equal right to control the enterprise.  

In conclusion, the First Merchant Bank, as Merger in successor to MBT Financial Inc., 

BCBSMMIC, MANTIS  parYcipated in the joint enterprise.   But for that parYcipaYon, the cascade 

of events leading to an indivisible harm would not have occurred. It was foreseeable that MBT 

Financial Inc., parYcipaYon would lead to past and future income lost, humiliaYon, pain and 

suffering in Dr. Pompy and the general public of Monroe County.  People are dying in Monroe 

County. (Exhibit 1)  

BCBSMMIC,	BCBSA,	Brian	Bishop,	MANTIS,	Marc	Moore,	Scott	Beard,	Brent	Cathey,	Shawn	

Kotch,	Robert	Blair,	the	Michigan	State	Police,	William	Paul	Nichols	and	Monroe	Assistant	
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Prosecutor	Allison	Arnold	had a duty to maintain effecYve control over diversions. 

MANTIS (Monroe Area NarcoYc Team InvesYgaYon Service) , with Marc Moore at 

its head,  has special knowledge of the market to prevent diversion. The above 

named parYes, parYcularly MANTIS, had a duty to control or halt  prescripYons 

that they knew were being diverted for likely illicit purposes. James Stewart, aka 

James Howell, presented a prescripYon at a Walgreen on Monroe St. Monroe 

Michigan 48162, under the name of James Stewart. The Monroe Walgreen filled 

the suspicious prescripYon order. James Stewart tesYfied at a DEA hearing of 

having distributed the control substances to Marc Moore without an evidence 

technician or chain of custody. The controlled substances obtained by Marc 

Moore cannot be found or authenYcated. Such behavior consYtutes premeditated 

destrucYon or evidence.  Control substances appeared in James Stewart’s aka 

James Howell’s urine drug screen. On his first visit, Dr. Pompy asked James Stewart 

if he was an informant, James Stewart lied by staYng that he was not  an 

informant wearing a wire.  James Stewart’s aka James Howell’s was an unreliable 

informant. Under Mich. Comp. Law§ 333.731 (1) (f), distributors of controlled 

substances must be licensed. Marc Moore and James Steward were not licensed 

distributors of controlled substances.   The defendants failed to control diversion 

while violaYng Mich. Comp. Law§ 333.731 (1) (f).  
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Among the violaYons of commiKed in the invesYgaYve phase, formaYve phase, 

and execuYon phase, of the affidavit supporYng the search warrant include: 

Title III, the Videotaping and Wiretapping Act. James Howell, as agent of the 

government, videotaped paYents without a search warrant, authorized by a 

US aKorney, and while  James Stewart was present in one room, and 

videotaping in another room. Such behavior consYtutes a violaYon of Title 

III.  The Statute M.C.L §600.761, does not allow extraterritorial warrants. 

Jon Lasota, Robert Blair, Marc Moore and Brian Bishop executed a state of 

Michigan Warrant against IPaYentcare Inc, in the State of New-Jersey. Jon 

Lasota, Robert Blair, Marc Moore and Brian Bishop violated MCL §600.761. 

The 9/23/2026, and 8/14/17 search warrants lacked  the  impression seal of 

the issuing Monroe District  Court , as required under MCL 780.651.The 

defendants violated MCL 780.651.  The 9/23/2026, and 8/14/17 search 

warrants were issued on the improper grounds  of a conspiracy. The 

defendants violated MCL 780.652. On 9/26/2016, due to lack of probable 

cause, and improper basis and contents of affidavit, an arrest warrant was 

unobtainable. A preliminary exam failed to show probable cause. The 

defendants violated MCL 780.653.   The 9/23/2026, and 8/14/17 search 
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warrants were listed in parYcularity different enYYes Lesly Pompy MD, and 

IntervenYonal Pain Management Associates P.C.  The 9/23/2026, and 

8/14/17 search warrants were executed on different enYYes Lesly Pompy 

MD, and IntervenYonal Pain Management Associates P.C. and IPaYentcare, 

Inc.  The search warrants were issued under improper content in violaYon 

of MCL 780. 654.  

Improper return of TabulaYon sheet data to the Monroe First District Court 

M.C.L 780.655.  Upon the seizing of property, MCL 780.655 provides that the 

officer must file the tabulaYon form promptly with the judge or district court 

magistrate; and property shall be restored to the owner of the property at the end 

of the proceedings. Moore, Blair, Chamulak, Bishop, Kotsch , Monroe City Police 

seized electronic devices containing  evidence, failed to file an accurate tabulaYon 

sheet of the evidence seized with either the Magistrate or the Judge, as required 

under MCL 780.655.  Brian Bishop broke into 533 N. Monroe St, Monroe Michigan 48162 

amer Brent Cathey of the Monroe Police Department had lem the premises. No probable for 

warrantless re-entry of Brian Bishop at 533 N. Monroe St amer Brent Cathey had lem.  Brian 

Bishop searched and seized unknown materials as evidence from the Monroe Street address.  

Brian Bishop did not return the tabulaYon sheet of evidence gathered to the Magistrates or 

Judge of The Monroe district court. Upon the seizing of property, MCL 780.655 
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provides that the officer must file the tabulaYon form promptly with the judge or 

district court magistrate; and property shall be restored to the owner of the 

property at the end of the proceedings. 

Alone, Bishop entered property 533 N. Monroe St, Monroe MI 48162 and seized 

property amer Brent Cathey (OIC) of the Monroe City Police had locked the 

property. Moore, Blair, Chamulak, Monroe City Police, Bishop, Cathey failed to file 

an accurate tabulaYon sheet of the evidence seized with either the Magistrate or 

the Judge, as required under MCL 780.655.  

Amer the transfer of the Pompy InvesYgaYon from a State to a Federal JurisdicYon, 

the plainYff’s IPAD, iPhone, IPOD were never returned, with deliberate 

indifference to   MCL 780.655 and Judge March 16, 2018 order ( Exhibit 20) . 

Monroe Police Department Chief Charles F. McCormick IV failed to train & 

supervise Brent Cathey, among others, in the proper use of the tabulaYon sheets 

amer the search and seizure performed by the Monroe City Police Officers. 

Inadequate police training may serve as the basis for municipal liability under 

SecYon 1983, but only if it amounts to “deliberate indifference.”( City of Canton v. 

Harris, 489 U.S. 378 (1989)) The elements of sustain liability for inadequate 

training arising out of SecYon 1983, are met.  The defendants violated MCL 

780.655, in contempt of a March 16, 2018 Court Order of Judge White. To date, 
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the iPhone, IPOD and IPAD containing plainYff’s medical informaYon has not been 

returned to the righFul owner.   

IN
DI
AN
A 
DF
IS 

The State of Indiana Department of Finance and Insurance InvesYgaYon has 
launched an invesYgaYon  as to    alleged search warrants at Monroe Bank and 
Trust on 9/21/2016 and 9/27/2017. At issue is the presence or absence of valid 
search warrants that was used at  Monroe Bank and Trust. (Exhibit 10) 

JURIS
DICTIONAL 
DEFECT  

The Monroe District Court is a court of limited jurisdicYon. IPaYentcare INc   lacked sufficient 

conYnuous and systemaYc presence in the State of Michigan to establish accepted personal 

jurisdicYon from the Monroe District Court. Furthermore, the Monroe District Court lacked 

subject maKer jurisdicYon and venue on the 9/26/16, 9/27/16, and 8/14/17 search warrants. 

JurisdicYon is unjusYfied. The District Court amount in controversy is limited to $25, 

000.   

MCL 780.657. Monroe County admiKed to willfully exceeding the authority of the 

Monroe Michigan District Court  submixng an extraterritorial search warrant to 
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IPaYentCare, Inc., a foreign corporaYon domiciled and headquartered in the State  

of New-Jersey. ciYzen of New Jersey. Such behavior consYtutes a violaYon of MCL 

780.657. 

MCL 780.658- the search warrants were procured by false state of Michigan 

documents ( MAPS, driver’s license of James Stewart, extraterritorial warrant 

issued by Jessica Chaffin on 9/23/2016 and Jack Vitale on 9/27/2016,  false 

statements in an affidavit  by officer Sean Street regarding Ricky Bryant’s 

morphine on 5/7/2016 , pretextual warrant by Robert Blair on 8/14/2017, 

improper transfer of evidence from Brian Bishop to Michael Hendricks on 

4/26/2018 prior to court issued search warrant of 5/23/201. The search warrants 

of 9/23/2016 unlawfully procured in violaYon of MCL 780.658. The  violaYon 

includes a penalty: Any person who maliciously and without probable cause 

procures a search warrant to be issued and executed shall be fined not more than 

$1,000.00 or imprisoned not more than 1 year. 

Issues of Court Logs 

The absence of court logs and transcripts suggest an out –of- court proceeding.  

Due process procedural safeguards were likewise absent 

ILLEGAL INVESTIGATION.   BCBSM  Zasadny and Gallagher maliciously submiKed to 

MANTIS the wrong informaYon that anesthesiologist Lesly Pompy ranked first in 
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2015 for the average number of members receiving high cost medicaYons over 

200 dollars per month, total day supply of controlled medicaYon (52,026), average 

number of members per month receiving controlled prescripYon medicaYon , and 

total quanYty dispensed of controlled prescripYon , for the sole purpose of 

defaming Dr. Pompy , treaYng the paYents as a commodity cost. 

Improbable Basis for Probable  cause for search warrants of  9/23/2016, 
9/27/2016,  and 8/14/2017. Dr. Pompy treated  paYents undergoing substance 
abuse. Dr. Pompy had a medical pracYce, licensed by the DEA to prescribe 
Buprenorphine, a drug used to wean addicts from dependence to opiates. Such 
license turns a doctor’s office into a “drug treatment program” within the 
meaning of the regulaYons. Under Title 42 C.F.R. §§2.61-2.67, a court order is 
needed before conducYng certain invesYgaYve acYons regarding medical offices 
taking care of substance abuse paYents, as a “drug treatment program.”  SecYon 
2.67 governs the use of undercover techniques in these types of invesYgaYons. An 
undercover agent sent into a “drug treatment program” must have a court order. 
BCBSMMIC, BCBSM, BCBSA, and its relevant companies, and employees, acYng 
under the direcYon and control of State and Federal governmental employees, 
(Brian Bishop, the DEA, TFO, Marc Moore, Shawn Kotch, Robert Blair, William Paul 
Nichols, Allison Arnold). BCBSMMIC was acYng as government agents. BCBSMMIC 
inserted an undercover informant/paYent, James Stewart aka James Howell, 
among others, into the office of Dr. Pompy without a court order. BCBSMMIC had 
a money loosing Medicaid insurance Contract with the state of Michigan via a 
jointly owned corporate subsidiary, named AmeriHealth Caritas.    

   The rights of BCBSMMIC as a private person  holding themselves out as agents 
of the government ( Exhibit 23), including immuniYes flowing from a private 
acYon, are not available to BCBSMMIC.  While acYng as government agents, 
BCBSMMIC had a general duty to the public and a special duty of care to 
consumers and health care providers in its network, to follow the laws of the 
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United States of America. BCBSMMIC’s failure to obtain the statutory court order 
required under Title 42 C.F.R. §§2.61-2.67, breached its duty.  Addi_onally, under 
Mich. Admin. Code r. 325.14116 a substance use disorder pa_ent’s medical 
records must remain confiden_al.  ViolaYons of  the law negates probable cause 
of the search warrants, issued by by the Monroe First District Court,   used  by 
BCBSMMIC, Robert Blair, Marc Moore, Brian Bishop used for the  acquisiYon of 
the plainYff’s medical records.      

Title 42 C.F.R. §§2.61-2.67.  

 Dr. Pompy operated  a “drug treatment program.” (Exhibit 5).  Under Title 42 
C.F.R. §§ 2.61-2.67, a court order is needed before the InvesYgaYon of a “drug 
treatment program.” Brian Bishop,  the DEA, Michael Hendricks, and Blue Cross 
Blue Shield of Michigan Mutual Insurance Company  inserted James Stewart aka 
James Howell, Jennifer Nash, JeaneKe Beeler into  a “drug treatment program.” 
Brian Bishop, MANTIS/OMNI, Marc Moore, Robert Blair, the DEA and its agents, 
DEA task force officers, Monroe ProsecuYng AKorney William Paul Nichols, APAs 
Allison Arnold, Jeffrey Yorkey, Michael Roehrig, Magistrate Judge’s Tina Todd, 
Jessica Chaffin, Judge Jack Vitale, Michael Hendricks, Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
Michigan Mutual Insurance Company and related companies among others   
lacked the statutorily required court order. In obtaining my medical records, Brian 
Bishop, MANTIS/OMNI, Marc Moore, Robert Blair , the DEA and its agents , DEA 
task force officers, Monroe ProsecuYng AKorney William Paul Nichols, APAs 
Allison Arnold, Jeffrey Yorkey, Michael Roehrig, Magistrate Judge’s Tina Todd, 
Jessica Chaffin, Judge Jack Vitale, Michael Hendricks, Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
Michigan Mutual Insurance Company and related companies,  among others, 
performed an illegal invesYgaYon, and violated Title 42 C.F.R. §§ 2.61-2.67. 
William SchueKe, Jennifer Fitzgerald, Catherine Waskiewicz, Timothy Erickson,  
Bureau of Professional Licensing, United States AKorney MaKhew Schneider, 
United States AKorney Wayne PraK, United States AKorney Brandy McMillion, 
HHS/OIG Agent Michael Hendricks used  the medical records, the “fruits of the 
poisonous tree”. As a result of the actual and proximate violaYon of Title 42 C.F.R. 
§§2.61-2.67, the plainYff was injured. The plainYff has a cause of acYon based on 
the violaYon of Title 42 C.F.R. §§2.61-2.67.   

Garbage Pull 
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MANTIS entered my carport without a search warrant and went to bags of 
materials assumed to be garbage. Such alleged garbage pull from a private 
property, represents a violaYon of the 4th amendment search and seizure rule.  

Criminal Forfeiture 

				Dr.	Pompy	is		presently	under	a	federal	criminal	forfeiture.			Under		Federal	Rule	of	

Criminal	Procedure	32.2,	the		federal	court	is	required	to	promptly	enter	a	preliminary	

forfeiture	order	once	the	“requisite	nexus	between	the	property	and	the	offense”	has	been	

established,	regardless	of	the	property	interests	of	those	other	than	the	defendant.	Once	

that	nexus	has	been	established,	the	order	may	be	entered	regardless	of	any	such	existing	

third-party	interests.	After	such	order	has	been	entered,	however,	Rule	32.2(b)(3)	

authorizes	the	Attorney	General	“to	commence	proceedings	that	comply	with	any	statutes	

governing	third-party	rights.”	Thus,	the	statutes	allow	for	protection	of	third-party	

interests,	but	only	after	the	criminal	forfeiture	proceeding	has	been	concluded.	The	Monroe	

District	is	an	improper	venue	to	litigate	the	current	case.		Due	to	a	Criminal	Forfeiture	Fed.	

Rule	of	Civ.	Procedure,	32	applies.		Portfolio	Recovery	must	`ile	for	third	party	right	to	the	

Detroit	Federal	Prosecutor	Brandy	McMillion,	Wayne	Pratt	and	Brandon	Helms.	

UNCONSTITUTION

AL CONDITIONS 

DEA/Local NarcoYc Team Drug Task Forces 

BCBSMMIC has not provided  payments receipts  to  the city, state, county, to 
law enforcement,  for Monroe county  federal  law enforcement , the DEA,  the 
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Monroe Police Department, Monroe County, Mantis,  Michigan State Police, 
Monroe County Sheriff’s Department, the City of  Monroe, Brent Cathey James 
Howell. BCBSMMIC has not provided   copies of  contract with James Howell.   

The federal DEA often provides technical assistance and federal funds to 
local drug teams task forces ( Exhibit 17). As a condition precedent to obtain 
additional federal funds, major initiatives, such as Operation Gateway and 
Operation Stone Garden, were launched.  Local state narcotic task forces, 
such as MANTIS (Monroe Area Narcotic Team Investigation Unit) searched 
for alleged “drug dealers.”Lacking the pre-requisite knowledge to determine 
medical necessity for a medical prescription, medical use versus illegal use 
of a substance, guilty action versus status as a chronic pain patient, fatal 
level   versus  non-fatal  drug levels at death,  different results resulting  
from site specific blood  collection for drug  testing,   was confounded by 
those teams. Fuel by the desire to continue the receiving of  the additional  
federal funds, the narcotic task forces  partnered  with the Insurers  in the  
participating, in a custom, or practice , amounting to a policy  of deliberate 
indifference to  constitutional rights.  The narcotic task forces, and the 
Insurers, have a strong financial incentive, and are under pressure, to find 
alleged drug dealers. The narcotic team will lose major federal 
funding associated with an independent preexisIng program Pressure that 
amounts to “coercion” will cause the new program to go beyond the 
spending power.  

The Insurers and Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Mutual Insurance 

Company 

Sound insurance underwriYng requires accurately predicYng the likelihood 

and cost of policy claims. Insurers also want to predict their future 

investment and premium income. But even the best forecasts can err. Thus 

large swings in costs or income can affect profits industry wide or in 

parYcular industry segments. Adverse selecYon typically refers to the 
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theoreYcal tendency for high-risk people to be more interested in insurance 

than low-risk people are. For example, all else equal, someone with a 

history of medical problems (i.e. chronic disabling intractable pain)  is more 

likely to be concerned about losing health insurance than someone who has 

always been in good health. Similarly, Insurers face parYcularly acute 

uncertainty when wriYng “long tail” coverage that may extend for many 

years amer premiums are received.  The costs of paying out on claims for 

chronic pain  risks, for example, increased dramaYcally and unexpectedly at 

the Yme someone become a chronic pain paYent, resulYng in unanYcipated 

losses for insurers that wrote the policies. Such unanYcipated changes can 

result in underwriYng cycles in which profits for health insurers swing from 

well above the historic average to well below it—and back. These cycles, in 

turn, can have poliYcal consequences: Insurers may face populist 

resentment when profits are high, and may seek government support and 

favors when profits are low.  In anYcipaYon for the profit cycles, the 

Insurers purposefully intertwine their business with government acYons.  

Statement of Works ( SOW) reveal that the Insurers are awarded public 

funding for the Insurers privately –run health insurance plan. The Blue Cross 

health insurers provide the majority of health insurance plans to the 

employees of state of Michigan and federal governments.  In return, the 

Insurers provide employee, such as James Stewart aka James Howell, as   

agents of the government. These agents allow state and federal agencies to 

bypass consYtuYonal safeguards, via false:  driver’s licenses, medical 

referrals, social security cards, PDMP reports, statements (e.g.  Sean Street 

5/7/2016 affidavits) in the affidavits supporYng facially defecYve 
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extraterritorial search warrants (e.g. the 9/23/2016 Monroe District Court 

Search warrant). The Insurers refuse to speak on the topic. As payers and 

keepers of medical metadata, the Insurers know, or should know, that the 

majority of deaths from this “Opiods Crisis” arises from, or is related to, 

illegal street Opiods.  The Insurers know that such a message about the 

cause of death would be unpopular with the DEA, MANTIS, and other 

narcoYcs task forces.  Where government decides to award public funding 

for a privately-run program the doctrine of “ unconsYtuYonal  

condiYon” may prevent government from condiYoning the funding on the 

recipient’s agreement to (i) give up its right to speak on certain topics, or (ii) 

deliver certain messages with which recipient doesn’t agree. The Insurers 

consciously choose to parYcipate in an unconsYtuYonal condiYon.  

Michigan Compiled Laws, Chapter 333. Health § 333.7403a 

In the pursuit of saYsfying the unconsYtuYonal condiYons, the Insurers and 

local drug task forces have agreements to violate the law.  AddiYonal acts, 

in furtherance of the agreement, were commiKed in violaYons of the law. 

Michigan Compiled Laws, Chapter 333. Health § 333.7403 (a) provides:  (1) 

A person shall not fraudulently obtain or aKempt to obtain a controlled 

substance or a prescripYon for a controlled substance from a health care 

provider. James Stewart, aka James Howell obtained controlled substances 

via a medical referral for pain management services prescribed by 

BCBSMMIC’s physician J. Alan Robertson. The medical referral intenYonally 

misrepresented the medical condiYon of James Stewart, Aka James Howell. 

James Stewart consumed controlled substances which appear on his urine 
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drug screen. In the pursuit of the federal dollar, the Insurers,  J.  Alan 

Robertson M.D, James Stewart, Aka James Howell, and MANTIS violated 

M.C.L § 333.7403 9 (a). 

 Lack of Probable Cause 

MCL	 600.2169(1)	 (a)	 requires	 an	 expert	 to	 have	 board	 certi`ication	 that	

“matches”	 the	 basic	 board	 certi`ication	 of	 the	 defendant	 doctor.	 Dr.	 Carl	

Christensen	is	certi`ied	in	the	`ield	of	Obstetrics	and	addiction	Medicine.	Dr.	

Pompy	 is	board	certi`ied	 in	 the	 `ields	of	Anesthesiology,	Pain	Management,	

and	 addiction	 medicine.	 Dr.	 Carl	 Christensen	 lacks	 the	 same	 education,	

experience,	and	abilities	 to	perform	nerve	 interventional	pain	blocks	as	Dr.	

Pompy.	 	 Under	 the	 Daubert	 Standard,	 Dr.	 Carl	 Christensen	 lacked	 the	

quali`ication	of	an	expert	witness	capable	of	providing	probable	cause	in	an	

af`idavit	in	support	of	a	search	warrant.			

                                                        EQUAL PROTECTION 

Race based discriminaYon 

Dr. Pompy is of the African American black male race with dark skin, with HaiY as 

the naYon of origin.   The doctor is of non-white, non-Hispanic race, and are 

members of a minority group.  The doctor is being denied the opportunity to 

compete in pracYce medicine on a race-neutral basis. Doctors, from minority 

groups, are underrepresented in the total populaYon of physicians. Yet, doctors of 

black skin represent the majority of physicians selected for invesYgaYon. The 

difference in treatment between physicians, based on race, consYtutes a 

discriminaYon. Dr. Pompy faces discriminaYon by being prevented to compete in 
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the pracYce of medicine on a race- neutral basis.   Based on race, the doctor is a 

member of the “suspect Class” for strict scruYny under a process of judicial 

review. Under a strict scruYny review,  BCBSMMIC operaYng jointly in the state of 

Pennsylvania and Michigan  via an agency relaYonship in AmeriHealth Caritas, 

have the burden of persuasion to show that the discriminaYon served a 

compelling objecYve, and that a least restricYve means of invesYgaYon was not 

available.  

The equal protecYon clause prevents states from discriminaYng against individuals 

based on “individual classificaYon. “ Dr. Pompy is a members of the “suspect Class 

“based on race-based classificaYon of pain paYents. Physicians have fundamental 

rights in their possessory interest in their medical license, DEA registraYon, and X-

DEA registraYon. Pursuant to custom and usage,   physicians are typically classified 

based on their area of special training,   namely their specialty.  The equal 

protecYon clause prevents states from discriminaYng against any group being 

denied a fundamental right. To surpass strict scruYny, the government must show 

the legislaYon is necessary and tailored to achieve a compelling government 

interest. “Under the 14th Amendment of the U.S. consYtuYon, every enYty of the 

class of a natural person, every medical specialist member of the physician class, 

has a right to the opportunity to compete in the pracYce of medicine on a race-

neutral basis. The state actors denied the Doctor of the opportunity to compete in 

the pracYce of medicine on a race-neutral basis.   BCBSMMIC, MANTIS, DEA, Marc 

Moore, Robert Blair and Brian Bishop violated   the equal protecYon laws.  

Minority, independent physician, discriminaYon 
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The equal protecYon clause prevents states from discriminaYng against individuals 

based on “individual classificaYon.’’  Dr. Pompy is a member of the “suspect class 

“based on race-based classificaYon and   business status. Dr. Pompy is a member 

of a minority group.  Dr. Pompy were involved in the independent pracYce of 

medicine, and was not working as an employed physicians.  Analysis of the data of 

physicians targeted for criminal invesYgaYons belong to the suspect class of being 

physicians and members of a minority group. Most of the targeted physicians 

were involved in the business model of being an independent physician, of non-

employee status.  

PROCEDURAL DUE 

PROCESS 

   The 14th Amendment’s Due Process Clause: this is the requirement that the 

state, or their government agents, act with adequate or fair procedures when it 

deprives a person of life, liberty or property. The doctor had  a property interest in 

their State of Pennsylvania, State of Michigan, State of New-York and State of 

Florida medical license.  BCBSMMIC, BCBSA  and IBC placed in stream of 

commerce opioid monitoring somware meant to produce probable cause to 

induce criminal proceedings against Dr. Pompy.   A duty of procedural due process 

is required prior to the Blue Cross  insurers causing a loss in that property interest. 

IBC, BCBSMMIC and AmeriHealth Caritas (the Insurers) are private corporaYons 

who are funcYoning as State Agents.  By virtue of a contract with the Blue Cross 

Provider  Trust Plan, a fiduciary relaYonship existed with the physicians and IBC, 

BCBSMMIC and AmeriHealth Caritas. Pursuant to the fiduciary relaYonship, IBC, 
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BCBSMMIC and AmeriHealth Caritas had a duty to provide noYce, disclose to the 

Doctors of acYve invesYgaYon against the doctor and to use a lawful invesYgaYon.  

The Doctor was owed a duty of procedural due process prior to the inducement of 

criminal acYon by The Insurers.  Prior to the criminalizaYon of alleged behavior of 

the doctor,   IBC ,  BCBSMMIC  and  AmeriHealth Caritas failed to : 1)  give noYce ,  

2) provide a hearing,  3) provide  discovery,  4) give the doctors the  ability for 

confrontaYon and cross examine the accusers and their data, 5) provide   an 

imparYal tribunal, a report, 6) allow for counsel , as necessary. As State Actors,  

the insurers violated the due process of the doctor.  

STATE 

INVOLVEMENT 

DOCTRINE 

DirecYon and Control 

  Under the direcYon and control of law enforcement,  IBC ,  BCBSMMIC  and  

AmeriHealth Caritas  : 1) inserted  agents, such as James Howell,   into the “ drug 

treatment”  medical pracYce  without  the  statutorily  required  court order under  

CFR 42 § 2.61-2.67; 2) perform invalid warrantless searches on the banks,  

paYents , and the  Doctors.    By the sharing of  informaYon without  the 

appropriate search warrant,  the placement of undercover agents  into the 

medical pracYce  who reported  to law enforcement, the  assuming of risks  

tradiYonally the domain of  law enforcement  funcYons  ( Exhibit 23) : IBC ,  

BCBSMMIC  and  AmeriHealth Caritas are involved in conduct that’s  tradiYonally a 
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“ public funcYon.” IBC, BCBSMMIC and AmeriHealth Caritas assumed risks 

associated with state funcYons.  

Private Providers of Employees as State Actors 

The Insurers supply employees, such as James Howell, aka James Stewart, to act 

under the direcYon, and control of law enforcement. Blue Cross inserted itself into 

the opioid controversy, and became intertwined with law enforcement. Even if the 

private individual is not doing something that’s tradiYonally a “public funcYon,” 

his conduct may consYtute state acYon if the state is heavily involved in his 

acYviYes. The Insurers acquire, disclose, and dispose warrantless PDMP 

(PrescripYon Drug Monitoring Program) data, and privileged medical records. The 

evidence was turned to law enforcement.  This behavior consYtutes “state 

involvement” by the Insurers under state-acYon doctrine. Blue Cross and its 

employees become state agents. Similar to law officers “State agents “are liable if 

they cause consYtuYonal   injuries. By virtue of their acYons as state agents and 

also in their private capacity, BCBSMMIC  and  AmeriHealth Caritas  violated CFR 

42 § 2.61-2.67, Miranda, Search and Seizure consYtuYonal laws, and rights against 

self-incriminaYon. The Insurers have no qualified immunity for their acYon as 

state actors.  

Recognition by Government Actors 

The private  Insurers commonly  supply expert witnesses, such as  Dr. Carl 

Christensen, Dr. J  Alan  Robertson,  for DEA and State medical  boards , for state-

organized  liYgaYons against  physicians. The Insurers commonly supply 

informants, such as James Stewart, aka James Howell, for DEA and State medical 

boards, for state-organized liYgaYons against physicians. The state recognizes the 
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acYvity of the private business, the Insurers, in state-organized acYvity.   If a 

state formally recognizes the role played by a  private associaYon in a parYcular 

type of state-organized acYvity, that recogniYon classifies the parYcipants in the 

associaYon as state actors. IBC, BCBSMMIC, AmeriHealth Caritas, (the Insurers) 

among others, were recognized by the government for their associaYons, by 

virtue of their involvement in federal indictments, DEA hearing, civil and criminal 

forfeitures, and medical board hearings.  The Insurers are classified as State 

Actors.  

Closure of   AlternaYve Channels 

The majority of the paYents with chronic pain can maintain funcYon with 

treatment with Opiods. The majority of the deaths occurred because of use of 

illegal street opioid, and not from prescripYons by physicians.  The DEA and 

Medicare opioid data  holding all pain doctors as potenYal drug dealers was 

substanYally  over inclusive  relaYve to the goal of safety and the public welfare. 

AlternaYve treatments to the Opiods, such as nerve blocks, epidural nerve blocks,  

radiofrequency ablaYon, sympatheYc nerve blocks, acupuncture,  implantable 

devices,  and intervenYonal  products are more costlier, may not be any safer due 

to risks ( nerve damage,  spinal bleeds, blood clot, paralysis, meningiYs, Yssue 

damage , infecYons,  death , nor more efficacious  than the medicaYons. The 

decision whether to use medicaYons, nerve blocks, intervenYonal procedure, and 

alternaYve medicine goes to the essence of the pracYce of the field of medicine.  

Different treatments generate different risks. There are no risk-free procedures.  

Non-physicians, lacking a medical license, and yet assert the superiority of a 

unilateral, one-dimensional, approach to pain management, simply fail to consider 

the totality of the risks. The non-physicians, such as the Insurers, acYvely advocate 
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with the state to close the opioid channels of medical treatments for chronic pain. 

The Insurers advocate without demonstraYng that the alternaYve channels are 

best for the health, safety, and the general welfare of the populaYon.  

Advocacy of Illegal Conduct 

1. The Insurers BCBSMMIC provide employees, such as James Stewart aka 

James Howell, to other state actors.  James Stewart videotaped paYents, 

protected under CFR 42 § 2.61-2.67, undergoing medical treatments in 

“drug treatment Suboxone programs”.  The Insurers furnish those 

videotapes to law enforcement as probable cause in affidavits, offered in 

support of search warrants of physicians.  Those defecYve search warrants 

search    produce tainted evidence (the fruits of the poisonous tree). The 

Insurers intended to violate the  Private Racketeer Influence and Corrupt 

OrganizaYons (RICO)  Act ViolaYon ( 18  U.S.C. §§ 1961-1968) 

a. PaYent in pain have a right to medical treatment based on the 

American Disability Act,  Joint Commission on hospital  AccreditaYon 

OrganizaYon ( JACHO) pain as the 5th vital sign,  and under the 

Controlled Substance Act ( CSA)  21 U.S.C. 802 (56) (c).  

b. Except for civil  negligence, the physician’s  judgment in regular course 

of business in maKer related to necessity, reasonableness, and 
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legiYmacy of medical treatment is irrevocable and cannot be challenged 

under (21 U.S.C. 802 (56) (c). 

c.  OperaYon Gateway and OperaYon Stone garden pumped federal 

dollars  into  MANTIS ( Monroe Area NarcoYcs Teams InvesYgaYon)  of 

Monroe County, Michigan .  

d. A RICO conspiracy existed by the agreement between - BCBSA, Blue 

Cross Complete of Michigan LLC ( BCCMLLC), BCBSMMIC, BCBSM ,  

IBCBS , AC , Robert Blair, Marc Moore, Brian Bishop, William Chamulak, 

Sean Street,  MANTIS,  Michael Zsenyuk ,  Jim Gallagher , Brian Zasadny, 

Dr. J Alan  Robertson, Dr. Carl Christensen, the Michigan  Bureau of 

Professional Licensing,  James Stewart aka James Howell, Magistrate 

Jessica Chaffin, Magistrate Tina Todd, Judge Jack Vitale – to commit a 

crime.  

e. The State of Michigan uses the PDMP (prescripYon drug Monitoring 

Program) called MAPS, to monitor the prescripYon and usage of 

controlled substances. MAPS contain personal medicaYon informaYon 

regarding the individual paYents filling controlled substances. 

f. In furtherance of the conspiracy, an overt act was commiKed.  
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g. James Stewart, aka James Howell, was given a false state of Michigan 

driver’s license, a false federal  social security card, a false state  

Michigan PDMP ( PrescripYon Drug  Monitoring Program),   MAPS 

( Michigan Automated PrescripYon Report ) 

h. Many of the individual involved in the agreement are high government 

officials that render the work impossible for a local prosecutor.  

i. MANTIS, Marc Moore, Robert Blair, Brian Bishop, Brent Cathey, William 

Paul Nichols, BCBSA,  BCCMLLC, BCBSMMIC, BCBSM ,  IBCBS  and  AC 

consYtute an enterprise 

j. The enterprise acted with the common goals of 1) achieving pecuniary 

gain, 2) bypass the 4th Amendment search and seizures consYtuYonal 

safeguards,  and procedural and substanYve 14th Amendment Due 

process of the privacy of  PDMP (PrescripYon Drug Monitoring Program) 

data , and privileged medical records. 

k. The enterprise affected interstate commerce in the health care 

insurance market compeYYon. BCBSA is domicile in the state of Illinois, 

BCBSMMIC and  BCBSM are domicile in the state of Michigan, IBC and  

AC are  domiciled in the state of Pennsylvania, IPaYentcare Inc is 

domiciled in the state of New-Jersey.  
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l. The racketeering acts involve :  

i. 1)  mail and wire fraud by refusing to pay the physician for  work  

performed by the physician ( them of Services ),   

ii. 2)  ExtorYon by seeking  to obtain property via the color of official 

right.  A  civil forfeiture sought   about $1,800, 000; a  criminal 

forfeiture sought about  $1,800, 000.00;  and a federal indictment  

seeks   $16, 856,683.  

iii. fraudulently obtain or aKempt to obtain a controlled substance by undercover 

agents , under MCL § 333.7403a  

iv. Concealment that  the Blue Cross defendants  control the payment for 

prescripYon of controlled services via the Blue Cross “ Prior- AuthorizaYon 

Process “ ( Exhibit 20)   

v.   On August 15, 2017 Blair faxed a message and a search warrant 

dated 8/14/2017 to IPaYentcare Inc.  The message reads as follows: 

“To: RepresentaYve” at IPaYentcare: 

“I am wriYng to you today to inform you that the Monroe Area NarcoYcs and 

InvesYgaYve Service (MANTIS) has been conducYng an invesYgaYon into one of 

your clients Dr. Lesly Pompy MD. In September of 2016 we provided you with a 
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search warrant for Dr. Pompy’s medical files for 2 years. During the invesYgaYon 

there has been some debate whether the original warrant included the files that 

you store for Dr. Dr. Pompy. In order to avoid any further issues on this maKer we 

have completed a new search warrant specific for your locaYon and the files in 

quesYon. It should be noted that you do not need to provide the files again. You 

already provided us with this informaYon when requested in 2016. There is no 

need to send us any files at this Yme.” 

“Thank you for your Yme.” 

(S) “Det. Robert Blair (MANTIS)                                                                                                                                                                                               

734-240-2605” 

The search warrant of 8/14/17 was known to BCBSMMIC, BCBSM, Monroe County 

Prosecutor William Paul Nichols, Assistant Prosecutor Michael G. Roehrig, their 

assistants, and any and all magistrates or judges of Monroe County Court,  in 

terms of forms and substances. 

m.  The 8/14/2017  fax leKer intenYonally sought to  concealment of the  

defecYve 9/23/2016  search warrant with the name of the issuing court 

whitened, via a  8/14/2017 cover-up pretextual search warrant  ( Exhibit 

8). 
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n. Upon informaYon and belief, a paKern of racketeering can be found in 

the case of Dr. Lesly Pompy in Michigan, Dr. Neil Anand in Pennsylvania,  

Dr. Richard Kaul in New-Jersey, Dr. Bothra in Michigan, among others. 

o. By mail service in 2017 ,  BCBSM and BCBSMMIC  noYfied  the plainYff  

on non-payment of claims (Exhibit 25) 

p.  Via various partnerships and subsidiaries, the Blue Cross Franchisees 

invested proceeds of their income in AC and other subsidiaries.  

q. BCBSA is the master franchisor tasked with supervision and control of 

the 36 Blue Cross Franchisors. 

r. The franchisees invest their proceeds in partnerships, and subsidiaries. 

s. IBC, AC, BCBSMMIC, BCBSM and BCCMLLC, are or own subsidiaries of 

different businesses having different legal structure and tax liabiliYes. 

Some accumulate profits, some accumulates losses, and some are used 

to pass through payments.  They also issue improper 1099 reports to 

the IRS. Discovery is necessary to resolve genuine issue of material facts 

to resolve transfer payments between the for-profit, the non-profit, the 

partnerships, and the  mutual insurance companies. 
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t. AmeriHealth Caritas (AC) manages: 1) the partnership AmeriHealth 

Caritas Pennsylvania, which is covered by Vista Health Plans, Inc, d/b/a/ 

AmeriHealth First, and 2) AmeriHealth Caritas, Michigan. 

u.  The  above  enumerated parYcipants  violated the RICO Act 

SHERMAN ACT 

ANTI-TRUST 

VIOLATION 

The Sherman AnYtrust Act prohibits the restraint of trade. BCBSMMIC, BCBSM are 

the only State of Michigan chartered   Health Insurance Company with a presence 

in all counYes in the State of Michigan. BCBSMMIC, BCBSM occupy a dominant 

monopolisYc market posiYon in the state of Michigan. On August 8, 2017 Zazadny 

wrote the following statement on a corporate & financial invesYgaYons case 

assignment /data sheet (CAD):   “8/8/17 BSZ: The State of Michigan LARA 

suspended Pompy’s license as of 8/4/17 based upon his invesYgaYon. Loss was 

determined from the 1099 report from 2012 through mid2016 and prescripYon 

costs for the same Yme frame. The 1099 submiKed to Blue Cross for Dr. Pompy to 

the IRS was erroneous. This amount was used based on the records of the 

undercover visits and how they were documented by Pompy.  BCBSMMIC 

employee Brian Zazadny took credit for the suspension of Dr. Pompy’s medical 
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license. A physician is legally able to pracYce medicine only if he possesses a 

medical license in the appropriate state. The suspension of a medical doctor 

consYtutes a professional death sentence to a physician.  Brian Zazadny 

celebrated his causing a disproporYonate punishment, amounYng to a violaYon of 

the 8th Amendment, a cruel and unusual punishment. 

Due to the physical proximity of the addicYon medical pracYces offices, Carl 

Christensen M.D., knew that he was a compeYtor of Dr. Pompy. Carl Christensen 

M.D., BCBSM and BCBSMMIC   knew with substanYal certainty that the   

suspension of Dr. Pompy’s state of Michigan Medical License would reduce 

compeYYon in the field of addicYon medicine.  Carl Christensen M.D.  profited 

from the lack of compeYYon. Dr. Carl Christensen was a compeYtor to Dr. Pompy, 

in the profession of providing medical services 

AcYng within the scope of his employment, the anY-compeYYve acYons   of Dr. 

Christensen caused Dr. Pompy to lose his medical license, DEA and X-DEA 

registraYon, and thus effecYvely place Dr. Pompy out of business.  Dr. 

Christensen’s acYon served to restraint the trade of Dr. Pompy.  

The franchisor Blue Cross Blue Shield AssociaYon, via its 36 Blue Cross 

Franchisees, represents a naYonal enterprise with intenYonal anYcompeYYve 
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business pracYces that amounted to a violaYon of the Sherman AnY-Trust Act. 

BCBSM, BCBSMMIC, BCBSA have a rich history of violaIon of the Sherman Act 

AnY-Trust ViolaYon (IN RE BLUE CROSS ANTI-TRUST LITIGATION MDL. Case 2:13 

-CV-20000-RDP Document 2610. Under U. S v. Hilton Hotels Corp, (9th Cir. 1972), 

BCBSMMIC is liable for the violaYon of the Sherman AnY-Trust Act.  

  

TITLE  42 C.F.R. 

§§2.61-2.67 

Title 42 C.F.R. §§2.61-2.67 provide for a statutory court order prior to the inserYon 

of an undercover agent into a “ Drug Treatment Program “ for up to 6 months. Dr. 

Pompy provided a “ drug treatment Program ‘’for paYents addicted to drugs.  

Under the direcYon and supervision of Robert Blair, Marc Moore, Brian Bishop, 

William Chamulak, Sean Street, and MANTIS ,  BCBSMMIC and  BCBSM inserted 

their employee, James Stewart, aka James Howell, Jennifer Nash, JeanneKe Beeler 

into the medical pracYce of Dr. Pompy. The inserYon of the undercover was done 

in the absence of the statutorily required court order prior to the inserYon of an 

undercover in a federal drug program.  During the 9/26/2016 warrantless invalid 

search of Dr. Pompy’s office, the name and addresses of paYents undergoing 

substance abuse treatments were idenYfied, and subsequently visited by law 
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enforcement. The paYents are members of the class of people meant to be 

protected by the statute.  Consistent with a paKern or custom, amounYng to  a 

policy  of deliberate indifference to clearly established  laws, MANTIS, BCBSMMIC, 

Robert Blair, Marc Moore, Brian Bishop  violated Title 42 C.F.R. §§2.61-2.67 

  CONSTITUTIONAL DEFAMATION UNDER  42 

U.S. C § 1983 

While acYng under the direcYon of the Michigan State Police, the Monroe County 

Sheriff’s department, MANTIS, plus the DEA, James Stewart, aka James Howell 

and Carl Christensen M.D were employees of Blue Cross, acYng as state agents.  

James Stewart, aka James Howell and Carl Christensen M.D published to third 

parYes that Dr. Pompy was running a “pill mill” to third parYes, namely Marc 

Moore, Brian Bishop, and Robert Blair. The laKer three did rely, in whole or in 

part, on the James Stewart, aka James Howell statements, in deciding to detain 

the plainYff without an arrest warrant on 9/23/2016.  The false defamatory 

statements by the state actors provide a raYonal basis for a consYtuYonal 

defamaYon. Such acYon consYtutes a violaYon of the Fourteenth Amendment. 42 

U.S. C § 1983 provide for a remedy for the violaYon of the 14th amendment.  The 

plainYff has a consYtuYonal claim against the Blue Cross and its employees, for 

defamaYon under § 1983 to incite or produce lawless acYon.  James Stewart, aka 

James Howell, J. Alan Robertson, Carl Christensen M.D, MANTIS, BCBSMMIC, 

Robert Blair, Marc Moore, Brian Bishop succeeded to produce or incite lawless 

acYon.  
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VIOLATION OF THE LANHAM ACT  ( 41 

U.S.C. §1125)  

Michael Zsenyuk ,  Jim Gallagher , Brian Zazadny , James Howell,  Diane Silas , Carl 

Christensen M.D ,  J. Alan Robertson  M.D.,  are apparent  employees, and or 

agents of BCBSM, BCCMMIC, and BCCNLL. The employers are liable under a 

theory of Respondeat superior Via employees  Michael Zsenyuk ,  Jim Gallagher , 

Brian Zasadny , James Stewart aka James  Howell,  Diane Silas , Carl Christensen 

M.D ,  J. Alan Robertson  M.D, BCBSMMIC, BCBSM placed in the stream of 

commerce,  somware to monitor the prescribing habits of physicians.  The 

somware does not know the mental states of the  opioid prescribers. BCBSMMIC 

and BCBSM have implied and express warranYes as to the accuracy of the opioid 

monitoring somware. In 2016, the  validity of the somware had not been 

authenYcated and  was classified as experimental. BCBSMMIC and BCBSM did not 

warn the users of the somware that while somware may determine the Actus Rea 

of a crime, but the somware does not determine the mens rea and concurrence of 

a crime. The defects were hidden (Exhibit 7). 

BCBSMMIC holds out the opioid monitoring somware as a mean of controlling the 

prescripYon of control substances to employers as a mean of reducing health care 

premiums.  BCBSMMIC and BCBSM hold out the somware as a mean of controlling 
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the prescripYon of control substances to government agencies in a private-public 

partnership. BCBSMMIC and BCBSM’s Opioid Data analyYc somware standard 

criminalizes acts based on an evidence standard of plausibility and not the 

consYtuYonally required beyond a reasonable doubt evidenYary standard. The 

opportunity to confront   the accuracy of the data is not available under cross-

examinaYon. BCBSMMIC and BCBSM Opioid Data analyYc  somware and 

invesYgaYon protocols alters law enforcement protocols  create a consYtuYonally 

void for vagueness law by altering the evidenYary standard for probable cause. 

BCBSMMIC and BCBSM  Opioid Data analyYc  somware and invesYgaYon protocols 

alters the standard of medical care provided to pain from the existence of an 

empathic doctor/paYent relaYonship to one of risk avoidance, and violaYon of the 

American Disability Act ( ADA) .  By inducing fear of a  raid, incarceraYon, 

forfeiture of assets, and the  loss of medical licensure  on physicians  who treat 

chronic pain, the policies of Blue Cross violated the ADA. The chronic disabling 

pain paYent’s bodily funcYons are sufficiently limited to classify the plainYffs as 

disabled, pursuant to the ADA. As such, the paYents  had a right  to receive proper 

pain care per Rights to Treatment under 42 U.S.C. Chapter 126. The chronic 

disabling pain paYent  belongs to the class of paYents whom,  the Act intended to 

protect.  
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As the natural and probable cause of the fear, many physicians have either 

abandoned or undertreated  paYents who need opioids. As a result, the death 

rate has risen( Exhibit 1). BCBSMMIC and BCBSM  Opioid Data analyYc  somware 

and invesYgaYon protocols alters legal duYes under the American Disability Act, 

EMTALA, Pain as the 5th Vital Sign under JACHO. The somware pursues an 

economic interest and not a health interest. The somware intenYonally 

misrepresents material facts. Michael Zsenyuk ,  Jim Gallagher , Brian Zazadny , 

James Stewart aka James  Howell,  Diane Silas , Carl Christensen M.D ,   and J. Alan 

Robertson  M.D,  were employees at BCBSMMIC, BCBSM and BCCNLLC, BCBSA.  

Brian Zazadny assigned James Howell in January 2016 to conduct undercover visits 

to PlainYff’s office under the supervision of Lt. Marc Moore. Brian Zazadny 

furnished Monroe County Prosecutor with data mining  Prescriber Bloc Analysis, 

UYlizaYon Review, Pharmacy UYlizaYon, and confidenYal MAPS reports, that 

represented  Dr. Pompy solely as an anesthesiologist, and not also,  as a  

combined, board cerYfied pain and addicYon medicine specialist. As a result of 

the misrepresentaYon, Dr. Pompy suffered damages.  Dr. Pompy was pracYcing 

medicine in the State of Michigan under medical license No. 4301058720 unYl he 

was served on August 4, 2017 with an Order of Summary Suspension of his 

medical license and an AdministraYve Complaint from Michigan Bureau of 
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Professional Licensing (BPL), dated August 3, 2017. BPL relied on the Blue Cross 

data analyYcs.  

Jody Gembarsky , Michael Zsenyuk ,  Jim Gallagher , Brian Zazadny , James Stewart 

aka James  Howell,  Diane Silas , Carl Christensen M.D  used the  BCBSMMIC 

defecYve  somware to generate the following report : PRESCRIBER BLOCK 

ANALYSIS, PHARMACY UTILIZATION REVIEW, and PROVIDER REPORTS. The Office 

of Monroe County ProsecuYng AKorney (MCPA), the Drug Enforcement 

AdministraYon (DEA), MANTIS ( Monroe Area NarcoYc Team InvesYgaYon Unit), 

MSP ( Michigan State Police,  and the Bureau of Professional Licensing (BPL) had 

access to the Opioid Prescribing Rate created by federal government under 

Medicare. BCBSMMIC introduced in the stream of interstate commerce an 

alternaYve somware to that of Medicare, Appriss Health. The  BCBSMMIC somware 

uses a general staYsYcal method to infer the commission of  specific  criminal 

acYvity.  BCBSMMIC somware classified  Dr. Pompy as an anesthesiologist, while 

the doctor was pracYcing mostly in the field of pain management  and addicYon 

medicine, and less so in the field of anesthesiology. The BCBSMMIC and   BCBSM   

Opioid Monitoring somware is used in other states as part of interstate commerce, 

parYcularly in the States of Michigan and Pennsylvania. The somware does not 

provide a raYonal basis to show that alternaYve non-opioid treatments are safer, 
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or efficacious, than opioid treatment. The somware is not reliable. Carl Christensen 

M.D. failed to ensure the reliability of the opioid monitoring somware by  failing  

to normalize different controlled substances of different strength, potency, or  

duraYon.  Carl Christensen M.D. failed to ensure the reliability of the opioid 

monitoring somware by  failing  to convert the number of pills of various strength 

into MME ( Morphine Milligram Equivalent) consistent with a pill mill,  by failing  

to consider the Monroe County Michigan  prescribing rate  in indicaYng the 

presence of a pill mill. Dr. Pompy’s  2016  opioid prescribing rate as listed by 

Medicare was about 52% , a number which  is inconsistent with  the status  of a  

pill mill. Carl Christensen M.D. , and the somware failed to ensure the reliability of 

the Urine Drug Screen results by  failing  to  consider the validity of the urine drug 

screen results. The appropriate batch-specific  documents of chain of custody of 

specimen, calibraYon of LCMS machine,  reagents control, diluYon protocol of 

laboratory equipment and the state of cerYficaYon of the equipment was 

deliberately not considered.  Carl Christensen M.D. failed to ensure the reliability 

of the Urine Drug Screen results by failing to consider equipment performance, 

failed to show that the tesYng machines were reliable, in proper working order, 

and operated by a competent technician. Despite lacking specific staYsYcal  -  

namely sensiYvity, specificity, standard deviaYon, mean, median, mode, error 

rate-the BCBSMMIC somware reports were provided  to the Office of Monroe 
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County ProsecuYng AKorney (MCPA), the Drug Enforcement AdministraYon (DEA), 

MANTIS ( Monroe Area NarcoYc Team InvesYgaYon Unit), MSP ( Michigan State 

Police,   the Bureau of Professional Licensing (BPL), the New-York State Health 

EducaYon Department, and ulYmately the State of Pennsylvania Medical board.  

The Office of Monroe County ProsecuYng AKorney (MCPA), the Drug Enforcement 

AdministraYon (DEA), MANTIS ( Monroe Area NarcoYc Team InvesYgaYon Unit), 

MSP ( Michigan State Police,  and the Bureau of Professional Licensing (BPL)  relied 

on  the BCBSMMIC somware. BCBSMMIC proprietary somware allows the company 

to receive payment in kind,  statements of Works contracts from the State,  in 

police services , acquisiYon of business accounts,  and via resYtuYons from  assets 

received from the Federal government, the  State of Michigan  from proceeds of  

Civil Forfeitures, Criminal Forfeitures. BCBSMMIC and BCBSM largely benefits from 

the forfeited property. BCBSMMIC and BCBSM recuperate cost-plus discounts 

granted by the physician to the insurer but seeks the non-discounted, gross billed 

amount, as reimbursement.  

BCBSMMIC and  BCBSM calls the private-public partnership as a  “Recovery/Cost 

Savings”. The “Recovery/Cost Savings”, impoverish the physician, but  unjustly 

enrich BCBSMMIC and BCBSM, while providing for excessive bonus to the 

members of the insurer’s execuYve class. It is not common for other health 
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insurance companies to introduce similar opioid monitoring somware into the 

stream of commerce. The profit moYve aids and abet the aggressive behavior of 

Blue Cross.  Jody Gembarsky, the pharmacy manager at Blue Cross Blue Shield of 

Michigan, eported to be ahead of state and Federal  government data, because 

BCBSM generate its own data via the opioid monitoring somware. The BCBSM, 

BCBSMMIC,  and BCBSA’s  somware , in a manner not common by other health 

care insurers, allows the DEA to perform warrantless searches of  paYent  specific 

PDMP data and privileged medical records. 

The  sensiYvity, specificity, average score, standard deviaYon, mean, median, 

mode , Z-Score, error rate, and sample size of the underlying populaYon , that 

generated   the opioid prescribing rate is absent from the BCBSM, BCBSMMIC 

somware. The opioid prescribing rate generated by CMS Medicare data and 

BCBSMMIC Data are inconsistent. BCBSM and BCBSMMIC had a proprietary 

incenYve to invesYgate incurred claims and report recoveries of paid claims 

deemed fraudulent by their CIF Department. BCBSM and BCBSMMIC had an 

incenYve to invesYgate incurred claims, being allowed an adjustment to incurred 

claims up to the amount of fraud reducYon expenses. Arising from a cost-plus 

reimbursement scheme,  BCBSM and BCBSMMIC had an incenYve to claim 

underwriYng loss, increase premiums, and pay high bonus to its CEO. 
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 BCBSM and BCBSMMIC‘s somware provided staYsYcal data,  prescriber block 

analysis,  CFI data and pharmacy uYlizaYon of 2016, 2017, and 2018 for monetary 

gain from Dr. Pompy. BCBSM and BCBSMMIC ‘s somware provide is  used  as an 

anY-fraud somware in its Medicare Advantage Claims, a web-based somware 

across the country to monitor doctors and faciliYes, and subsequently, it 

expanded the program to review claims submiKed for every benefit plan.  

Chronic pain paYents are sicker and consume a greater amount of health care 

than the general populaYon. Thus, chronic pain paYents commonly cost the 

insurer more money than non-chronic diseases paYents. To combat the adverse 

selecYon, the insurer may either eliminate the insured, or the insured’s physician. 

BCBSMMIC, BCBSM, IBC, AC, BCBSA have an enterprise-wide, naYonal  custom or 

procedures, amounYng to a policy, of eliminaYng pain physicians all over the 

country.  

BCBSM	and	BCBSMMIC‘s	software	program	has	not	been	correlated	with	other	software	

such	as	that	from	Appriss	Health,	Q-Qlarant,		nor	the	Medicare	“	Pill	Mill	Risk	Analysis’’	

software.	BCBSM	and	BCBSMMIC	‘s	software	program	I	are	a	clinical	research	study	tool	

with	prepared	under	an	unauthenticated	evidence	standard.		BCBSM	and	BCBSMMIC	‘s	

software	program	compared	Dr.	Pompy’s		performance	with	the	earnings	of	other	

anesthesiologists	in	a	group	of	2304	anesthesiologists	who	were	not	his	peers	and	were	

paid	differently	according	the	locations	of	their	of`ices	and	contracts.	The	Blue	Cross	opioid	
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software	yielded	misleading	statements	in	the	stream	of	interstate	commerce.	The	results	

of	the	Opioid	monitoring	software		in	used	in	the	promotional	annual	report	of	BCBSM,		and		

BCBSMMIC.	The	Monroe	1st	district	Court	erred	in	their	`inding	of	probable	cause	against	

Dr.	Pompy.	Aware	of	the	lack	of	probable	cause,	William	Paul	Nichols	avoided	a	Preliminary	

hearing.		

COMPUTER FRAUD AND ABUSE ACT ( CFAA)  18 U.S.C. § 1030. 

The computer Fraud and Abuse Act prohibits the unauthorized, intenYonal access of a 

protected computer. On 9/26/16, Robert Blair, Marc Moore, Carl Christensen M.D., Jon Lasota, 

Brian Bishop, and William Chamulak, among others accessed protected computers without 

privilege, noYce or consent. The medical data of the plainYff was accessed.  On 8/15/17, Robert 

Blair knowingly instructed IPaYentcare Inc. to access protected computers without privilege or 

consent. Under Shurgard Storage Centers, Inc. v. Safeguard Self Storage, Inc. United States 

District Court for the Western District of Washington. 119 F. Supp. 2d 1121 (2000), the above 

defendants violated The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA), 18 U.S.C. § 1030. A security 

feature of the network to avoid unauthorized penetraYon of IntervenYonal Pain Management 

Associates P.C ‘s network, requires that any desktop or laptop or tablets computer accessing Dr. 

Pompy’s network, to be authorized by the computer server. Following the search and seizure, 

the encrypYon allowing the server to properly idenYfy the computers in the network has been 

damaged. The damage has resulted in the inability of the slave computers to receive 

authorizaYon from the server. Unable to properly receive authorizaYon from the computer, the 

searched and seized slave computers from the network, are disabled. The slave computers are 

unable to work.  Because of their acYon, mulYple computers, servers, somware, and Merge 

somware were made inoperable. Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA), 18 U.S.C. § 
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1030 is a federal law that prohibits the unauthorized, intentional access of a protected 

computer.  The medical office at 730 N. Macomb St. had protected computers. BCBSMMIC, Carl 

Christensen, Sean Kotsch, Brian Bishop, William Chamulak, Robert Blair, Jon LasoKa,  and Marc 

Moore performed the unauthorized, intenYonal access of the protected computers at 730 N. 

Macomb St. Monroe, MI 48162. The CFAA applies to broken computers as well. Pursuant to a 

3/16/2018 Order for return of property, Mark Moore and Brian Bishop returned computers 

containing the plainYff’s medical records broken.  If someone has the authority to access a 

computer for some purposes but accesses that computer for an unauthorized purpose 

that is considered unauthorized access that can give rise to liability under the Computer 

Fraud and Abuse Act. Brian Bishop, William Chamulak, Robert Blair, and Marc Moore had an 

alleged search warrant and had apparent authority to access a computer at the office for the 

purpose of invesYgaYon of Lesly Pompy M.D and IntervenYonal Pain Management. Promedica 

Monroe Regional Hospital Epic somware is connected to the paYent management somware of 

IntervenYonal Pain Management.  Brian Bishop, William Chamulak, Robert Blair, and Marc 

Moore accessed the computers for the unauthorized purpose of looking into Promedica 

Monroe Regional Hospital Epic somware.  

STRICT LIABILITY  

BCBSMMIC,	Robertson,	BPL,	Howell,	Moore,	Brian	Bishop,	Robert	Blair	committed	

unreasonably	dangerous	activities	which	cannot	be	made	safe	under	any	circumstances.		J.	

Alan	Robertson	M.D	was	a	BCBSMMIC	employee,	who	referred	James	Howell	for	pain	

management	by	means	of	false	medical	referral.	DEA/MANTIS/MSP	provided	false	state	

driver’s	report.	BPL	provided	false	MAPS	records	to	induce	the	doctor	to	rely,	that	James	

Howell	had	a	history	of	taking	pain	medication.	James	Howell	did	induce	the	doctor	to	
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prescribe	because	of	his	complaint	of	pain.	James	Howell	`illed	the	prescriptions	at	a	

Monroe	Walgreens.	James	Howell	did	consume	the	controlled	substances.	Such	behavior	

constitutes	an	unreasonable	risk	of	harm	to	Doctor	Pompy.	James	Howell,	aka	James	

Stewart	false	medical	referral,	false	driver’s	license,	false	social	security	number,	is	unusual,	

or	out	of	place,	in	the	medical	community	of	Monroe.			The	risk	cannot	be	mitigated.	If	the	

actor	chose	to	engage	in	an	activity	that	inherently	poses	a	signi`icant,	unavoidable	risk,	

then	the	actor	faces	strict	liability	for	any	harms	caused	by	that	dangerous	choice.	The	

plaintiff ’s	injury	is	a	foreseeable	result	of	the	very	characteristic	that	makes	the	activity	

abnormally	dangerous.	BCBSMMIC	is	strictly	liable.		

Abnormally	dangerous	behavior.			Pursuant	to	Operation	Stone	Garden	and	Operation	

Gateway,	MANTIS,	OMNI,	MSP	induced	heroin	use	in	heroin	users.		MANTIS,	OMNI	supplied	

the	heroin	to	informant	Joshua	Cangliosi.	The	aiding	and	abetting	others	to	use	heroin	is	

intrinsically	dangerous,	and	cannot	be	made	reasonably	safe,	under	any	circumstances.	

Such	behavior	is	unreasonably	unsafe,	as	there	is	no	way	of	making	this	behavior	safe,	thus	

requires	the	imposition	of	strict	liability.	If	the	actor	chose	to	engage	in	an	activity	that	

inherently	poses	a	signi`icant,	unavoidable	risk,	then	the	actor	faces	strict	liability	for	any	

harms	caused	by	that	dangerous	choice.		Joshua	Cangliosi,	an	informant	who	died	of	an	

overdose.	Joshua	was	given	heroin	to	sell	to	attract	users	of	heroin.	Any	danger	associated	

with	the	intravenous	injection	of	heroin	could	not	be	minimized.	It	was	foreseeable	that	

Joshua	Cangliosi	could	misuse	and	die	from	the	heroin.	It	was	foreseeable	that	physicians,	

facing	patients	cursed	by	being	of	the	status	of	chronic	pain	sufferers,	would	avoid	

providing	medical	care	for	such	patients,	such	as	the	plaintiff.		As	an	actual	and	proximate	

cause	of	the	fear	induced	into	the	treating	physicians,	the	plaintiff	would	be	denied	medical	
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care	and	suffered	damages.	The	plaintiff ’s	injury	is	a	foreseeable	result	of	the	very	

characteristic	that	makes	the	activity	with	Joshua	Cangliosi	an	abnormally	dangerous.	

MANTISES,	OMNI,	MSP	are	strictly	liable	for	the	damage.	

Conclusion 
BCBSMMIC, First Merchant Bank as successor to MBT Financial Inc, MANTIS, 

Marc Moore, Robert Blair, the DEA, Brian Bishop, Dina Young have acted in 

concert to harm Dr. Pompy. It was foreseeable that their acYon would give rise 

to mass tort liYgaYon.  MulYple acYve liYgaYon involve the Honorable Judge 

Jack Vitale, or his Magistrate Tina Todd and Jessica Chaffin, either as  

defendants, witnesses. The defendant’s moYon for the disqualificaYon of the 

Judge Jack Vitale in the instant case should be upheld.  

RespecFully submiKed 

April 13, 2021 

Lesly Pompy M.D.  
533 N. Monroe St. 
Monroe, MI 48162.  
734-819-0634 
Pompypain@gmail.com 
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CerYficate of Service 

I, Lesly Pompy, cerYfies that the foregoing instrument was  filed with the Monroe 
District Court via US mail, and to the aKorneys of records herein at their  
respecYve addresses  disclosed  on the pleading on: April 13, 2021.  

Lesly Pompy 

3/31/21 hearing 

Conflict of evidence 

DefecYve  assignment 

1. MulYple assignees? 
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1. [2]  Criminal Forfeitures 

As noted above, under Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32.2, the court is required to 
promptly enter a preliminary forfeiture order once the “requisite nexus between the 
property and the offense” has been established, regardless of the property interests of those 
other than the defendant. Once that nexus has been established, the order may be entered 
regardless of any such exisYng third-party interests. Amer such order has been entered, 
however, Rule 32.2(b)(3) authorizes the AKorney General “to commence proceedings that 
comply with any statutes governing third-party rights.” Thus, the statutes allow for 
protecYon of third-party interests, but only amer the criminal forfeiture proceeding has been 
concluded. As discussed below, some courts allow third parYes to intervene prior to the 
conclusion of the case 

     STATE OF MICHIGAN 

       IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT 

 PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES,  

           LLC,                                           
Case No.  20N1162GC 

PlainYff         
Hon.  

vs. 

LESLY  POMPY 

   Defendant 

 --------------------------------------------------------/ 

WEBER & OLCESE, P.L.C 

Michael J. Olcese 
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AKorneys for PlainYff 

P.O. Box 3006 

Birmingham, MI 48012   248-816-8111 

-------------------------------------------------------/ 

Lesly Pompy 

533 N. Monroe St. 

Monroe , MI 48162       

------------------------------------------------------/ 

    DEFENDANT’S ANSWER TO  PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY DISPOSITION 

 The defendant  LESLY Pompy moves, pro se , to oppose the MoYon for  
Summary  Judgment of  PlainYff,  PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES, LLC .  

1. PlainYff Exhibit 3, the “ Bill of Sale”  failed to list  a specific account number 
with which the defendant entered  into a Contract  with PlainYff’s assignor. 
Furthermore, there is no evidence of a valid assignment.  

2.  The PlainYff’s assignor   did not provide credit to  an account Ytled 8382.  

3. The defendants made no payment to an to  an account Ytled 8382. 

4. The defendant had no contract linked to  an account Ytled 8382. 

5. There is  no evidence that the parYcular account 8382  assigned to the 
plainYff, actually belonged to Lesly Pompy.  

6. The Defendants has no contract with PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES, 
LLC . 

7. The defendants owes not money to PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES, LLC 
. 

8. Pursuant to MCR 2. 116, the defendant do no agree with sYpulated facts of 
the PlainYff. 
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9. MCR 2. 116 ( c) (10) does not apply because there exist  genuine issue as to 
material fact as to the account  at issue.  

The PlainYff is not enYtled to Judgement by law. The facFinder must determine 
genuine issues of material facts.   

WHEREFORE, the defendant requests that this Honorable Court  denies the 
PlainYff’s request for : 1)  an  Order of  Summary DisposiYon and 2), an award of 
$6693. 26 and cost.   The case should be dismissed against the defendant.  

RespecFully submiKed,  

Lesly Pompy 

533 N. Monroe St 

Monroe, MI 48162 

CerYficate of Service 

I, Lesly Pompy, cerYfies that the foregoing instrument  was  filed with the Monroe 
District Court, and to the aKorneys of records herein at their  respecYve addresses  
disclosed  on the pleading on: December 12, 2020 

 Lesly Pompy 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

       IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT 

 PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES,  

           LLC,                                           
Case No.  20N1162GC 
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   PlainYff         
Hon.  

 vs. 

 LESLY  POMPY 

   Defendant 

 --------------------------------------------------------/ 

WEBER & OLCESE, P.L.C 

Michael J. Olcese 

AKorneys for PlainYff 

P.O. Box 3006 

Birmingham, MI 48012   248-816-8111 

-------------------------------------------------------/ 

Lesly Pompy 

533 N. Monroe St. 

Monroe , MI 48162       

------------------------------------------------------/ 

    BRIEF OPPOSING  PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
DEPOSITION 

    STATEMENT OF FACTS 
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  On or about December 1, 2009, Defendant did not  entered into a contract 
to  a specific account number 8382.  A specific  account  and subsequent debt 
linked to Lesly Pompy, was not described ( See Exhibit “1”).  There is insufficient 
Evidence that PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES, LLC .  owned a certain account. 
PlainYff Exhibit 3, the “ Bill of Sale”  failed to list  a specific account number with 
which the defendant entered  into a Contract  with PlainYff’s assignor. 
Furthermore, there is no evidence of a valid assignment.  

Amber Houston is an employee of PorFolio Recovery LLC.  An affidavit by Amber 
alleges that PorFolio recovery owned account 8832. The assignor did not 
authenYcate the account, nor the debt.  As an employee of the assignee PorFolio 
Recovery, LLC, Amber Houston cannot authenYcate that Account 8832 belong to 
Lesly Pompy, nor can Amber Houston authenYcate the “Bill of Sale.”  The Affidavit 
listed in Exhibit 1, represents a material misrepresentaYon.  The notary Public Seal 
is absent, suggesYve of “Robo-NotarizaYon.” There is no evidence that Barclay 
Bank actually transferred an account associated with Lesly Pompy to PorFolio 
Recovery, LLC.  

Pursuant to MCR 2. 116, the defendant do no agree with any  sYpulated facts of 
the PlainYff. MCR 2. 116 ( c) (10) does not apply because there exist  genuine issue 
as to material fact as to the account  at issue.  

PorFolio Recovery Inc.  failed to prove that it acquired a specific account 
associated with Lesly Pompy.  PorFolio Recovery and Lesly Pompy are not in 
privity. The moYon  for Summary Judgement  should be denied and the  case  
against the defendant should be dismissed.  

        ARGUMENTS 

1. AFFIDAVIT  
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The fraudulent  acts of the PlainYff consisted of the use of uniform and decepYve 
and misleading affidavits and “ Robo-NotarizaYon.” The material  
misrepresentaYon  in the Affidavits  help  the PlainYff eliminate the  “ Burden” in 
their  Burden of Proof in State Court by presenYng false  affidavits under MCLA 
600.2145. The  PlainYff files  hundreds of these collecYon lawsuits in the State of 
Michigan. The use of false verificaYons and robo-notaries makes it impossible to 
determine if the PlainYff truly own the debt, and that the debtor owes the 
amount in the Affidavit and Complaint. The Amber Houston “ sworn affidavit can 
not take the place of the necessary proof  and paperwork that the defendant  
actually owned the debt.  PorFolio Recovery LLC can not force the burden of proof 
onto the aledged  debtor under 600. 2145.  

2. THE ACCOUNT  BETWEEN THE PARTIES BECAME STATED AND ACTIONABLE 

“An account stated  is an agreement, between  parYes who have had  
previous transacYons of a monetary character, that all items of 
account represenYng  such transacYons are true, and that the 
balance struck is correct, together  with the promise , expressed or 
implied, for payment of such balance.”  The defendant denied the 
presence of any  such agreement. The Statements provided  do not 
represent that  that the transacYons are true, nor  that the alleged  
balances  are correct.  The defendant does not promise to pay for 
such balance.  PorFolio Recovery LLC does not own the  debt, and 
neither provided substanYal proof of assignment or sale of the debt.  
The account between the parYes did not become stated and  
acYonable 

3. THE PLAINTIFF IS NOT ENTITLED TO SUMMARY DISPOSITION AGAINST THE 
DEFENDANT PURSUANT TO  MCR 2.116 (G) (5).  ViolaYon of MCR 2.113 and 
MCR 2.114 

The opposing party has stated a valid defense to the claim asserted 
against him. There remain issues of genuine material facts that must be 
resolved by the trier of fact. The plainYff is not enYtled to summary 
disposiYon against the defendant pursuant to MCR 2.116 (G) (5). 
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Furthermore, the plainYff’s aKorney relied on false notaries to enter 
pleading in violaYon of MCR 2.113 and MCR 2.114.  

4. FAIR DEBT COLLECTION PRACTICE ACT 

PorFolio Recovery LLC, aKempted to collect on the debt and violated 
15 U.S.C 1692f by designing and furnishing “ False Affidavits.”  (Exhibit 
1). A federal quesYon exists under the Fair Debt CollecYon PracYce 
Act, the Monroe District Court is not an appropriate venue for the 
instant acYon.   

The PlainYff is not enYtled to Judgement by law. The facFinder must determine 
genuine issues of material facts.   

WHEREFORE, the defendant requests that this Honorable Court denies the 
PlainYff’s request for: 1) an Order of  Summary DisposiYon and 2), an award of 
$6693. 26 and cost.   The case should be dismissed against the defendant.  

EXHIBIT 1 
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                                 STATE OF MICHIGAN 

       IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT 

 PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATEs                                   Case No.  
20N1162GC 

   PlainYff     Hon.  

 VS 
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 LESLY  POMPY 

   Defendant 

 --------------------------------------------------------/ 

WEBER & OLCESE, P.L.C 

Michael J. Olcese 

3250 W. Big beaver Rd, ste 324 

TROY, MI 48084    248-816-8111 

-------------------------------------------------------/ 

Lesly Pompy 

533 n. Monroe St. 

Monroe , MI 48162       

------------------------------------------------------/ 

    ANSWER TO  COMPLAINT 

 The defendant  LESLY Pompy moves, pro se , to answer the complaint. The 
defendant also moves for the court to dismiss the case. The defendant moves to 
answer the complaint as numbered in the complaint.  

1. JurisdicYon is improper. Under the U.S ConsYtuYon, art. III, §2, cl. 1,  
Diversity of ciYzenship  exist. The State of Michigan of  1st District Court 
lacks  jurisdicYon to adjudicate the case.   

2. 2.  Denied knowledge 

3. Agreed. Diversity JurisdicYon exist. 

4. Agreed 

5. Denied 

6. Denied 

7.  Denied Knowledge 
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8. Denied 

9. Denied 

10.Denied 

11.Denied 

12.Denied 

The case should be dismissed for lack of jurisdicYon.   

AddiYonally, the plainYff has failed to show: 1) a debt existed in the amount 
stated, or in any amount , at the Yme alleged  by PorFolio Recovery Associates Inc,  
2) a proper assignment  of Lesly Pompy’s  specific account actually occurred, 3) or 
that Dr. Pompy had a contract with PorFolio recovery. 

The defendant moves for an order to dismiss the case based  

 on failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. The case should be 
dismissed. 

RespecFully SubmiKed 

Lesly Pompy 

Defendant, Pro se 

533 N. Monroe St 

Monroe Michigan 48162 

2. 3/31/21 11 am hearing PorFolio recovery  

3.

4. [2]  Criminal Forfeitures 

5. As noted above, under Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32.2, the court is required to 
promptly enter a preliminary forfeiture order once the “requisite nexus between the property 
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and the offense” has been established, regardless of the property interests of those other than 
the defendant. Once that nexus has been established, the order may be entered regardless of 
any such exisYng third-party interests. Amer such order has been entered, however, Rule 32.2(b)
(3) authorizes the AKorney General “to commence proceedings that comply with any statutes 
governing third-party rights.” Thus, the statutes allow for protecYon of third-party interests, but 
only amer the criminal forfeiture proceeding has been concluded. As discussed below, some 
courts allow third parYes to intervene prior to the conclusion of the case. 

Dr. Ganesh-  bomb shell 

Moore v. United states 

United States v. Moore 
Citation486 F.2d 1139,158 U.S. App. D.C. 375; 1973 U.S. App. 

 

Brief Fact Summary. Appellant was convicted of possessing heroin. Appellant argued that he was an addict and 

had lost the power to control his addiction and should not be found guilty of the crime. 

Synopsis of Rule of Law. Appellant could never put the needle in his arm the first time nor the succeeding times 

without an exercise of free will. 

Facts. Appellant was convicted for possession of heroin. Appellant argued that he lost the power of self-control with 
regard to his addiction and could not control his behavior. Under prior Supreme Court of the United States 
precedent, this was sufficient to allow him to present addiction as demonstrating he lacked the requisite mental state. 

Issue. Whether Appellant could assert a defense that his addiction made him unable to conform his actions to the 

law and thus exculpate Appellant from liability. 
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Held. Appellant’s appeal is granted because the question of whether his actions were malicious was a question for 

the jury. 

Appellant could never put the needle in his arm the first and many succeeding times without an exercise of will. 

Appellant’s illegal acquisition and possession was the direct product of a freely willed illegal act. 

The drug addiction is a disease that Appellant has induced himself through a violation of the law 

Every addict, at the start of their addiction, makes a choice of whether they are going to run the risk of becoming an 

addict. 

Concurrence. The concurrence argued that if they were to allow drug addiction as a defense, they would have to 

allow it as a defense to other actions taken to acquire drugs or any other action under the influence of drugs. The 

criminal law cannot vary legal norms with the individual’s capacity to meet the standards they prescribe absent a 

gross and verifiable disability. 

Dissent. The dissent argued that a drug addict should not be criminally liable for possession of narcotics that are 

solely for his own use. At least some addicts have the overpowering psychological and physiological need to possess 

and inject narcotics that cannot be overcome by free will. Because free will is a necessary basis for imposing 

criminal liability, if the defendant does not act in accordance with free will, he should not be punished. 

 

Discussion. The Court ruled to allow the defendant’s argument would allow his argument to carry over to any type 

of illegal act which’s purpose was to obtain narcotics. Further, the Court notes that the addict who restrains himself 

from committing any other crimes except acquisition and possession demonstrates a greater degree of self control 

than most and thus a defense of loss of control is not valid. 
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	MCL 600.2169(1) (a) requires an expert to have board certification that “matches” the basic board certification of the defendant doctor. Dr. Carl Christensen is certified in the field of Obstetrics and addiction Medicine. Dr. Pompy is board certified in the fields of Anesthesiology, Pain Management, and addiction medicine. Dr. Carl Christensen lacks the same education, experience, and abilities to perform nerve interventional pain blocks as Dr. Pompy.  Under the Daubert Standard, Dr. Carl Christensen lacked the qualification of an expert witness capable of providing probable cause in an affidavit in support of a search warrant.
	Conclusion
	BCBSMMIC, First Merchant Bank as successor to MBT Financial Inc, MANTIS, Marc Moore, Robert Blair, the DEA, Brian Bishop, Dina Young have acted in concert to harm Dr. Pompy. It was foreseeable that their action would give rise to mass tort litigation.  Multiple active litigation involve the Honorable Judge Jack Vitale, or his Magistrate Tina Todd and Jessica Chaffin, either as  defendants, witnesses. The defendant’s motion for the disqualification of the Judge Jack Vitale in the instant case should be upheld.
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